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Introduction

The lirst two volumes of this series featured schools as complex or-
ganizatiohs..A variety of perspectives was considered to illuminate differ-
ent facets of their organization. This Volume extends these discussions
to still another dimension of orijanizations, their social 'environment We
shall consider howischools relate to'citizens in local communities and
how they are conti'011ed at sta;e and national Ibvels. The topic has not
changed, only the perspective. SichOols will now be viewed as open sys-
tems that are shaped by**, !forces in the environment.

We recognize that pubfic participation In school matters is compli-
cated. On the one hand, schbois belong to the public' Parents are re-
sponsible for protecting their children and promoting their welfaw, in and
out of school It is a foregone conclusion that as citizens become better
educated and more politically aware, citizen participation in some form

will increase.
On the other hand,

become direcItly involved In
that school districts weregi

he political Tisks increase whpn citizens
chool governance. Historically, orre reason
n indepertdent legal status was to protect

them from the favoritism and orruptiq sometimes associated with local
politics. It is not clear to us how object ity and fairness can be assured If
schools are to become completely open institutions: in a ciety as di-
verse and heterogeneous as the United States, it is not ac rate to speak

of the "p as though there were broad consensus oh Many issues.
There aré not one but many "publics," often with opposing interests. It Is

always 1ifficuit to determine who represents whom, and which issues
should b decided by the various publics.

Clearly then, the issue is not simply how to intrease citizen partici-

pation. It is how to provide a bettei balance between (a) the decisions
controlled by the bureaucracy andthe professionals who are resporuoible
for maintaining quality end fairness of treatment, and (b) decisions con-
trolled by various publics who add the element of particularism needed to
make programs responsive to the uniqueness and diversity of large pub-
lic school districts. We do not have the answers, but we hope this volume

will heip clarity some of the issues as you town yc(ir own concluAions
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Preface

The Teacher Corps conducted its first natiOnal training institute In
the summer of 1975. New project in rns and team leaders, called corps=
members, were participants in four ntense weeks at the Upiversity of
Richmond In scope afict content the stitute was a unique response.
Needs 'gave- it birth; and evaluation studies, protect director's, and re-
search on the management of change gave it focus. The experience,
known as the Corps MeMbers Training institute (CMTI), was repeated for
other corpsmembers in 1976 at Florida §tate University in Tallahassee,
and in 1977 at San Diego State University.

)Ttme major impetus for the whole icte must be credited to third-party
program evaluations. More than one of these pointed up the great need
for interns to understand the organizational features of schools. The dor-
win Study in 1/973 particularly described how crucial it wag for our teach-
ing teams,' and particularly #he interns, to understand the implications of
organizational characteristics and realize that schools are spcial swig
tems. The Marsh Study in 1974 reinforced this point.

Additionally, project directoss were reporting that Teacher Corps in-
ternmeeded an esprit de corps, a personat identification with the na-
.14o6alTrogram effOrt. It also Seemed to directors that a common training
session could be the most realistic and profoundposs-cultural learning
and living experience ever provided by the Teathfir Corps.

. Finally, the research literature on the saanfigement of Change and
theories on the processes of change have important implications for
teacher education. The Teacher Corps program is designed to` help
schools and colleges effectshange. In the early history 0 the Cbrps, a
basic assumption existed that interns, acting as change agents, ould re-
form the .school merely with their commitment and presence. This
proved to be an unrealistic and unproductive assumption. We have now
been careful to )nsist that Teacher Corps interns are not, and should Qot
attempt to bei change agents. Our expectation is simply that they will be

e best arti most highly. qualified teghers available to the profession,
nqt in the tradition& sense as dispenserskil knowledge, but as facilitators
of the learning process. This new role requires more and different .theory
and training than has been the case typLcaliy in teacher education. It
starts with the assumption that facilitating means ronaging. Teachers
must manage processes, products, and young pe^ in an organiked
manner if they want and expect positive growth ,and change to occur in
ibe learning and behavior of their students. This seems most accomplish-

iv



I
able when the schoOl is vieed as a formal organization, as a social sys-
tem, and the cfassrooms In that school as subvstems. This systemic ap-
proach treats the-classroom as an organization within an organization-7-
'the school. .

,

Previous teScher training programs,.which focused on the individual
teacher learner, tended to provide new knowledge or skills to that
teacher learner but did not have impact fbr change on the scl.x5bl to
which the teacher returned. In hiariy cases the teacher's new knowledge
became a thr, eat to teaching peers 'who had not themselves benefited
from such traininJ7 Administrators. were often threattsned when the
leacher attempted to implement ts knowledge and-skill. We now know
how these prgplerns can be avoided. Many Of us have come tb,believe
that for the institutionalized growth arid development of educational per-
sonnel, arid tdr impact on the school, the school as an organizatioh is the
smallest

/unit of change. Sirnilarly,-for the instilutipnaliZed growth and de-
velopment of children, the classroom is the smallest unit of change..

Systems theory and organizational behavior theory have an impor-
tant place in the conceptualization ot preservice and inservice educa-
tion. Many good arid .hilented teachers leel unable to use their talents
effectively beOause they believe the hiera)chical structure of administra-
tors, supenhisors, and the,6nVironmental tield force known as'"the coni-
munity" have placed unwarranted.constraints upon them. This sense of
alienation and powerlessness in the finest teachers will obviously brove
contagious. Idealistic beginners will, therefore: hardly be . immune.
Teacher Corps is persuaded that if schools, as social systems, 'are tdbe
changed for.-the better, everyone with a role or investment in the eOuca-
fhon and/or schooling orchildren rriust be collaboratiYely involved in the
change-process. If both4lew and eXperienced teachers were to have an
opportunity to s J dy the nature of organizations and the ways members
interact, they rnig it find that certain behavior characteristics manifested
in schools arejotind in rnost,organizations. Cven more important, these
behavlors crth.be understood and dealt with..

.
,

We ("riow, of course, that most of the scientific data oryorganization
are foun61 in.studies of economic and,industrial organizations. Over the

AP past few Years, universities have conducted numerous educational orga-
nization. studies in educational Administration for middle managers and
school superintendents, initially supported through the .Kellogg Founda7.
tion Program. No one, it seemed, h'ad begun to develep concepts, theo-
retical formulations, and case studies for prospective and practicfrig
teachers.to use in studying the school as a formal organizatign. With the
exception of the initial work on organization study-done by Chris Argyris
for employees, little else hadbeen developed for a roie group below that
of administrators and managers. Someone somewhere had to begin. ,.

The Corps Member Training Institutes were seen as having three
goals. The first was to develop an esprit de corps among our newest
rrlembers The second waS to provide them with a rich multicultural expe-
rience The third was to Involve them and their experienced teacher tm



leader in an academic-experience designed tO open their eyes to theo-.
ries of orgarilzatign, both structure and behaylor,and to the many styles
of learning and teaching there are. The first Institute wai organizrid into
the two separate graduate-level strands, biganizatIon Perspectives, and
Teaching and Cearning Style Analysis. This volume Is the third of a seriA
of three dealing-with Perspectives,on CirgAnizations. We hope to use this
series as part of the curriculum of future CMTI's.

The Teacner Corps is pleased to have the American Association of
Colleges for-Teacher Education and the Association of Teacher Educe-
torS serve as joint publishers of Oils volume:Their constituencies are im-
portant ones in any effort to Implement chanae in the preparation of edu-
cation personnel Their effort is to proviae practitioners, decision-
makers, and researchers with the ideas and informatiOn which can be-.

come building steps to progrest.
This volume: like the preceding ones, offers those Who may share

our concerns about some of the papers, other materials and procedures
that yvere used to give corpsmembers and team leaders aoew perspec-
tive on organizations paTticularly, as the subtitle states, on the social en-
vironment of schoQls.

The,lntents of this volume were selected from materials prepared
for CMTI, 1975. Jim Steffensen and Beryl Nelson of rrfy step are .to be
commended for having worked so closely with the puplication's editors
on each of these volume's.

These represent beginning, at least, of a response to a serious
need. Each of the three volumes reinforces the fact 'That -the study of
organizations is no ltpury item in a realistic program of teacher training.

'at

1`.

vi
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William 1_7 fliith
Dir ctor
Teac r Corps
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Volume Overview*

Part I of this volume is titled Readings on the Social Environment of
Schools. The purpose of the readings is to examine some environmental
factors, external to the school, that impact directly on school policies and
practices. In "The Limits of Local Control OvètEducation, 8ections 1,11,"
Ron Ad Corwin and Roy Edelfelt discuss Gi.then participation in the
schools. Laurence lannaccone is concerned about the politics of Ameri-
can education, and.about e,relationship between the schools and the
state in particular, in "School Governance and its Sociopolitical Environ-
ment." "Government's Responsibility in. Improving Education Out.-
comes" is the title and the theMe of the reading by William Smith. He di-
rects his attention to the federal role in education,

Oart II provides an opportunity for readers and instructors to exploke
many of the icsues raised in Pa'rt I. Schools, Communities, and Teachers,
in Attion is a series.of activities designed to be used in an instructional
setting. They May bfkused io any order. Each activity stresses the com-
plex interrelationships among schools and their...local, state, or federal
sociopolitical'envirpnments. Included in this section are:

A case study, "The Choate County Textbook Controversy:
Cultures in Clásh:"

A film, "Conrack,."

A reading for discuWon, "AlternNte Concepts bt Power and
Leadership:" and

A series of structured exercises to explore some assumpition,
about behavior or "Ethiaomethodology."

After an k '4itial' reading of Part I, readers should Select an activity in
Part II to explo concepts in more depth. Readers will wept to continue
to relate Parts 1 and II fo each other. instructors will firid'the "Instruc-
tional Mode,016oals, artcl Objectives," reprinted from'volume _I andcon7
tained in the Appendix, Of value in planning for student sessions.

N.

Ronald G. Corwin, Colurribus, ohia
Roy A..Edelfelt, Washington, D.C.

. .

June 1g7f4

.
SectionVhat do not have specittc author cited were written by Ronald G rorwkt 9nd Roy

A. Edelfelt

I o
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Readings on the Social
Environment of Schools

he-Limits of Local Control
ver Education, Section I:

Citizen Participation at the Local'Level
Ronsaid G. Corwin Roy A. Edelfelt

ple growth of bureaucracy and professionalism in modern society

seems to have reduced the opportunities for individual citizens to partici-

pate in and to influence matters of vital concern to them and their chil-

dren. These circumstances have raised' several lypes of concerns',

inducting- a conflict between bureaucracy and democracy; the inability

of citizens to control nearly autonomous pitlic organizations; and the
tendency for organizations to lose sight of the goals which they were

tended to achieve.

BUREAUCRACY VERSUS DEMOCRACY

Since Weber first warned of totalitarian tendencies within large-

scale orgabizations, social scientists, policy makers and other informed

citizens have ponderedthe threat that bureaucracy poses to democracy.
Service organizations are like other organizations in the fact that they are

often controlled by a few persons. School systems aramot immune from

oligarchical control. Moreover, within schootorganifations, the top eche-

lon is often the captive Of powerful political elites, while the lower eche-

lons often appear to be closed to influence from individuals outside the
organization:Employees of such organizations do riot have to be respon-

sive to outsiders' desires and criticisms. Indeed, some writers believe

y unrealistic to.'expect that employees working within bureaucratized

service orconizations will be responsive to the various desires of their cli-

ents or even treat their clients humanely.
The problem is especially pronounced in schools serving low-

income neighborhoods. Although the middle-income groups are not en-

tirely effective in -worldng with bureaucracies, they do have certain ad-

vantages over their low-income counterparts. They are probably a little



.. .

more accustomed to_working In-bureaucracies; ?Aid are relatively more
experienced in coping with them. Moreoverburaaucratic systeMs '

largely reflect -the-IntereSt Of' the dorninant Wig I Indeed, sorr;edii
critics argue that bureaucratic organIzatIoni tend to

prriilize"ttiose*em-

ployees .wipo Identify too, closely with theit. low-income 'clients, These
critics mal4tain that professional organizations are least able to serve
precisely the neighborhoods with the most severe personal and social.
problems, le., those with high- unemployment rates, language differ-
ences*, high turnover of residents:and high rates of disease, mental ill-
ness, homicide, crime, and juvenile delinquency. There are several rea-
sons behind these charges. Service organizations are governed by
general rules whrch do not always .fit the speciarcircum,stances of low-
incom neighborhbods, and therelore employees will encounter difficul-

0 ties wi hin the organization as-they try to meet the needs of those they
are tryirg to help These agencies are expected to assist.as many rlfeople
as possible, and it is easier to meet the quotas by concentrating pn the
simpler, les's time-consuming cases that are more ty`pical of the middle-
class clients Also, the fact that different serVe agencies specialize in
specific problems makes it difficult for the clidits who are afflicted with
many prob4ems to find meaningful coOrdinated assistance

Low-income groups have become more vocal about some of these
problems, and many people have become more socially conscious about
the injustices that some individuals have experienced in their enCounters
with service organizations. While citizen participation is of ten,proposed
'as-a panacea, it is not al.ways'the answer. Selznick (1949) undertook a-
study teZttitermine whether it iS possihie for.citizenmq participate effet-
tively in an agency'of thOederaLgovernnient Operfoting at the grass roots
level of local communities, and his cOnciusion is a sobering. one. Hit.
found that local cilizens used the programs to satiMy their own private
(nterests, which were at variance with.the larger soCiety's inte tsthe
very ones that prompt national social programs in the first plac

. In thiS
case at least, -citizen control diverted the program from its original goals,
thus defeating some of the explicit purposes it was designed-to fulfill. The
study then, raised questions about how to achieve balanced participatiofl
which would not jeopardize the general welfare.

.Pk.

ORC,ANIZATIONAL AUTONOMY AND DEPFNDENCE

A relatki cOncern is the fact that in a public organization, lay per-
sons outside of it afe legally in charge, and yet the organization must
have a certain amount of latitude or autonomy from such outside control
In order fol its Members to act rationally and maintain standards essen-
tia NI' effective performance. All organizations seek to gain power over
those on whom they 50pRnd. In Thomson's (1967, p 3) words: ,

The pubhc school, (or exainple, which is constrained to accept virtually ail stu-
dents of A specified age, under conditions of populahon growth has urgent need

1 .
4-



for power with respect to thoee in the environment Who contrq) financial and

other inputs If IN) environment *poses mandatory loads. the school must seek

oovs With r 4N)e(1 to re011f COS.

'He observes that since the Public holds organizations responsible foi
their actions, organizations try to control their circumstances by sealing
off imp6rta'nt aspects of thWr work from outside influence as a means of
maintairling control over their own proc-esmies and goals. Fer the&sarne
reason, professional employees often try to expand their titfluence over

. .

all aspects of thOir clients lives as a- means of increasing control over

their circurnstances. ..

Professionals arelicerlsed on the assumption that they' will- use thetr

power Io.protect clients Vom the arbitrary aspects of overpowering bu-
reaucracies. Sometimes they do. But it doesn't always wqrk that way, ln-
.stead, professionalfsm can create other problems'over and above those

Mich stem from the bureaucratic System. Freidsori (197,0) maintains
. th at the expertise of professionals in our society has been institutional-

ized into' Something similar .to a bureaucratrc office. Their favored posi-

\ons give professionals an inordinate degree of autoriomy that enables
t em to remain insensitive to the welfare of their clients. Unlike bureau-
crats, professionals are imputed with unquestioned objectivity based orl.

their expertise and on scientific truth This image helps to immunize them
-from higher review and outside scrutiny Freidson charges that profes-
sions are often primarily interested in advancing policies that will en-
hance their control For example, professionals gain the right to withhold
information ori the assumption that the client is incapable of understand-

ing or would act irrmonsibly with the knowledge imparted
These general observations hetel to explain some problems Asoci-

ated with the governance of educat4n today. If schools are to maintain
their objectivity, to uphold standards of fairness, and to enforce aca-
demic standards, they must be given some independence from parents
and other citizens. Thls does not mean fhat they can ever be entir.ely in-
dependent, because they depend upon taxpayers, employers, and other
outsiders for support and resources. They need the backing of parents to

encourage children to do their homework avignments and to reinforce
the discipline imposed by teachers. They also expect outsiders to employ
and utilize their products But as .teachers have professionalized and
claimed the perogatives of other professions there have been growing
concerns that other checks are needed.

In education it is Important to distinguish between organizational au-

tonomy arid professional autonomy. -The school .as an organization has
justified its autonomy on the basis of a broad societal commitment to 'ed-
ucating the young, and the necessity of remaining free from provincial-
ism and the vested interests of particular clients. Its professional staff is
presumed lb have competence and enlightened purpose, whiCh should

not be disturbed by special interests . or narrow thinking. Ensurances
have been granted tor academic freedom, tenure, and due process for
professionals charged with malpractice or unethical conduct



However, -the case for ,the autonomy of triaching'as "a profession, in .

other words, insisting that educators have compibte Control of profes'-
sidnal circumstances, has not been as,iconvincing,ThepublIcanOt con-
fident abotk leachers' exriettise, and it% Scientific basis ot. Tatiaroom
teaching has not been Well eStabAhed.,Also, teaching is clearly a public
prOfession. Elementary and secondary schools have almost always been
under public control in the L./rifted States. Typically, eduCators.have not
insisted on controlling schools% becauslt contrOl is established by law,as
a public, state reSponsibitity. They have, on the 'other hand, attempted to
gain.control of the teaching profession in regard to both-preparation and
practice, and while their right to control is still controversial evenlarnong
educators, it is nevertheless beging to be achieved ih a feW states. It
is, however, a significant demand which jndirectly.could lead io greater
control of schools as well.

The implications anCenormous. Professional people often haVe a
difficiAttlme opllaborating meaningfully With lay persons who do not un-
dersland the intricacies of the profession. The problems:9f working with
clients with social backgrounds different from those of the professionals
are especially acute. The fact that most professions are poorly integrated
into the lives or the communities of low-income clients can hamper the
ability to Serve the poor. A special problem. for professionals in dealing
with low-incorne clients is that social class and educational level are in
large degree coterminous. Young people from low-income families vhp
become teachers join the middle class by virtue of their college eduCa-
lion. Their upward social mobility is-often characterized by the "conver-
sion syndrome," that is the 'tendency of people with a newly achieved so-
cial status to ardently defend the norms of the group they have just
joined, and, convergaly, their.self-conscious effott to reject the norms as-
sociated with their prior circumstances. Human .servites professions,
plrticularly teaching, have always attempted to. impose Middle-class
tnoral standards as a condition for providing low-inCome Clients with a
professional service, and this attitude creates alrnOst insurmountable
chasms of social distance from these clients. It is possible for teachers
to collaborate with parents in lovtincome neighborhoods only to the ex-
tent that there is mutual respect. Unfortunately, respect for the dignity of
all human beings has yet lobe made a dictum of professional practitte,

kprofession, says Etzioni (1964), is a special case of separating
"nnsumption" from "control.":This separation typically occurs with the
process of bureaucratization. He believes that consumers must Some-
how 'regain at least some control. Of course,. few educators or clients
seek complete or unilateral control. Rather, it is a question of establish-
ing zones of autonomy for both educators and citizens. The gipallenge is
to find an appropriate balance so that sch6ol programs clearly repreient
what clients want, yet allow sufficient autonomy for professionals to
practice as their expertise and ethics dictate. In the final analysis, there
are two ways of breaking up a professiOnal group's monoNily to protect
the client from exploitatton: by establishing communication bridges and
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by bUilding. bases of countervailing consumer power. To the extent that

educ4tors do not take- the initiative in establishing the first alternative',

citizenS will firiiri.it necessary to.undertake the second.

GOAL DISPLACEMENT

Similar themes punctuate the literature on organizational adminis-
tration concerned with the Infle'xibility of organizationg and their Unre-

sponsiVeness to change. Organizations rely upon uniform policies to
achieve coordination. These policies are expressed in rules, procedures,
narrow specialiiation, and red tape. Employees who are charged with
upholding thissysterri soMetImes. manifest a "bureaucratic personality."
That is, they become inflexible and Indifferent to the needs of individual
cilizens by virtue of the fact that they have a disproportionate amount of

power to interpret and enforce 'the rules, and tend to view clients only
from the standpoint of their narrow specialization. They are neturall pre-

occupied with predictable and Short-run problems, and iri.the ocess

can easily forget clients' desires and the ultimate goals of the ganiza-

Hon. If rules,are rigid, and the'monitoring of their behavior is strict, em-
ployees can becorne so preoccupied with satisfying the requirements of
the organizational system end with coping and survival, that they be-
come reluctant to use their initiative and imagination in the interests of

the clients whOm they serve.
However, it is by no meanS clear that bureaucracies always induce

so much defensiveness in employees. Many bureaucracies are charac-
terized by a great deaf of structural looseness; rules are not always for-
rmilated in highly specific terms, and policies are often adjusted to ac-

. commodate diversity. Kohn (1971) noted that bureaucratic organizations

can otter Challenge, job protection, and rewards, and often attract per-
sons with a high level of education. Consequently, he found that em-
ployees of large, centralized organizations were more flexible and recep-

tive to change than workers in less bureaucratized ones.
Organizations often adapt themselves to the characteristics of their

clientele. For example, schools in low-income neighborhoods often seem

to place less stress on attendance, tardiness, and dress codegs, and use
corporal punishment more often than middle-class schools. Of course,

such adaptions do not necessarily help clients. In many instances, they

only work to the clients' disadvantage. Goal displacement, then, can re-

sult from either exfreme, complete autonomy or co-optation by special

interests. The key to effectiveness may be the kind of balance the organi-

zation is able to strike between these two extremes.
PrObably enough has been said to demonstrate that citizen partici-

pation has Important implications for a variety of issues. We have sug-
gested a few and others have been raised in the first two volumes of this
series. Therefore, we Shall now turn to consider opportunities for citizens
to participate in their local schools. As we proceed, it is important to keep
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in mind two implhging features of the external environment in which
schodis-exist, for they dictate whatddnd of governance is possible:

The way schooLdistricts are_orgarlized sets definite limits onihe
amount of influence and surveillance local citizens can exerdise;
"Local" schools are part of a nationwide network of
organizations that share in their governance.

FIT:Kent efforts to Increase the participatioDrof citizens, particularly
disadvantage'd citIzenp, have been preoccupied with administrative de-.
centralization, neighborhood controlfiRid rela;ed activities at the /oca/
level We shall take the positlon that these effortS "can at best be onlypar-
tinily successful for tworeasons. First, there are serfbus structural im-
pediMents to citizen participation at the looal level, and second, dnd per-
haps More important, schools.are governed by national coalitionS of
organizations and "veto" %soups beyond the .local level. We shall de:
veiop both themes in the following discuS.sions

4

Some Limitations Of School Boards

To u.nderstand the citizen participation movement, it is necessary to
8-tart with the local school board. It is one of the few instit t lions that holds
out to citizens the promise of a real opportunity to part ipate in a Vital
public service. However, in practice sChool boards have failed to effec-
tively represent large segments of citizens, First, they do not represent a
full cross section of the local citizenry. There is a widely acknowledad
pattern of oligarchical rule in local school districts. While a large prow:
ticin of the constituency of American schools is poor, schtSols are gov-
erned primarily by upper-middle class, propertied, monied, white,,middle-
aged RepubliCan men. Hottlemen (1973) echoes many other writers
when he concludes that:

There Is enough evidence available to demonstrate that school board govern-
ance, broadly speaking, has lonct been a system dominated by a narrow range of
citizens. One can only speculate about the degree of self-interest which perme-
ates decisions made about the future of chHdren, but It is difficult not to believe
that unenlightened self-Interest has been a key element In the motivation for
school board service

Second, school board membei's typically are unable tp represent
even their own segment of the community effectively. The reison Is that
they generally do not:play a decisive_ role in 'making poHcy decisions,
ironic though that may seem. There are several reasons td explain their
lack of power. Board members usually hold demanding, full-time jobs.
which limit the amount oflime they can spend on school matters: they do
not use objective .data to evaluate their superintendents and their
sdOpols; they usually do not run on a specific platform, and thus 'do not
have a mandate from the community to act In any particular way, and
they do not represent any group or spell constituency and fbr that rea-
son do not report back to a coristituency (even when they are elected
from subdistricts of the larger school district).
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This last point is crucial. School board members Usti& ly do not rep-

resent visible coristituoncis whb back /them in elections and monitor
their pot formance, and only rarely are clear issues involved in school
board olections. As a result, new members are allowed freedom to adiust

to the expectations of administrators and senior board members. One

reason constituencies often fail to matttialize is that members ate so
unifortnly tippet class and, therefore, do not represent issues unicwely

important to other groups. Another reason is that public disagreement
and a wide variety of parental interests tend to clofid the emergence of
clriar issues and/or answers regarding the school program.

By comparison to school beards, school superintendents have, a
consideeable amount of power because they have full-tim jobs: control

the agenda for board meetings, are specialists in their field, have special-

ized staff persons working for 'thorn, control many aspects of the organi-

1
?Aloe of the school system-, define zi,J tematk;es for the board, produce

their own research and thereby control the informatidn available to board

members, make specific policy recommendations, and ar e in charge Of

hiring, assignment, promotion, and tenure
As a result, school boards are often co-opted by administrators For

example, they often champion proposals f tom the professional staff

rather than representing citizen groups Moreover,, at many board meet-

ings the vast majority of the time is devoted to managerial details instead

of rlicy issues.
It is perhaps if ()RIC that there has been such widespread disen-

chantment and frustration with local school boards when one of the few
places community residents appear to have a voice in public policy is
through their school board Perhaps it is.ptecisely because schools hold

out the promise of opportunities for citzen participation that peoplp have

been so disappointed with the results n any case, these inadequacies of

school boards have stirred a great do;i1 of criticism and have provided

the impetus behind many serious experiments in recent years to explore

ways for citizens to participate more effectively in Me governance of

schools Perhaps school boards need to look again at ways in which citi-

zeris can contribute to their deliberations and should explore other

means of checking with their constituents before they take action

The Many Meanings of Citizen Parti6pation

The solutions proposed create their own problems. For example, we

have already alluded to the efforts being made to include citizens more

directly in the governance process One of the major problems with such

moves is that people have different understandings about how citizens

can arid should participate. One way to approach this issue is to consider

what it would require for citizens to be fully effective in their efforts to

make thernselves heard, even though some people might object to so

much outside influence
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CITIZEN EFFECT IVENESS DEFINED

For our immediate purposes, wtl shall define effective-citizen parti-
cipation as the ability of organized citizenvoups (a) to obtain recognition
as legitimate spokespwsons for their constituencies arid (b) to achieve
their ob/ectiyes with respect to the educational program. Of course there
can be various degrees of effeoliveness Even if a group does not prevail,
it can be partially effective if its views are taken into account in any com-
promise that is reached

We want to stress that we are considering only organized forms of
citizen par ticipation and that we are using the term "effectiveness" only
as it applies to the abthty,of a citizen group to be heard and have its influ-
once felt. Effectiveness in this sense should not be equated with effec-
tive governance Of the system. We leave open the possibility that a
school system will be governed no more effectively when citizeys are

-Nsuccessful in their efforts to be heard than when they are not. Oa( pur-
pose is to reflect on what it means to say that citizens are effective in
making themselves heard.

In choosing to approach the pioblern in this way, from the viewpoint
of the citizen, we have also chosen to ignore the variety of individuals
and groups that can be involved when citizens "participate" in schools.
For example, froni the community side there are individual parepts, citi-
zens withouCchildr en in schools, elected or appointed community offi-
cials; informal leaders, ad hoc [.1r essur 0 groups, voters, and the students.
Fr OM the side of the school district there are a school board, administra-
tors. Specialists and classroom teachers, teacher organizations, and
assistants or secretaries at the central office and in the individual
schools Conceivably, each of these groups or individuals has a different
idea about how citizens can effectively participate However, given the
complexity of the topic. it seems necessary to limit the discussion by fo-
cusing sharply on the conditions that influence the ability of citizen
groups to nia,ke themselves, heard.

As defined above, GaMson (1975) identifies two dimensions of citi-
zen effectiveness (a) acceptance, i.e the group is recognized by offi-
cials as a valid representative for a legitimate set of interests: (b) impact,
e the group has gained benefits for its constituency

Acceptan(.e

A group can be accepted in a variety of ways depending upon the
type of participation in which it engages, or the role it is expected to as-
sume. Perhaps the most significant form of acceptance is being included
in the decision-making process, though citizens can effectively be in-
volved in other ways as well Therefore, it would be useful to identify dif-
ferent types of roles open to citizens. Here is one framework for thinking
about citizen roles
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f
THE CLIENT ROLE. Here, the citizen group asks for assistance or advice

from the school district regarding specified problems. This assumes that

. citizens are aware Of problems and will initiate the relatiortatilp.. The
schoOl or district then reserves the right to determine if the requesf is le-

gitimate and whop and how It will Oespond to the request.

TI-tE CONSULTANT\ROLEIn 11118 case, the relationship is reversed. That

is, the schopi or school distriel seeks advice from the altizen group. The

group is asked to wt in a consulting eapatity. BiWthere are many differ-

ent forms of constilting. Citizens may be asked to serve in a "sounding
out's' role; for example, to appraige for the school board a new sex educe-

tions program that -is being contemplated. Or they may serve in a "re-
\tiew" capacity to r ine the curriculum of an elementary school or

evaluate a gradin licy. Or, they may be directed to "explore" a partic-

ular question su h as what should-be done about workstudy programg,
erivironmental education, or adding a multicultural dimension to the
school program. Low-income parents might be convened to explore how
the home Can complement the school in the reading program or how a
school breakfast and lunch program can involve parents so that good nu-

trition is practiced at home. Fiwily, other aspects of consulting include
"fact-finding," lnalysis," or "interpretation." Cor example, the group

may be asked to survey mbrnbers of the community to ascertain public

opinion on an issue; it may be asked to explain neighborhood traditions
and ethnic values to school officials; or it may be asked to explain the
reason for a certain event, such as why a school bond levy was defeated.

In any case, citizens acting as consultants maybe expected to perform
one or more of at least three functions: (a) to provide information, (b) to
interpret events and give solicited advice, and (c) to help support and

legitimize the district's actl 's.

THE DECISION-MAKER ROLE.,in this role, the group i invited to partici-

pate ,formally in the decision-making process through permanent or ad

hoc committees and special assignments. It may participate in oniy one
decision or in several. It may participate at the level of the district and/or

at, the level of specific schools. Citizens inlay have a high percentage of

representatives or only a few. \
,

THE IMPLEMENTOR ROLE. The school or school district is the Initiator in

this role also. The group is called upon to collaborate in implementing ex-

isting policy or procedure (e.g., to assist with fund raising campaigns or

to provide volunteer aids). /
THE CONSUMER ROLE. Again, under this definition, the school or school

district takes the initiative. The citizen group is treated as a passive con-

. sumer. Through ',the mass media, speeches, telephone calls and
t

, spersonal visits, school officials initiate many communications with citi-
i '\).zens to inform and persuade them of the school probiems (from the offi-

Cials' viewpoint).
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ImpactI

The opportunity for a group to. participa/t.of course, doeS n9.1 aS.-
sure that it will have any influence on a school's practices. Therefore, it
Is necssary to consider what pdvantages a group may have gained for
its constituency, that It the nuttiber of requests or demands for irvhkh'it
has gained modest ortarge concesvion. In weighing these advantages,

ectorsit is cessary to assess several
First, the advantage depends upori the point at which itizens enter

ilb l

the decision broCest, or the type of partiCipation\The decision process
can be divid,td in a number oftways Here is onepoibility:

participatio1n specifying alternatives that are being considere0;
participation in choices among.these alternatives:
astertaining what decisionspeed to be made;
retaining controlover the final approv or veto of decisions by
others.

Second, the scope of.a gtoup's involvement must be taken into ac-
c9tint. This can be assessed by the number of- decision areas in which
the group has participated, such as: subjects and programs; teadhing
materials; methods of reporting pupil progress; disciplinary methods;
grouping of stugents, hiring and evaluation of teachers and adrnioistra-
tors: allocation42 budgets,policies governing street language and stan-
dard English; aridWays to deal with absenteeism, drug abuse, vandalism,
and disruptive behavior

Third, the domain of the d, cision should be weighed, that is, its im-
pact as reflected in the numb r of indivkluats and/or time or effort in-
volved. For example, district-wide versus school-based concessions; the
establishment of gerneral, hiring policies versus a decision to hire a spe-
cific elementary school, principal: text book policy versus the veto of a
specific book: homework policy versus a decision about a specific teach-
er's sChool work assignments. We hazard a guess thal the smaller the

ntext, the greeter the domain of the citizens groups; assuming that au-
th rity is decentralized.

Finally, it is important to consider the lengthend continuity of in-
volvement, in other Words, the extent to which partifipation has been in-
stitutionalized. For example, a group might be centrally involved in mak-
ing a particular decision, only to lose its influence after a short period of
time. It Might become involved intermittently only ot crucial decision pe:
hods. Or, it might be involved, either in a central way or marginally, over
a long period of time.

Forms of Participation

Citizen participation can sake different forms (Thompson & McEwen,
1958; Corwin, 1965) The form it takes depends partly upon the relation-
ship between the two dimensions discussed above, namely acceptance
and impact
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Degree to which the Degree of Impact of Citizens' Groups on Schools
C4tizqrts' Group is
Accepted by School High Mediuri) Low

High

Medium

PASSIVE!

Adaptation Coalition Co-optation
(of the (by the
school) school)

Bargaining

Luw OenfItcl

.4 -

Figure I, Forms Of CIPICUT pat tic !patio!) in educational decision makmg

Passive.Adaptation in Figure 1 refers.to the willingness of the school
district to defer to h group in order to avoid any possibility of displeasing
.the group It is a structural form of "r4alistic cotormity." For exampte,

a librarian might submit his/her book list to the American Legion for its
approval. or, citizens might "bite the bullet" rather than openly criticize a
teacher in order to avOid the remote,possibility of ".getting f heir child in
trouble with the teacher.- In these cases the school or citizens disagree
with the goals but go along with the procgdures.

Coalition is an open and mutually beneficial com nation of a citizen
group and a school district for a specific purpose such a organizing bus-
iness-education week, reporting student progress, promoting coopera-
tiv4 education programs, or facilitating the consolidation of school
districts. In these cases it is assumed that there is no basic disagree- }

merit on the goals and the mQans to be used.
Co-optation occurs when an organization finks itself With a .aroup

whose name is then used as a "front" to legitimate a school district pol-
,
icy over which the group has. in reality, little influence. Typically, co-opta-
tion is accomplished when an organization absorbs the leadership of an
opposing group inta, its own leadership. For example, in a study of the
Tennessee Valley Authority: Sqjznick (1949) described a federal agency
which was able to neutralize stIong public oppositl9n by appointing rep-
resentatives of the,hostile groups to its own goverrNg bpard. For an ex-
ample closer to sckmols, schobl administrators sometihies try to silence
vocal critics by appointing them to citizen advisory committees. Some

studies indicate that local, Parent Teacher Associations (PTA) are some-
times used as fronts by school principals to support a pet pfogram. For

example, a principal might submit a controversial program to the school
board in the name of the PTA in the belief that school boards will.be reluc-

tant to oppose parents (Sykes, 1953).

13
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Bargaining occurs when a citizen grouP ancFschOol offiolals openly
recognize that they do not share the same objectives, but remain Yeady

. to Compromise in order to.gain sonr.advantage.
Conflict occurs when school officials overtly resist the claims or de-

mands of an outside group. If a third party, such /31s a court or state legis-
lature, intervenes:and the two partiesfro longer confront one another d-
rertk the conflictsbas been changed into a form of.competition

14-0- DYNAMICS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
-

The above range of possible citizen roles only begins to touch upon
some of the complexities involved In citiren.participation. For example,.it
is possible for several .roles to be operating simultaneously in 'any one
school district. More Important, roles change over time. FM example', a
relatiokship that begins as a coalition can quickly evolve into co-optation;
or barqfttrr\tng can escalate into conflict. -.Two tendencies seem to be
especially )pervasive, (a) participation tends to become progré§kively
selective, and (b) citizens tend to bd collpted by the organization.

Roth tendencies are illustrated in a study of the "Mobilization foi
Youth" program in New York: City (Helfgot, 1974) While the study
doesn't directly concern schools, there are some parallels with obvious
implications for citizen participation in schools. During the decade the
program was in operation, there was a marked shift in leadership. Ini-
tially, the relatively poor, 'disadvantaged, indigenous members of the
community constituteld a large proportion of the governing board. They
tended to be Voncerned about structural problems and, for example,
wanted to work directly on discrimination in hiring policies and the un-
availability of some services and resources to the poor. Then, over just a
fewshort years, 4riew kind of leadership emerged consisting of well-edu-
cated minority gr&Ips who, in essence, were a kind of elit4group. The in-
digenous, low-income residents of the local community were replaced by
well-educated members from the same racial group who did not live in
low-income areas. In effect, the poor were being symbolically repre-
sented by mfille-class elites from the same. minority group (see Figure
2). One reason for this shift is that the professional staff preferred to work
with board members who would be sympathetic to their view and would
defer to their expertise. BY usina minority elites in this way, the organiza-
tion was able to strike a compromise between (a) pressures ffom the
agency that funded the program to involve the poor in the governance of
the program and (b) pressures from the professional staff who preferred
to work with well-educated, middle-class people.

We do not mean to imply that these tenden6ies toward selective
participation and co-optation are irrevocable. Indeed, .the amount and
form of citizen participation in a given school district depends to a great
extent upon the way the district has been organized. This idea will be
elaborated and developed below.
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Forms of Citizen Participation

Segment of Community Clients, Consumers Decision

Repreeented and ConswItants Makers

Clogs and Residence Tr aditional.Social Indigen

Race sad Ethnicity

Service influen

Small Voluntary ' Symbolic Representation
Association

F urti 2 Symbolic representation of the poor "

\" dapted from Helfgot, 1974

of the Poor

Structural Impediments to Citizen

farticipation
at the Local Level

We believe that citizen participation is riilated to two sets or kinds of
organizational chat'acteristics: characteristics of the citizen group and
characteristics of the school district

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Five types of characteristics of citizen groups should be consid-

ered: membership, leadership, solidarity, communication channels and

the tactics used

Membe?ship Characteristics

Several aspects of me ership composition can influence the
group's effectiveness

MEMBERSHIP BAS First, the si and heterogeneity of the group can
influence how effect ve it will be. The more members in the group and the

more segments of tr community it represents, the more persua ve its
claim to be heard. In other words, legitimacy of the group (insofar this

is reflected in numbers) probably Increases with its size and with the het-

erogeneity of its membership base.
Paradqdcally, the same factors may reduce a group's ability to gain

concessions, because both size and heterogeneity may promote faction-
alism and interfere with the group's ability to organize its members.
Thus, a group's ability to make an impact might decline with its size and
heterogeneity even though its acceptance may increase.
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THE STATUS OF A GROUP\S MENABERS. We make the assumption that
the power of clients and their attitudes toward public agencies vary with
their social class-(see Azumi & Hage, 1972, p. 73). There is some evi-
dence tnat higher-status clients tend to be more readily accepted and
are .more assertive in making demands, on an organization than their
lover-status counterparts (Katz & Dar-lit:1970). In addition, service orga-
nization.s seem to prefer middle-class citizens as clients because their
values and needs are compatible with the organization's procedures and ..
goals By contrast, the status difference between low-Intome citizens
and middle-class educators minimizcs -tt)e amount of interaction be-
tween them, indeed it seems that rhi4. larger the status, difference, the
less interaction required tor the activity to go smoothly.

It seems likely, then, that groups comprised of the upper socio-
economic strata and those comprised of older persons and Males, will be
mote readily accepted, and perhaps will also have wore impact than
groups with the opposite characteristics As a result, lower-status clien-
tele geerally seem to get less attention nd lower quality service fron m
service organizations than higher-status.clientele

In addition to trtts social class factor, Katz arid Danet (1966, 1973)
found that the clients' prior experience with public bureaucrcies made
an impor tant difference Those with more experience in dealing with all
types of public organizations seemed to be more effective in dealing with
the organizations studied

Another aspect of a group's status is the number of options it has
available to obtain needed services from more. than one source It is diffi-
cult to mobilize citizens into action when the dissatisfied group has the
option of leaving the system (Hirshman, 1970). If a group can withdraw
its children from the local school and send them elsewhere it will be less
inclined to make its.voice heard by exerting pressure on the school.

In general then, we suggest that the effectiveness of a citizen group
increases with the proportion.of its members from the higher social class
and diminishes with the alternatives available to its members to obtain
the services they want from a competing source

Leadership Characteristics

Another question is whether citizen groups that permit extensive.
participation within the group are more effective than t iose whicrt rely on
a few elite leaders. Again, factors that promote a group ance do
not guarantee that it, can influence decisions. For example, it seems to
us that acceptance will increase if: leaders are elected by members in
frequer t electi.ons, arid with large voter turnouts: there is a broad base of
particip tion n policy decisions: the social characteristics of the leaders
resem le th se of the rank-and-file members.

Howe r, such broad-based participation tends to produce divisive-
ness an9. educe the group's ability to organize its members. The more of
its mtlfribers wV have little education, low income, and little political



power, the less leverage a'iroup is likely to have. Therefore, an elite
leadership might be able tO gain more concessions ttran leaders drawn

-widely-from the_rank-and,file._ in short_a_group with an elite leadership
strutture might have difficulty gaining legitimacy either from its lir
members or from outsiders, but It often can be more influential than one

which is completely democratic
/-

Group Solidarity
A gr,oup's acQeritabik and impact are also influenced by its inter-

nal solidarity. The abiflty to mainffiln a united front and to motivate mem-
bers to work for group objectives are sources of strength. Groups can
Achieve solidarity in many different way's, incluoling stringent member-
ship criteria, strong, informal group pressures, an exptimienced member-

.6rr ship, broad participation in the decision-making, and even-handed en-
forcement.of clearly stated rules and policies

Communication Channets
Another factor that may improve a group's ability to galn accept-

ance and to be heard is whether some of its members are specifically as-
signed to deal with different people in the school system. When there are

people in "boundary roles" connecting the group with other such groups
within and outside the community, the group can learn from and share
experiences of other citizen groups. So, we expect that a group's ability
to,gain acceptance and influence decisions will increase with the num-
ber of specialized boundary positions responsible for interfacing with the
school district apd with other citizen groups

Tactics
Finally, questions can be raised about the relative effectiveness of

different types of tactics that a group may .use We are not prepared to
classify such tactics or to ,assess their effectiveness, but they seem tO

range frowleas directed to school officials,or to the public, and lobby-
ing (either the school administration, the school board or some third
party such as a legislative group), to direct confrontations. There are also

differences In style of approach, ranging from subtle and smooth to hos-
tile or belligerent. It should be noted, too, that there may be a good deal
of informal influence by citizens related to a specific plan or revision sug-

gested by a citizens' group or exercised by directing teachers and ad-
ministrators to new or different ideas andprograms.

SCHOOL DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS
While the characteristics of citizen groups are important, they tell

only part of the story. Features of the schools and school districts also
play a vital role in deltermining how much opportunity citizens will have to

participate in school governance. We see two dimensions of school dis-
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tricts that can buffer, educators from the citizens ;hey serve: mocha-
bisms of administrative control:, and peer pressures of colleagues. InN
deed, it k probably VnposSible to increase.citizen paikicipation at the
local level without making.soice changes in both types of characteristics.

'Administrative Controls
We sugge hat bureaucratic characteristics discourago.\ em-

plOyees from intera "with the pub9C a`nd encourage them to treat dil-
1 zeris impersonally. Organizations that ore rigidly controiled promote con-

fermity to the rules and to the aultiority systeM instead of encouraging
employees to be fesponsive to the public. Conversely, when there is less
stress on bureaucratic characteristics, employees have cnore opportu-
nity to rneet the pubhc and relate to them on a 'personalized basis. We
shall elaborate by considering,several bureaucratic characteristics (see

.Cor\AVi & Wag6naar, 1977)

FORMALIZATTON Rigid enforcement of rules encourages employees to
behave in'Impersonal ways toward outsiders. If there are clear rules coy-
ering, a situation, there is little need lbr personal discussions with clients
when problems arise: they can be referred to the rule. Rules also can
protect employees from outside requests they rrlay consider inconven-
ient or inappropriate (Bar-Yosef & Schild,. 1966). For example, if a parent
requests that his/her child,be assigned to a specific teacher, the princi-
pal .need only send a note or form letter describing the procedures used
in making random assignment8 which in effect prohibit special requests.
The vortfr rigidly sucft rules and procedtires are enforced, the less sub-
ject t`he principal will be to outside pressures. For these reasons, rules
help to Maintain social distance between organizations and their clients.

.* However, rules also increase the likelihood that there will be diffi-
cuity with ,those citizens who do not understand or subscribe to them.
They promote tension between the organization and its clientele.

We conclude that citizen groups wiH have more difficulty gaining ac-
ceptance and having an impact in districts that are more formalized in
comparison to those that are less.formalized.

. r

CENTRALIZATION. Centralization tends to inSulate lower echelon em-
ployees from public contact, because they must refer citizens to higher
levels where th6 final decision about their problems will be made. Em-
ployees can then disclaim responsibilities for the policies and decisions
opposed by citizens Conversely, decentrarized organizations are likely
to be More open to citizens, who then can go directly to a variety of deci-
sion points for answers. Subordinates in decentralized organizations
have more discretion to respond to citizens' requests on an individual
basis. Therefore, citizens groups will usually have a be'tter chance to
gain acceptance in districts that are decentralized in comparison to
those that are more centralized.
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Of course, gaining ircess to the organization does not assure that
the citizens will get their way. This depends upon the type of concessions

. they sefflk. Indeed, it maybe more difficult to win some types of conces-
sions in decentralized districts than in centralized ones The reader may
WiSh to speculate further on this.

SENIORITY. The experience of employees, or their longevity In the
school or school district, will also affect the way they identify with local
Citizens. Experience can havtwo very different effects. Over ,time an
employee will assodate with members of the putytic on more and more
occasions. In the process the person is likely to become identified with
certain individuals in the community and perhaps will become sensitive
to their wishes. iittt-at the same time, as a member of the'organization,
that employee will probably also begin to place more value on organiza-
tional norms. After a period of years the individual may become preoccu-
pied with organizational security and power at the expense of the chen-
tele, or after some point, pay simply lose interest (Blau, 1960). So, we
expect that seniorityt.is an Tmportant factor that operates in a rather com-
plex way to affect the ability of citizen groups to gain acceptance and ex-
ert influence.

Work Group Controls

The attitudes of professional em5oyees toward members of the
public are shaped by the opinions of their coHeagues. These collegial
norms can be enforced through (a) active teacher and/or administrator
organizations, and (b) formal training or socialization into the profession.

PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. Work organize-
tions often amass poweriThe way that pow& is used is as important as
the fact that professiorials have it. On the one hand, strong work-group
organizations give employ es some leverage over the bureaucracy, i.e.,
some4autonomy to protect h ient from its worst features On the other
hand, this same power can be used to protect and insulate professionals
from the public,i jn.the belief that citizens do not have the necessary ex-* pertise and oftrwant special favors.

In one respect at least, the control exercised by work organizations
Is analoqous to administrative controls: both can protect employees from
the personal demands made by the members of the public. When teach-
ers can turn to their organizations for backing, they are not likely t9 be
easily intimidated by persons .requesting personal favors. They are In an

4 even better position to remain objective and impersonal toward things
like grading, which often arouse stfong feelings in parents. There is some
evidence to support this. Studies have found that employees who belong
to cohesive work groups act more impersonally toward theft clients than
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employees who do not. They are also less likely to conform to clientskex-
pectatlons and more likely to uphold organizational norms when there is

.conflic.t.__.(Blau._&_Scott. .1.962p. 108; Wagenasr, 1974; Bar-Yosef
Schilq, 1966. ) These studies support the general prop6osition that when
an occupational group has reason to be suspicious of outsiders, it will In-
teract less frequently with them. -

All of these reasons Suggest that citizens groups will have less di-
rect impact where the school district has strong teacher organizations
than where teachers are not so active. However, 'there is also another
posspility. It is possible that where a system has been organized and
where collective bargaining is used. those who disagree with one another
will have more opportunity to resolve their differences. Parents perhaps
find it easier to be heard when there is opportunity for them to negotiate
and when there are people skilled in bargaining to whom they can turn. in
comparison, they will have more difficulty in finding representation in
less militant.school districts where there are fewer avenues and mech-
anisMs for resolvingapgreement .

FORMAL TRAINING. Ideally, advanced training at a.good college or uni-.
versjty should instill in professional employees a service ethic and the
necessary competence to work closely with the public. However, in prac-
tice most professions have been widely criticized for being too socially
distant and unresponsive to citizens, most especially to low-income cli-
ents. As noted, the fact that teachers have been socialized into a distinct
occupational subculture produce5-a "cultural gap" between them and
their public. Moreover, teachers in a local school bfterildok to their assor
ciates from other comMunities for advice TheY may be more influenced
by. their professional colleagues in other places than by people in their
immediate school diStricts. The better-trained teachers have more op-
portunity to escape problem-ridden, low-income ommunities and gravi-
tate to the more stable communities where perhaps there is less need to
interact with the public because there are fewer problems to deal with.

In other words, citizens' groups often have difficulty gaining accep-.
tance and being heard in schools where the staff has a str'ong sense of
professionalism and high levels of formal training. Still, this is not Inevi-
table and often depends on the quality of local professional leadership
and the way they use power. Preservice and inservice training programs
could be designed to'help sensitize teachers to the irony that in the proc-
es's of.becothing technically more competent, they might tend to become
less sehsitive to the public they serve. Because collective organizations
give them protection, teachers could avoid the predicament by daring to
violate some of the long-standing prejudices and traditions against work-
ing clbsely with familtles in poor neighborhoods. Teacher organizations
could even insist upori participation in training programs that would bet-
ter equip teachers to deal with low-income children and adults who have
lifestyles, values, and behavior patterns different from their own.

9 Q
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the characteristicl of the citizens' groups and school
districtg conSidered thus farother 1mportant features Of the1argersocia1
context deserve menon

Composition of the Gorrning Board s\
Crain (1968) found from a case study of 15 cities that the crucial var-

iable affecting the decision to desegregate school systems was the corn-
& position of the school board, in particular, members' political liberalism,

and whether they were elected or appointed. Elected and politically lib-
eral board, members had a positive effect on desegregation Moreover,
he conclUdeOl that civil rights demonstrations and other direct pressures
had relativelyptle effect on What the boards did

Age of the Organization

It is perhaps easier for an organization to defend its boundaries if it has
been in existence for some time. In his discussion of the "liabilities of
newness." Stinchcombe (1965) makes the point that new or insecure or-
e) anizations may be more inclined than older, secure ones to appetil to
clients by holding out the opportunity for participation or influence. The
need to attract new clients also might foster a service credo.

Turnover of Personnél

Sometimes organizations become more responsive to outside pres-
sure because of turnover of personnel, especially at the executive level.
A number of studies haywuggested that organizations in which there
has been a succession oft-Teadership from outside the organization un-
dergo more change (and hence can be more responsive to new client de-
mands) th.an organizations in which insiders are promoted to positions of
leadership. Carlson (1962) found that when school boards actively
sought new superintendents from outside the school district, the board
was already dissatisfied with the system and authorized a new leader to
make changes

Prestige of the Organization
AR organization's prestigein the local community also might influ-

ence its relationship with the public. Acquiring a "favorable image" rep-
resents one way of gaining power relative to clients. Caplow (1964) notes
that the prestige system in which organizations establish standards and
procedures are then emulated by other organizations in the set. This
prestige hierarchy can minimize the ability of organizations to respond to
citizens demands.

Prestige considerations compound the difficulties of deaHng with
lower-class citizens In general, in an organization that has high statlis,
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the members who rank /ow within it tend to be insecure in dealing with
leaders from less prestigious organizations. This is because the status of
low-ranking people in high-status organizations is marginal, and hence
will cause these people to be anxious to avoid contacts with members of
a low prestige grow whose assodation with them might cast further
doubt upon their status. They will be at a particular disadvantage when
dealing with leaders from such groups who have more internal power
than they have in' their own organization. Caplow '0964) suggests that
both ''low persons in high groups" and "high persons in low groups,- be-
ing subject to status inconsistencies when they interact with one
another, tend to isolate themselves from such contacts as circum-
stances permit.

Organizational Scale
Evidence indicates that as the size of an organization increases so

does social distance, and unresponsiveness to the public (Etzioni, 1964).
There seern to be two reasons for this. First: larger organizations tend to
draw a wider variety of clients Because of this; the organization is not
dependent upon any one group of clients, and no .one group can exert
much leverage over the organization. Second, larger organizations tend
to be more formal, especially because they must use impersonal technol-
ogies to process large numbers of clients Consequently it is difficult for
thorn to maintain intensive relationships with the public.

Larger organizations also tend to use formal protocol in decision
making because they are more remote from the members. For example,
members of a state board of education usually deal with questions and
decisions rather formally, partly because of the remoteness of the state
V?vel activity to the local and more' intimate situations, but also because
they are in a more public arena and under the scrutiny of a much larger
and more diverse constituency

Private Versus Control
The fact that public schools have a virtual monopoly over the educa-

tion of most pupils and face relatively little competition provides them
with a form of security which engenders insulation from public pressure
Whereas competition) introduces some uncertainty which can force an
organization to adapt to changes, absence of competitors permits the
organization to be impervious to social changes (Thompson, 1967).

Carlson (1964) contrasts public schools with what he calls "wild-
organizations which must compete for clientele and resources. Public
schools are "domesticated- in the sense that they are guaranteed to
have cli4nts and a minimum of necessary resources, and their funds are
not tied closely to measures of the quality of their performance. He sug-
gests that domesticated organizations like school systems, because they
are protected, are slower to change and less willing to adapt than are
wild organizations
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However, political pressure can sometimes compensate for the ab-
sence of competition. There has been a considerable amount of political
pressure on service organizations to become more responsive to 'citi-
zens. Although legislatures and public officials represent an Anglo-upper-
social stratum, the federal government has taken an active Interest in
providing aid to low-income, ethnic class people. The Morrill Act, Title I
and Title ill, and civil rights legislation of the 1965 Education Act, have
added provisions for deprived people such as minorities and women.

Cultural and Contiotual Variations
The culture of a nation ,can also influence the opportunities avail-

able for citizen participation. Because there has been little support for
cross-national research.on this topic, very little is known about it. Howl
ever, we can offer a few conjectures. The extent to which citizens honor
professional training, feel the need for professional services, and believe
that skill' rather than political criteria should govern bureaucratic policy is
likely to vary within and across nations (Stimson & LeSelle, 1971) Crozier
(1964) concilided that the French culture contributed to the impersonal,
highly centralized French bureaucracy in which subordinates acCepted
little responsibility. Presthus (1959) found that the overriding social val-
ues in Turkey produced what he calls a "welfare bureaucracy," in which
the importance of hiring the unemployed is placed above the Western
preference for efficiency.

Societal valuestand struct e been used to explain differences
between organizations with the goals. Vaughan and Archer (1971)
have pointed out that, historically, the English and French school, sys-
tems developed divergent forms of organization. In Britain by the mi
19th century, education remained voluntary, decentralized, uninte-
grated, unspecialized, and unstandardized, ,while in France it became
fully bureaucratized and state controlled. They attribute the difference to
the degree of success that various organized groups had in challenging
the dominance of the church. In England, the middle class solicited vol-
untary funds to establish alternative institutions. In France the bour-
geoisie used its influence wi.th revolutionary legislative assemblies to
enatt legislation replacing the church; education became rationalized
following the triumph of administrative bureaucratization throughout the
state. For a number of reasons, administrative decentralization in En-
gland seems to have led to greater autonomy for teachers, whereas in
the United States it has led to less. Mole (1974) has updated this compar-
ative analysis and extended it to more recent time

Turbulence in the Environment

An environmrt that is (a) heterogeneous and populated by diyer se
types of people or economic activities, and (b) dynamic in the sense of
containing many peOple who are geographically or socially mobile, is re-
ferred to as "turbulent" (Terreberry, 1968). An organization in a turbulent
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environmen} will be under Pressure to be responsive to the changing
goals and interests of Its clientele. One way that organilatIons cope with
turbulent 'environments is to segment themselves Into separate units;
since any group of employees has only a limited span of surveillance and
competence, thls enables each unit to specialize in dealing with a partic-
ular segment of the outside environment. For this reason, the more turbu-
lent the environment, the more complex and decentralized the organi-
zation is likely to become (Thompson, 1967). Public school, systems, for
example, divided themselves into elementary and secondary schools
and are usually graded internallyavhich Is one way of adapting to the dif-
ferent interests or demands of a rnique clientele However, when organi-
zations attempt to maintain standardized procedures and a centralized
decision-making process in turbulent environments, it is predictable that
there will b6 strain between the organization and the public.

These, then, are some of the major features of citizens groups,
school districts and their contexts \that can ffttct their openness to, or
isolation from, local citizens. Any effort to increase citizen participation
cannot be fully successful unless such factors are taken into considera-
tion and, where necessary and possible altered

3,-
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The Limits of Local Control
Over Education, Section II:

NATIONAL NETWORKS OF CONTROL
To this point we'have concentrated orvt e opportunity that citizens

have to participate In thft affairs of their loal schools. And, it is clear
thatalthOUgh the degree of participation va les depending upon the cir-
cumstancesthere;are some formidable otistacles to citizen participa-

',tion at. this level. But we now come to an (3N/en more important Considera-
tion Indee,d, to the extent that it is thought desirable to have more citizen
participation, we have barely scratched the surface of the'problem. For
Many of the most crucial decisions about local schools are controlled
outside local communities at the state, regional, and national centers of

power, which impose standards binding on local educators but which are
virtually inaccessible to citizens through the community channels
considered thus far (see Wayland, 1964).

Because local school boards are prominent in most communities,
and because the issues that come before local boards sometimes re-
ceive extensive publicity, It is easy to overestimate the extent to which
schools in this country are controlled at the local level. But In reality,
much of the time and energy of local boards is devoted to implementing,

or reacting to, decisions made elsewherethe focal, state and federal
legislative bodies and agencies, the courts, and a wide array of nongov-

ernmental (or quasi-governmental) organizations and groups. Some of
the principal organizations involved are listed in Figure 3, together with
illustrations of types of decision areas that they can affect.

Clark's (1965) observation provides a succinct description of the
form of,governance that Is emerging in education:

There Is some shift upward in the formal locus of educational decision making,
from the local to state level In public education, and from local and state to the
national level .... But much of the change taking place Is in arrangements that

Ile In par de the hierarchy of public offices . . . The emerging patterns de-
pend orvolunt ry relations among public agencies and private groups. In some
degree4 these rrangements serve as substitutes for or as alternatives to formal
Internal admin tration, that Is, to the national-stattiocal line of ministerial au-

thority found In .countries. The patterns reprAent ways of influencing the
grass-roots level of ....ration In a field where no formal authority can Impose co-

operation

These interorganizational pattern , or confederations, constitute an
alternative to tradit4onal public bureaucracy. Bureaucracy relies upon
formalization, personnel assignment and review, Research and Develop-
ment (R&D), rational decision making, and other mechanisms discussed
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Doc Won Areas Controlled
or Affected

Types of Organizatione and
Groups InvoNed

Federal Congress
Federal Agencies

Federal, State and Local
Courts

Natidnal Professional
Associations

National Accrediting Agencies

Regional Accrediting Agencies

State LeglaPatures
Lobbying Groupe
Hearing Committees
State Advisory Groupe

State Departments of
Education
Consultants
Advisory COM efts

Teacher Traini institutions
Deans of Education
PrOfessional Associations

of College Professors

Teacher (and Administrator)
Organizations

Accrediting Agencies
Examination Boards
Textbook Publishers

TYP of
Authority

Figure 3. Types of organizations and groups involved in the governance of schools.

In Volumes I and II. By contrast, confederations substitute implicit
divisions of labor, subcontracting, temporery, Voluntary alliances, dis-
semination, and the use of leverage via influence and exchanges oho-
sources, prestige and service.
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AlthOugh the general point we are making is probably clear, the
overwhelming implications can be seen better as one considers the wide
range of specific decision areas controlled ol* affected by some of the
major organizations listed-In Figure 3. FOr purposes of illustration, let's
briefly Inventory the powers of a few organizations, namely: federal agen-
cies and the courts, departments of education, teacher organiza-
tions, and accrediti g agencies.

Federal Agenci and the Courts

The Influenc of federal legislation' in education was first felt in the
act of 1862 leading to the establishMent of the land-grant colleges, then
the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 to. stimulate vocational education, and
after that the National Defense Education Act of 1958 to encourage the
study of science and foreign languages, and finally, the legislation of the
1960's to aid handiCapped children and to improve the education of low
Income children. In these Instances the federal government did not issue
orders directly to local school districts but instead offered money for
specific areas of education which local districts could accept or reject.

Nevertheless, considering the narrow base of local funding (prop-
erty tax) many school distridts have had little choice except to abide by
federal mandates in order to take advantage &federal money which is
often needed to maintain schools at an acceptable level of quality. And
more recently, the United States Office of Education (USOE) responding
to cOurt decisions and federal legislation, has Intervened directly and de-
cisively to control certain areas of local education. The most notable ex-
ample is Its efforts to enforce federal desegregation guidelines under the
threat of both court action and withdrawing federal funds from local
school districts.

National Council for the Accreditation of reacher Education
The Natfonal Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education

(NCATE) is the officially approved agency for voluntary accreditation of
teacher education in the United States. The members of the council are
appointed by constituent groups of the teaching profession: teacher edu-
catort by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
(MCTE), teachers by the National Education Association (NEA), state de-
partment personnel by the National Association of State Directors of
Teacher Education,and Certification (NASDTEC), the Council of Chief
State School Officers (CCSSO), the National School Boards Association
(NSBA), and the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), the National As-

; 5ociation of School Psychologists (NASP), National Council for Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM), and Student Nationalgducation Association
(SNE4

rfie council through)ts powers bestows upon colleges
and ttiversities an indicator of uality for both undergraduate and grAdu-
ate acher education programs. Although accreditation is voluntary (a
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AACTE
NEA
NASDTEC

VOTING MEMBERS

CCSSO 1 NASP
NSBA 1 NCTM
CEC I SNEA 1 . -

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
(No Vots)

Association for Educational
Co4imunications and Technology

National Council for the Sodal Studifil;

Figure 4. Representatives to NCAI E.

American Association of
School Administrators

Associatiorpor Teacher Educators

college must apply for accreditition), the power.of the council is substan-
tial, both real and psychological. For example, any college seeking na-
tional accreditation must first submit to an examination by a regional
accrediting agency. It must prepare an institutional report that satisfies
NCATE standards. It must stand the expense of transporting to campus
and caring for a visiting team for Several days, and risk the ignominy of
failing to achieve accreditation. In responding to NCATE standards a col-
lege in some way conforms or subscribes to external requirements, to
the generalized values of the teacher education community. The power

'of the council is also psychological. There is an aura of the elite among
colleges in the accredited group NCATE accreditation is listed in college
catalogues. It is reported to legislatures, in the case of pyblic colleges,
and to governing boards of the institutions. School adm4strators arp
pressured by teacher organizations to hire only graduates of NCATE ac-
credited institutions.

The NCATE also influences state partments of education, who
themselves conduct a I:rind of accreditation, usually called state ap-
proval. Such influence touches both the substantive standards or criteria

, used in accrediting or approving and the process of accreditation.
The power of NCATE is variable, however. Some prestigious institu-

tions actually frown upon NCATE. They consider their own standards and
programs to be superior to NCATE requirements and think their institu-
tion benefits little Or not at all from national accreditation. Some such in-
stitutions have threatened to withdraw from membership and two have in
recent years withdrawn from NCATE. Such institutions eith9r fail to un-
derstand the full power of NCATs an arm of the profession to hurt their
reputations and to ostrasize them'and their graduates, or they think they
can survive without acceeding to procedures they find unhelpful. It could
be argued that such institutions choose to defy iather than support stan-
dards of the profession at large. What is illustrated is a kind of institu-
tional class system. A few universities with prestige, money, and reputa-
tion attempt to create a new, more elite social systemthinking they
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have the power to legitimize such status. What is yet to tie seen Is
whether the profession at large and organizations within the profession
will permit such rejection. It is ,conceivable that the profession might
have Nwer to Wee hiQh prestige thatItUtiOns to Conform If iheywant 10
secure other needed support of the profession.

in the powerful institutions NICATE has been used by deans as lever-
age with governing boards and legislatures to secure buildings, faculty,
or other resources. Some powerful deans have co-opted NCATE to get
gtitutional evaluations rfiat suit their own purposes.

Power plays are not restricted to external NCATE activities. Over
the years the internal struggles olthe coyncil.reflect the rise and fall of
power groups (organizations) that make up or monitor NCATE. In the
1960's the National Commission on Accrediting (NCA), the governing
body of all professional accrediting, warned the NCATE that its makeup
should reflect strOnger control by higher 9ducation, and to maintain their
good standing with NCA, the council chatIged its membership ang_consti-
tution to give higher education greater sway. In the 1970's the NEA has'

/ wielded power to increase the representation of practitioners. on the
council equal to that of higher -education. The shift in power within
NCATE between higher education and teacher groups seems a precur-
sor to a political balance of power that is now beginning tospread to
state-level activities. The power balance in both certification and inserv-
ice education has begun to shift. The topic leads us very nicely into the
next discussion of state departments of education.

State Departments of Education
Each state has among its government bureaus a department of edu-

cation (SDE). These are legally constituted agencies, usually the secre-
tariat of the state board of education, that have responsibility for the
state system of education, SDE's are responsible for monitoring, coordi-
nating, facilitating, and administering sundry education activities. These
usually include setting and monitoring standards for curriculum, teach-
ers, physical plant, administration, and materials used in public schools.
Sometimes there are requirements set for private schools. Perhaps most
important, SDE's through state boards of education and legislatures
have control of state funds to support local schools.

Although there are many similarities among departments of educa-
tion in the separate states, there are also many differences. The range in
salary of the chief state school officer, usually known as the superinten-
dent of public instruction or the commissioner of education, runs frdm
$20.000 to $60,000. Some chiefs areelected. Some are appointed by the
governor. Among those elected some run on partisan tickets: others run
without party designation.

Below the top level of SDE personnel, professional and support 'em-
ployees are protected by civil service, sof there can be considerable con-
tinuity of program even when the chief office'r and the immediate staff
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) change. Consequently, in most states there is stability in SDE. Some crit-
ics complain aboUt too much'stability and the lethargy of bureaucrky.
Bureaucrats in SDE's are often career people who wield considerable
power and have command of substantial. funds to influence state-and
local programs. Federal funds havk,contributed sigilificantly to such
power and influence, even though a great deal of federal money is "flow-
through" funds, attainable by filling out the appropriate forms.

SDE's have legal power and in this important respect, differ from a
voluntary organization like the NCATE. They also have some distinct
limits in that they must conform to state government policy. Some of
these policies are reasonable and appropriate, but some aspects are not
designed for human services activities and detract greatly from the state
department's efficiency and effectiveness. For examp e, state standards
may be appropriate for motor vehicles or a burea standards, but
prove too prescriptive for textbooks and curriculu andated uniform-
ity in teaching may detract from creativity and effective teaching of indi-
vidual students, whereas upiformity in weight measures, safety require-
ments for automobiles, and traffic regulations are essential for the public
welfare. Fortunately, SDE's and the teaching profession have succeeded
in reducing many state requirements for uniformity for required courses
and textbooks. But, of late, the imposition of new requirements for
achievement and accountability seem to deny much of what was learned
earlier about the desiralility of diversitylearned most notably in the
Eight Year Study.

The style of leadership in SDE's varies greatly--running the gamut
from highly authoritarian to very democratic operations. Whatever the
style of leadership, it usually can be recognized as a result of the state's
hisit6 fi and traditions The SDE's tend to reflect the culture of which they
are a part. Power, for example, is-used veiy differently by various SDE's.
In soMe states it is clearly power over; directives come down from the
state department and they are obeyed without much question. In other
states policy is developed with a great deal of involvement by profession-
als In the field2The concept of collaboration, as an example, has very dif-
ferent operational meanings.depending on the state in which it is being

used.

Teacher OrganizatiOns

Teachers associations and unions are other organizations that
have influence in education. The, activities and roles of teacher groups aj---
the local level are well known in states that have laws providing for col-
lective bargaining. Teachers have bargained effectively for salaries,
fringe`benefits, and better working conditions. In states where such goals
have been achieved, of course bargaining continues and salary and
other demands are still very much the subject of negotiation, but other
aspects of professional activity and service are on the table, e.g., deci-
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sion-making perogati s, policy matters, inservice education, assign-
ment of teachers, etc 4

Loss well known among teaCher organization activities are lobbying
at the state legislature, political actiOn programs to elect candidates or to.

_, promote causes (for examOle the Equal Rights Amendment), and partici-
pation in professional and lay advisory, policy and governing groups.
Teachers are nal only organized to promote their own purposes, to pro-
tect their members from unfair or capricious actions, and to ,ensure due
process, they are also organized to further professionalize teaching by
influencing standards of preparation and licensure, by participating in
and supporting national accreditations (NCATE), by influencing legisla-
tion for inservice education, curriculum improvement, research, and a
host ot other professional matters.

Since both teacher associations and unions have essentially the
same aggressive and vital programs, designed to assert and support
teacher causes and convictions, it is not necessary to distinguish be-,
tween the NEA arid the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) in terms
of style or approach Teacher organizations represent nearty 2.5 million
teachers This large membership base gives them powerpower with
legislatures, state and national, arid power in most deliberative bodies
where education matters are discussed. The phenomenon of power is
new for teacher organizations and it is new for the traditional power fig-
ures who have to reckon with the teachers. There is some evidence that
neither group is yet quite accustomed to teachers having power and
there is yet the question as to how much power there is and bow it will be
used. The fcrimer may be dependent on the latterthat is, how teachers
pse power may, in part, determine how much they obtain.

As yet the power of teachers through their organizations is a vital
and dynamic phenomenon. The development of strong teacher organiza-
tions has occurred so rapidly that shifts in power structures have been
more visible than they usually are. For example, the assertion of teacher
9pwer in demanding more influence in decisions about teacher training
is evident in the establishment in more than 15 states of standards and li-

censure commissions or boards. The political persuasion exerted by
teachers to obtain federal legislation to fund teacher centers ts another
illustration of teacher pOwer in recent actions,

Teacher power is psychological as well as real In positive ways that
fact is ilkistrated by the recent creation of decisiommaking and advisory
cOmmittees and boards that include a majority of teachers. The prece-
dent established in the teapher center legislation of a teacher majority on
teacher Center policy boards got quickly 'and voluntarily transferred to
other governing groups if not psychological power, this is certainly psy-

. chological momentum. . .

Hatting said what we have about various groups and organizations
and the power and/or authority_ they have in, influencing education, -it
should also be recognized that some of the same people Make up differ-
ent groupssome of Which have rather different goals For exaMple,



teachers are emplOyeeS of a school district, faculty members in a partic-
ular school, members of teacher organizations, and citizens of a commu-
nity..They. may also be school board members and members of official or
quasi-legagroups at the state and national level. So the view of the orga-
nizalions that various people'befong to .cannot be simplified to suggest
that we merely, have one group in conflict or contention with another. We
may, indeed, have groups in contention but they are not entirely separate
anddistinct,They are often groups of people in different roles who under-
stand the ambivalence of being on both skies of a questionbut ulti-
mately have to make a decision There is no clean way to separate citi-
zens from bureaucrats Or professionals or admihistrators because in one
sense all are citizens and Share in citizens' purposes

Implications

e.robably no ideology concerning the public schools in this country
is.mor'e firmly entrenched than the notion that they are, and should be,
controlled 'by local communities. this, of course, is not an entirely erro-
neous belief, because certainly important decisions about both policy
and practice are strongly influenced, if not controlled at the local level.
However, at best, local dommunitieS must share the governance of their
schools with many groups at all levels Of governrnent'and in the private
sector The importance of any increase in citizen participatiom,at the
local level must be weighed against this larger balance of power.

In effect, schools are subject to many competing sources of author-
ity, each of which justifies the right of various groups to influence schools
in different ways. There is the traditiOnal authority of local communities,
the expert authority of professional educatorsat all levels of government,
the legal authority supporting the power Of government officials, legisla-
tures and courts at all levels of government, and even charismatic
authority seized upon by informal leaders who spring up from time to
time. Thus, it seems that almost anyone can claim some formal "right"
to control education. And, in addition, many groups are able to informally
influence schools in eonlegitimate ways.

Given the complex web of power over local schools, it is misleading
to speak as though there were a "power structure- controlling education
in this country. While power structures probably exist in some communi-
ties, it seems generally.more accUrate to think of schools being governed
by what Reisman (1950).calls veto groups, or in other words, a wide vari-
ety of gtoups at local; state, regional, and nationaf levels, each of which
has the necessary power to prevent public actions inimical to its inter-
ests, but only infrequently having enough power to initiafe new actions.
No public official .can act unilaterally without placating some of these
veto groups.

Such a balance of power produces its own ironies. On the one hand,
no cOmmunity, group of citizens,.or educators can act unilaterally. But on
the other hand, the fact that dispute frequently arise among.the varlous
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veto groups increases the options available to school officials and/or par-
ticular local citizens groups. These.conflicts among citizens usually will
be decided by school officials, or on occasion, by local citizens' groups
which act aggressively and decisively to seize the opportunity:

This last point touches upon a very important principle that is often
overlooked: The outside environment and organizational structure not

only impose constraints on school districts: they also can be arrAnged to
provide more options and new opportunities. We hope this series of vol-

umes has helped the reader to appreciate the wide latitude of discretion
often available to professional educators and citizens alikeand to be-
come more sensitive to these opportunities to improve the education of
young people
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School Governance and its
Community Sociopolitical Environment

Laurence lannaccone

We waste our time talking about community power structures if we
are not talking about politics. Power structures exist to Influence govern-
mental decisions, which is what politics are about. Politics are about the
management of conflicts over public issues, influenced by conflicting pri-
vate interests, and within distinct battlefields of governmentaf-aranas-tor
decision making. To become more sensitive to the mutual dependence
among schools, communities, and the nation, including the Influences of
different types of power structures on the schools, we need some ac-
quaintance with the issues, Interests, and constitutional arrangements of
American educational politics.

,ERVICE AND POLITICAL FUNCTIONS
Banfield and Wilson (1963) saw government as performing two gen-

eral sorts of functions: a service function and a political function. The
service function refers to those processes that will meet some perceived
social need. In educational institutions theservice function is much more
singular than It Is In local governmental units.

Many believe that the service function is the only function of educa-
tional institutions. Educators themselves have been among the prime
perpetrators of this dying myth (lannaccone, 1967). Few Would challenge

the stateigent that education in America is a governmental function, but
some wad argue that a governmental_ function can exist without poli-
tics. This paper rejects that position. School districts are governance .
structures:which also have a political function. The political, function of
gOvernmental institutions Is to manage conflict, that Is, to settle disputes
between group and individual interests over issues of public importance.
A conflict can arise out of disagreements over the values that an educa-
tional institution allocates (Cobb & Elder, 1972). This type of conflict Is
concerned with what gets allocated. For Instance, there have been dis-

putes over subject-centered versus pupil-centered approaches to edu-
cating children. Another example is the clothing allowance controversy
in Massachusetts, where the parents of Title I children argued success-
fully that Title I monies could be usedior clothing allowancea(Hughes &
Hughes, 1972).

Other conflicts have centered around the scarcity of the values that
are allocated. In this case the issue Is who gets what (Easton, 1965). For
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example, the distribution of "high-quality" teachers among black and
white schools has bpen the center of controversy in some localities.

The service and pblItical functions of government might not be dis-
tinguished as separate activIties except tOr the-tact that public cOntro-
versy surrounds the latter function. A controversy, as conflict, may be
thought of as a condition existing between two or more Individuals or
groups characterized by some overt sign of hostility between them
(Aubert, 1963), The stakes are consider& high; the outcomes are of cen-
tral concern to the protagonists; the controversy is important; and strong
emotions are inyolved. As a result, the application of expertise may not
be sufficient to resolve such a dispute. At one time, educators were able
to handle controversies by putting up the umbrella of expertise How-
ever, although the umbrella still functions from time to time and from lo-
cation to location, it is apparently becoming less adequate. In the govern-
mental world, when traditional ways of operating are challenged and
begin to break down, fundamental constitutional realities become more
visible,find basic issues re-emerge at a new level of consciousness.
These developments can be seeriin educational governance today.

CONSTITUTIONAL REALITIES

The 1970's introduced an ''Era of Enlightenment" in the politics of
education. In the course of this decade the least understood and singu-
larly important fact about public education will become popular knowl-
edge: Every policy of any importance is determined at the state level. Be-
cause the Constitution of the United States makes no direct reference to-
education, it is a legal responsibility of the states. Yet for mOst people
concerned about educational policy, the immediacy of the local system
and the visibility of programs initiated at the federal level result in dispro-
portionate efforts to influence policy at these levels rather than at the
state level.

The American system of government is a federal system: Important
powers and responsibilities are shared among levels of government. The
system is one of a family of governments with shared responsibilities for
conflict management rather than an hierarchical one in which conflict
management is primarily allocated to the central, national-level govern-
ment. In education, major policy areas are ultimately and decisively de-
termined at the state level. Local school systems may raise funds, but
they do so as agents of the state using procedures established by the
state. Local systems may hire teachers, but the teachers must meet
state standards. The length of the school year, the curriculum, provision
of special education programs, introduction of accountability systems
all are state-level determinations. Even the decision to accept and spend
federal aid for education programs Is a state-level decision over which
the federal govEirnment has no direct control. And the research on fed-
eral program Implementation demonstrates that state educational poli-
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tics laigely deteMintfthe outcome of federal policy (Berke & lrst, 1972:

lannaCcone, 1974),

A POLITICAL-IDEOLOGICAL ROLE
The federal government's role is nevertheless important in educa-

tion. Instead of looking at its control functions, the political analyst might
better pay attention to another function. Federal programs have begun to
aditist the balance between poorer and richer districts and between ur-

ban and nonurban school districts as federal funds have been targeted
toward areas of poverty (Berke & Kirst, 1972). More than the funds allo-
cated, the federal govetnment's role in articulating political symbols Is
significant. These symbols may be seen in White House statements,
especially those made by the President. They appear in federal court de-
cisions, particularly the ones handed down by, the Supreme Court. Fi-
nally, the categorical grant may,be seen as having a similar s'ymbolic
function even when the administration of categorical programs Is par.-

tially blunted.
Federal political symbols of policy direction have an indirect btit, In

the long run, potent effect on the political beliefs of Americans, particu-
larly in the *areas of race and economic inequalities and in a growing
awareness of the need to accept pluralism in educational services for dif-

ferent people. It is here, in the long-term influence on the political
ideology of Americans about education for all Americans, that the politi-
cal conflicts and decisions at the federal level are likely to have their
greatest impact. This Is historically the way In which the federal govern-

ment has always had its most significant.effect on education, from the
Northwest Ordinance that preceded the Constitution, on to the present.
Federal itttervention has frequently enlarged the scope of educatiOn and
lifted the sights of educators, often in spite of their initial opposition. For
'6,xample, political forces at the state and local level long were dispas-
sionate about the inadequacies of the education provided to the Ivor.
Because of the nature of our political system however, the constellation
of forces at the national level was diSsatisfied and subsequently enacted
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Many edu-

cators, unable to move their local or state political systems to provide re-
soUrces insuring greater opportunities for the poor, were pleased at this

new opportunity to da so. As a matter of fact, some superintendents
asked a political scientist working in the politics of desegregation for ad-
vice on how to get their districts under court order to desegregate! The
federal actions provided legitimacy for them through political symbols.

CONSTITUTIONAL REALITY
The position ofthe state in educational policy development appears

to have emerged- from the confluence of two sets of attitudes, one set
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dealing primarHy with educational governance and the other encompass-
ing government in general.

The first set of attitudes may be referred to as the dual sovereignty
thesis (lannaccone & Cistone, 1974). The dual sovereignty thesis con
sists of twO attitudes. One arises out of constitutional provisions. The
United States Constitution makes no mention of education, but does
grant the states responsibihty for those areas that the .federal govern-
ment has not reserved for itself

Most state.constautions make local elucation a legal responsibility of the state
The United States Constitution is silent with regard to education. consequently.
education Is a reserved power of the states. !hese three levels of educational
ilovemment interact on policies. but only state statutes stipulate in detail how,
qchools aro to be governed. (Wirt & Kirst. 1972. p 111)

The other attitude producing a dual sovereignty pattern is the pub-
lic's belief that education is a local responsibility. This attitude, the reli-
gion of localism, reflects the feeling of local districts that they "can only
be protected by pufting a policy of isolation and freedom from state
control" (Wirt & Kirst, 1972, p. 131).

The confluence of these two attitudes has resulted in a state-local
sharing of powers based on constitutional law and political tradition. The
power of political myths widely held is illustrated in this tradition. Consti-
tution and law notwithstanding, no school board can exercise its legal au-
thority to change attendance-area boundaries without a political fight
During most of this century, States with undisputed Constitutional power
over school districts have faced the political reality of consolidation by
using a fOrrn of births, extra funds, to unify districts. Balance between
these forces has been maintained by the education profession.

. the dual sovereignty produces dominant influence by organized scrlbolrnen.
which in turn functions to prevent the breakdown of the competing state and
local governments (lannaccone & (istorw, 1974. p 27)

The second set of attitudes influencing the position of the state in
educational policy development deals with the relationship among the
various levels of government. Reagon (1972) termed this relationship
"federalism." Although a number of people have looked at federalism in
a number of ways, one useful approach centers on the positions people
take on the federal role vis-a-vis the local role in government. Those who
favor the federal role look to the federal government as the means of es-
tablishing and maintaining uniform conditions throughout the country.
Those who champion the local role may see the federal governMent as
providing necessary support to local and state goals (Elazar, 1972). The
interaction of these two orientations has resulted in a system of intergov-
ernmental relations that repreOnts a marble-cake pattern of sharing,of
governmental functions (Grodzihs, 1966).

-To put the matter bluntly, government in the United States is cha-
otic!" exclaimed Grodzins (1963, p. 1). Perhaps "chaotic- is soinewhat
excessive: nevertheless, a dynamic interplay es persist between fed-
eral, state and local government. The Intergov rnmental affair in educa-
tional policy making can be LIS! described as f lows'

(ki)
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The federal system Is not accurately symbolized by's neat layer cake of three dis-

tinct and separate planet A fr Moce realistic symbol Is that of the tharble cake.
Whrever you slice through It you reveal an inseparable mixture of different ool
ored ingredients. There is not neat horlzontil stratIficetion. Vertical and diagonal

lihetralfribet-Obaterate-the horizontal *net- and In-earn* places there are.unex-

Pected whirls and an Imperceptible merging of colors, so that it *difficult to tell
where one ends and the other begIne. So If la with federal, elate, and local re-
sponsibilities In the chaotic marble cake of American government (Grodzins,

1963. pp. 34)

A formal constitutional interpretation of educational governance
sets clearly defined boundaries around the state as the "keystone"

Ame overnment and particularly of the governance of' education.

In practicefl1se constitutional boundaries are continually changing. Al-
-1-though they appear to be lawfully static, the dynamics of politics tran-

scends them on an informal basis. IndivIdUals and_groups influence the

state edUcational policy-making system, seeking-air-14es in policies and

constantly redefining the system's I boundarjes.
For our purposes, it is importan recogniz that American educe-

.

tion, within the federal system, is neither centralized nor decentralized: it

is noncentralized. If we examine the education function of g vernment
as a political subsystem of the larger American political syste , it is im-

mediately apparent that distribution of governmerftal power is a esult of

complex relationships among the various levels of ,government rder

to achieve common policy outcomes. Thus, a pattern of sharing respon-
sibility for governance, rather than a hierarchy of governments, charac-
terizes the relationships within the family of governments in America.

The education profession tended to dominate this intergovernmen-

tal structure until recently. The domination appears to have been strong-

est on the implementation/delivery-service end of the game. Is it surpris-

ing, then, that educators deny and often refuse to even look at the
conflict-management or political aspect of it?

COMMUNITY INFLUENCES

A second governmental context of schools that deliver the service

is the local school district's political community. The politics of the local

education authority appear to be influenced by the larger state and na-

tional contexts, "macro-politics"; by the politics of schools at building

and classrom levels, "micro-politics": and by community influences. So

McGivney an Moynihan (1972) argued that school districts respond to
macropolitical pressures within a zone of tolerance, which, If exceeded,

produces political conflict. The West Virginia and Boston cases of 1974-

75 illustrate their points of excess. Title I programs, as modified at state

and local levels, fall within that zone. The state and federal contexts have

been discussed above. The micropolitics of education will be addressed

later in this paper. Community influences will be briefly discussed here.

Research on school board social composition and community
poWer structure abounds, but has given us little useful guidance for ac-
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tion. Few community power studies relate community power structure di-
rectly to educationj-hese studies have generated more conflict among
scholars than useOl findings about the effects of community power
structures on education. A major thesis of most of these studiestis that
the interlock, duplication, and overlapping of leadership roles Isome-
times of behind-the-scenes, invisible power figures) serves to channel
community policy into a few hands, resulting in community coordination
That picture of political life in education has weaknesses. First, it aft
pears to reflect small rural districts most and urban districts least. Also, it
appears to reflect conditi is in the southeast to be useful there and in
smaller rural communities rather than elsewhere (Kimbrough, 1964).
Elsewhere at least, it app is that school board elections irKreasingly
reflect rapidly changing pOpulations (lannaccone, 1967) and register
voter feelings that are broader than local educational politics and have
little to do with local community power structures (Thorstead, 1974).
Studies of northeastern, northwestern, and midwestern suburbs suggest
that school decision making is a highly specialized area in which profes-
sional, expert, formal officeholders are decision makers most of the time,
with episodic crises sometimes disturbing their routine operations
(Bloomberg & Sunshine, 1963, Crain. 1968; Martin, 1962; Pellegrin, 1968,
Rosenthal, 1969).

Within the constitutional and legal framework, the local school dis-
trict may attempt to resolve conflicts over policy by applying general
norms. The norms of school board members are central to the resolution
of disputes at the local level. These norms may reflect community
values Crain (1968), in a study on school desegregation', presented data
indicating that value orientations associated with certain demographic,
community-type, and electoral characteristics, had a bearing on the de-
gree of acquiescence to desegregation) policy by selected school boards.
Acquiescence Was high in cities where a balance of power existed, in
these cities, board members had high socioeconomic status, high cohe-
sion... and a high degree of liberalism. For working-class cities, acquies-
cence was low, with low-to-medium cohesion and liberalism.

Minar (1966), exploring the links between the school system arid its
social environment, noted that communities of better-educated popula-
tions and people in prOfessional or managerial occupations displaved
less school board conflict. He attributed this to their larger supply of con-
flict-management skills and norms. Minar inferred that in high-status,
low-cbnflict school districts, school board norms place a higher value on
the technical authority of the superintendent, place less value on repre-
sentativeness, and give the superintendent con§iderable latitude in deci-
sions. Conversely, school board norms in low-status, high-conflict com-
munities place a lower-value on technical expertise, place more value on
representativeness, arid are less inclined to grant the superintendent lati-
tude (Cistone & Hennessy, 19711.

The continuum of homogeneous to heterogeneous community char-
acteristics appears to be one of the most, if not the most, powerful under-
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r,. lying factors explaining variability in degrees of political conflict faced by

school districts. It is the source of the new politics of education trans-

lated into political "stress." Uncontained diversity increasing over time

produces political conflict in educational governments._Diver .is. a key

concept to explain the growing stres& and heightened politi onflicts

-faced by schools today Some attention to its sourcea seerm hwhile

POLITICAL IMPACT OF CUE !URAL PLURAL ISM

school board members, no less than administrators, teachers, and

other members of the middle class, will experience difficulty understand-

ing the fundament& roots of the conflict and stress produced by diversity

of political cultures. So, distinguishing sociocultural diversity from politi-

cal diversity is essential at the outset. By political diversity, I mean those

sets of political demands (In Easton's terms) that are in conflict with each

other about a governmental service, but which also supOort the value of

diversity in those services to accommodate different social subcultUres

_____Taston, 1953). That is, although cultural pluralism lies at the roots of

political diversity, it is not the same, nor 'will political diversity automatic-

ally follow cultural differences. Cultural pluralism is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for the creation of political-tultural demands reflect-

ingor representingit in government.. There are at least three other

sociocultwal factors in addition to cultbral pluralism that tend to produce

increased diversity of political demands and that can become govern.-

mentally disruptive,,other things being equal. One is geographic mobility,'

resulting in defeat of incumbent school board members (lannaccone,

1967; lannaccone & Lutz, 1970; lannaccone & Wiles, .1971). Another is

sociai mobility brought about by affluence (increased socioeconomic

statA), with its increasing demands for different educational services

(lannaccone, 1972) Third, there is the changing demand on higher ex-

pectations produced by education itself, apart from geographic or social

mobility (lannaccone, 1972).
Given these conditions, it is not surprising that we have seen in-

creased efforts from the macropolitical level, eSpecially state and na-

tional, to influence both the educational services rendered and the gov-

ernance system of education. Illustration8 of this may be seen in federal

legislation like Title I of ESEA:federal and state court decisions like

BroWn versus the Board of Education and Serrano versus Priest; and

state legislation like that which reorganized New York City's educational

government Similarly, administrative regulations such as the United

States Department of Health, Education and Welfare's recent demands

to eliminate sexism in physical education, can he cited. However,

macrogovernmental action and formal decisionslegislative, judicial,

and administrativeare not the only tools for conflict resolution, and

sometimes they are not the most important ones. Norms of the education

profession provide another base for resolution of policy disputes.
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PROFESSIONAL N MS POLITICAL TOOL

Professions are extremely cled systems. To become a school
superintendent; .for-exarnple-com only -requrres -that. eln-IndMdual at-tend a school of education to obtain.credentials for teadhing. Next, that
individual must teach for a number of years and .take additional course-
work in order to be certifted for administration. Then, It is usual for an as-
pirant to the superintendent's position to serve as a principal. Finally, a
stint on the central office staff may be required. After atl this, the Individ-
ual may become a superintendent (Carlson, 1972

These sociallzation steps helpilo instill pr esslonal norms One way
in which these norms function is to sancpktb profession:

'Every profession seeks to surround its Piactitioners with elements of mystery
with the imputation of specialized 1(nowledge apart from that held by others

. . .The cloak of the professional mystique helps protect bath the professional's seff
image and his public relationships (lannaccone & Lutz, 1970. op. 54-55)

Educational policy is rooted in professional sanctification flistori-
catty, this cdfinection grew out of the superintendent's central position as
the architect of 'school board policy and the expeditor of its implementa-
tion The- strength of expertise as a Molder of policy and carrier of values
and preferred ways of thinking about education apPears to' be losing
some ground But it is still a powerful Eind "relatively more informed"
technique for the development of policy. It is rooted in the miCropOlitical
experience of teaching in ffie classroom Any attempt to understand the
educational organization's political realities must take the concept, of
professional autonomy as central to 'that understanding. The focal issue
has always beenbut even more so now as cultural pluralism.and varia-
tions in local boilding attendande areas increasingly influence educa-
tional politicsthe apprOpriate balance between the influence of profes-
sional expertise and the influence of representativeness in the decisions
of educational organizations. The political-cultural mix most influential in
a given community displays-a basic orientation toward this balance.

Issues more fundamantal than notidns of Power structure ai.e::the
political-cultural mix of a district, especially as it valuesexpertise In con-
trast to representativeness: ahd the degree of heterogeneity or homo-
.geneity in the.disirict. The degree of metropolitanization or urbanization
of a district appears to have implications for its political-cultural mix and
is significant in predicting board and district political conflict (Minar,
1'964: Zeigler & Jennings, 1974). So, the larger the district and the:more
heterogeneous the population, the more conflict it experientes. Simi-
larly. the more the municipal-reform politics characterize the politicalp
culture of the local government generalhj, the greater is the respect for
expertise and professional autortomy in education. Conversely, the more
that traditional machine or precinct/ward politics characterize the gov-
ernment, the less is professional autonomy valued and the more Is repre-
sentativeness in govecnment prized (Cistone, 1971). Even in the largest
school districtsfor example, those of New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
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and Bbstonthe political mix that characterizes city politics influences

the degree of conflict and respect for the value of professional autonomy
experienced by the schools (lannaccone, 1971). So; for example, al-
thoughorganiZeO school employees are central political actors in the ed-
ucational government of all .cities, which employee Organizations are
dominant depends or) the mix of political cultures in the particular city. In
Boston, bfueTcollar workers are most influential; in New York Cify, top
organizational political power is found in a coalition of teachers and ad-
ministrators, however, Chicago balanced professional and blueTcollar

power through the Daley machine (lannatcone, 1971). Thus, the particu-
lar political-cultural mix of a city, especially its beliefs about the values of

professional expertise versus representativeness in government. influ-
ences that city's educational politics.

Miner (1964) noted that 'education is a. separate local governmental
operation; therefore, it produces a plural or separate community power
structure. He suggested that a classification'system is needed for educa-

tion That compares technical expertise related to professional autonomy
versus community power structure. The essential issue that he posed is

, .

whether .groups external to ,the educational government, competing or
complementary, actually seek to influence its decision processes. Thus,

hoW highly professional expe'rtise and autqnorn\y are prized, and how
muctri consensus on that value exists in a ,eommunity, are more impor-

tant iSsues for educational politics than is the nature of a community'
general power structure. The professional political ideology of autonomy
is rooted in the realities of the classroom teacher's task as controlled by
the realities of organizational life in the classroom

A MICROPOLITICAL FOCUS
It was no accident of Watergate or Vietnam, nor a chance weakness

in the dominant parties producing the Democratic convention events of
1968 and the Republican incumbency of Gerald Ford, that might have
made possible the combination of .the radical conservatism of Ronald
Reagan and the populism of George Wallace into a new national political
party A more fundamental dilemma lies at the heart of all these events.
That dilemma is found in the failure of macio-Arpericanpolitics to give
adequate expression to micropoliticsthe day-Id-day interests of citi-

zens where they live and work. Macropolitical processes and govern-
mental structures in education suffer from, the same weakness.

The micropolitics of education are found in and around the school.

building. They are concerned with the interactions and political ideolo-
gies of social systems of teachers, administrators, and students within
school buildings. They are also concerned with issues of interaction be-
tween professional arid lay subsysterns at the building levet.

There are several reasons for the leacher to focus on the tiliCt ()-

politics Of education. (a) this political arena is closest to his or her
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ongoing work; (biPuilding-level politicS share the uniVersal underlying is-
sues of educational politics in our day; (c) building-level politics display
the elements of the educational OperatlOn that come nearest to produc-
ing unique features in the politics of education; (d) flnally,'solving the
political problerns at the building level in education can make a major
contribution to the fundamental governance dilemma faced by demo-
cratic societies

One word of cautionif the teacher is too emotionally involved in
the political aspects of a job and protects himself or herself from that
emotional reaction by defining the job and the events he or she hares in
an apolitical and purely educ4ional way, whateyer that may mean, then
the proximity of 'events and the small size of the social systems the
teacher shares will block his or het vision and learning. If instead, the
teacher overcomes that block, he or she can see the political world dif-
ferently, enhance his or her skill at operating In it, and enjoy it more.

The internal political world of the school building is' comparatively
tangible. For example, the social system's use of space in a building is
often so clear that it can almost be touched. k social system's use of
space in its work world structurally reflects the interrelationships of its
components, its authority relationships, and its norms. Most faculties re-
flect their pattern of interaction in seating arrangements at facultymeet-
ings, in differential use of teacher loungessometimes the boiler room
is ontt---and especially in lunch cliques (lannaccone, 1962). FroM
another perspective, ideas of turf ownershipwhose territorial responsi-
bility and domain are certain parts of the building?--correspond to au-
thority relationships in buildings. Usually, the principal "owns," and is re-
sponsible for, the corridors, cafeteria, and johns, in addition to his or her
office. "My classroom" is the individual teacher's domain; "our lounge"
may be one or more teacher groups' territory. Such staternents reflect
the authority system of principal, teadher, and student. They._also indi-
cate the norm of autonomy for the individual classroom teacher and se-
lective collegial relations within the building outside the classroomwith
some but not all teachers and certainly not the principal.

A PROFESSIONAL DIL EMMA

The professional demand for autonomy is, from a political science
view, a political ideology The demand kV autonomy is found in all profes-
sions and is relateel-as much to the perception of expertise held by the
professionals as it is tcia demand for status. it is, in effect, a demand to
be-allowed to use one's expertise withminimum hindrance from others.

Seeing the professional demand for autonomy as an essential as-
pect of professional work, helps to clarify the meaning of that demand.
Professional autonomy attempts to deal with a. common professional di-
lemma, especially acute for the helping professions, in,which securing
the client's willing support and cooperation is a necessary though not
sufficient condition for expertise,to work. The professional engages in
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two sorts of activities, those necessary to get the job done most expertly
and those needed to invoke client cooperation in the client's own devel-
opment. The need to secure willing cooperation from the tifent produces
a dilemma tor /he professional. He or she has a choice: to use authority,
either legal or expert, to tell the client what to do, or to rest less on au-
thority and rely more on eliciting cooperation by sharing decision making
with the client. The dilemma Is real, not merely ideological. It is rooted in

the fact that the client must be psychologically engaged In his or her own
growth Moreover, much of what the client must do to use the expert
guidance ot Ine professional must be done by the client when the profes-

sional is not immediately observing him gr her. The best prescription
given by the professional to the client will ct no good if the client falls to
take it as prescribed

THE DILEMMA COMPOUNDED IN EDUCATION

Four conditions in American education.compound this fundamental,
universal dilemma of the professional: the compulsory nature of the serv-
ice and the consequent lack of choice as a safety valve, the setting in
which the service is rendered: the mode of payment for the service: and

the teacher's turf itself.
In some ruofessions, the dilemma of authority versus shared deci-

sion making is partly resolved by the fact that professionals and their cli-

ents engage in a pattern of selectton by which each, in effect, chooses
the other The fact that I choose a particular physician or lawyer to pro-

vide me with professional rvices already partly resolves the difficulty
faCed by them in getting me to follow their advice. Mutual choice Is a
safety valve. Where instead, t :fir, range of choices for selection is much

more restricted for both practitioner and client, the dilemma between
reliance on authority arid shared decision making becomes even greater.

Compulsory education laws oblige the clients, both students and
parents, to accept the service, at least, the students must be in the
school. It is all well and good to say that if I reject medical services, that
rejection may cost me my life, but the fact that I may reject the service

produces a different psychological effect than does the absence of
choice for students and parents. Operationally, compulsory education
means that with rare exceptions, students must be in a particular
schoolin their attendance area--in a particular track and a certain
classroom under a specific teacher with a given group of students

The student's conditions .of organzational membership are not
theirs to determine. They have no organi2ationally legitimate autonomy
at all! Their response to that is the Only freedom the have. The law can-
not and does not determine how students or their p ents respond to that
reality.. Consequently, some degree of alienatio sually .characterizes
the natme of the students' response. Alienation. Ilows them to withhold
some of their identity from compulsory membership in the organization.
Not .allowing themselves to be pushed around by authority figures and

)
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not allowing themselves to become psychologically engaged in the tasks
set for them are ways of exercising the freedom of choice left.

Students vary greatly in the degree to which their response is one of
alienation, But teachers confronted with the need tagain the cooperation
of the client are faced with the problem of how to decrease the aliena-
tion. That problem in turn confronts them with the classic dilemma of
whether .to depend on legal authority or to develop shared decision-
making patterns in the classroom. Without a significant degree of auton-
omy the teacher cannot make that choice. Operationally in fact, most
teachers shuttle between the invocation of their authority and shared
decision-making patterns. Thus, one source of the demand for teacher
autonomy is the fact of compulsory education.

A second root of the demand for teacher autonomy is the nature of
the organization within which the service is provided. The teacher's pro-
fessional service is rendered within a complex and large-scale aiganiza-
tion. Three implications of this fact increase the demand for teacher au-
tonomy. First, the teacher, unlike many other professionals, is not solely
responsible to the client and colleagues for his or her performance. He or
she is also responsible to the school organization Second, responsibility
for the client's welfare is shared by the teacher with others, particultrly
the relatively nebulous "system Most important, this professional cah-
not select clients. Students are by and large assigned to teachers by the
system's relatively impersonal decision-making processes

The events of the 1950's and 1960's decreased the range of
choices available to teachers. Similarly, those events decreased the
range of choices once available to clients. Defining the classroom as turf
was therefore .inevitablp. Demanding autonomy over the activities on
that turf waS also inevitable.

A third elMent that compounds the dilemma of the teacher is the
way in which the service is paid:for indi-rectly, by the larger society
through its macropolitical decision-making structures The point Is riot
the fact that general government taxation pays for education. It is instead
the fact that client choice has no direct relationship to the economic
base of education. For example, a nationalized health system may also
be tax based: howeves, so long as client choice influences the practi-
tioner's income, some degree of economic bond links the client and the
practitioner That bond is missing in the teacher-student relationship.

Three major consequences flow from this fact. One is that the
tedcher-student relationship is weakened by the absence of an economic
bond. However much professions deny the importance of the economic
bond between them and the client, it normally exists. Indeed, the fact that
professions loudly proclaim that the economic bond is not a major moti-
vation for the professional should help us see that there are ethical bonds
too, but does not permit us to deny the economic one.

A second.consequence of the mode of payment used in public edu
cation is that it produces a different economic bond between the teachei
and the iarger society, a bond that often militates against client interests
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There are two distinct lay publics with an interest in education. ORE) is the

micro-lay-public--the public most concerned with the delivery of the
service close to the teacher and student at the building level. Theother.is
the mocrb-lay-public---the interest that Is societal and general in nature.

The micro-lay-public is one of the roots, the external one, in the
micro-politics of education. Its economic link to the building is extremely
indirect and only meaningful as a source of influence when this public is
aggregated and therefore submerged within the larger interest of the
general society. The micro-lay-public has different needs and expresses
some different values than the other public. It is concerned with different
outcomes too. It is concerried specifically with the particular students
and their peculior needs. It is concerned with particular classrooms and
teachers and their specific operations. It lacks governmental mecha-
nisms for the expression of its values and interests in outcome because
combining them for general board policy, for example, requires compro-
mising their puul r uature. Further, the political ideology of American

education< nrnant has usually systematically denied the impor-
tance of such "special interest."

On the other hand, the economic bond produced by the payment
system of education maximizes the set of interests expressed by the
other lay public The structure of American government is designed to
make thegeneral public interest effective The ideology of American edu-
cational government supports that interest. Is it therefore surprising to
find that governmental bodies in education display an economic concern
more often than any other single one?

School people have generally been responsive to the public inter-
ests that have the monopoly on the economic bond and good access to
the governance mechaniSms. The rise of militant teacher organizations
is in part attributable to the need that teachers feel to compete effec-
tively in that large arena of macropolitics. Teachers have a better chance
of protecting their autonomy and turf from lay ir rests at -the micro-
political level than from lay interests at the macroleve

A fourth element making autonomy an inevita teacher demand
arises from the conditions of the teacher's turf it ,if Strong boundary
maintenance and strong beliefs in the society out autonomy protect
that territory externally. Internally, however, teaching of one sort or
another goes on in a classroom. Schooling is not tutorial in nature: the
teacher works with groups, the classroom group being the largest.
Teacher autonomy and teacher authority in the classroom are intimately
related. The teacher is confronted with some degree of student aliena-

tion. To maintain thetocial system of the room, the teacher must usually
give way to some of the implications of that alienation. However, in order

to produce significant task accomplishment, the teacher cannot surren-
der to it. So, the teacher dilemma is the professional one of shuttling be-

tween use of authority and the use of shared decision making. Realistic-
ally, most teachers combine some of each
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Teacher tactics are easier to develop if the turf ts weti bounded and
the belief In autOnomy is well established. Maintaining that condition In-
volves two wars on two battlefields much of the time. Withie the class-
room _the _teacher. _must _wrestle-with- the- problem-of-- student-Venation;
which, it attacked too directly, is likely to become hostility. At the same
time, the teacher needs to keep parents and administrators off that bat-
tlefield to have the autonomy needed to balance the Intel nal dilemma.

Teachers have long been ambivalent about administrative struc-
tures and roles. On the one hand, the stronger the boundary, the greater
the teacher'sautonomy; on the other hand, the principal's office, school
board regulations, and the central office can help to protect the
teacher's turf from intervention by the micro-lay-public. So, for example,
a strong principal may mean that somewhat less autonomy exists for the
classroom teacher vis-a-vis the administration. But strong administration
provides greater protection against attempts by parents and community
groups to influence the classroom. Also, a strong principal often helps
teachers deal with the internal classroom needs for group maintenance
and task accomplishment; teachers can be supported by appeals to the
principal's authority.

For most of this century teachers have supported administrator-led;
organizations inthe political realm. That support has provided them with
economic benefits and increased autonomy against public interference.
School administrators have been socialized as teachers and share the
ideology of teacher autonomy. It is reinforced when they are called upon
to ,support teachers. Thus, through socialization and.job mobility the po-
litical ideology of the microlevel developed from the classroom need for
autonomy, and reinforced at the building level, translates easily to the
macropolitical ideology of the local education agency, state, and naticin.

1HE ADULT SOCIAL SYSTEM OF 1HF SCHOOL

Shifting our focus from the classroom to the adult social system at
the building level, we find that the internal micropolitics of that unit are
structured into informal groups with group values, processes, and out-,
comes. Such informal teacher groups produce.an,informal complex or-
ganization and are the basic eiements of the internal micropolitics of the
building. This is not to say that group formWion is political in origin. All to
the contrary, social needs are primary, but bnce the informal organiza-
tion is in existence, it has the capacity to move toward political action.
Hence, administrators frequently fear such groups even before they
move in such a direction. That fear is a fundamental error of administra-
tors. Primary groups will exist in any case. Attempts to suppress them
will haveihe result of either increasing teacher alienation from adminis-
tration or more ofteri, making teachers become politically active. The de-
velopment of teacher militancy in the last 20 years has been partly be-
cause administrators in large numbeis made that error
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AN EXTERNAl PROBLEM TOO

Much of the evidence of the last 20 years also indicates a rising cli-
ent demand for a more direct voice in the delivery Of edveational serv-
ices We should not be surprised if indirect representation--a sort of
proxy political votefails to satisfy people. Also, community demands at
the building level, particularly in the larger cities, are directed against the
service as performed by the same professionals who would then be their
representatives. 'Then, too, there are significant social-class differences,
with associated differences in values, between education professionals
and deprived neighborhoods

One result of the major conflicts in the macropolitics of education
has been to reduce the capacity of even internal building politics to reach
and influence central office and board activities, Until the internal politics,
erupt violently enough to force attention or engage broader segments of
the body politic. Ironically, when broad sections of the school district's
public are brought into the conflict, the embattled coalitions on both
sides are likely to lose sight of the peculiar concerns of a particular build-
ing's riterest

T here is no ultimate resolution of the tension between lay contr4
and professional autonomy in educational government. Nor Is it likely
that many serious persons would want it to be all of either . The conflicts,
therefore, have-usually raged around the question) of when is there too
much of which

A second basic, perennial, and equally pervasive issue is the ten-
sion between administrator or management control arid teacher au-
tonomy The present governance system in education) is to a large extent
a product of the educational-and-municipal-reform movements of the
turn of the century SchoOl boards, particularly in urban districts, were re-
formed Small boardF, replaced large boards, at-large board elections or
appointment, usually replaced precinct Or ward elections, the political
party often lost-a large measure of influencerover board members, and
school board composition became MOre upper middle class

On the positive side, these developments decreased party political
patronage and corruption in education, and they appear to have in-
creased economic efficiency in education). But the reform also de-
creased the representative nature of oducationatgovernance They were
elitist in their consequences Americans appear to have believed that for
a long time the gains outweighed the costs.

On a second front the reforms increased the professional sti-mding
of school administrators first and then that of teachers. Their de facto, if
not de jure, autonomy arid leadership increased vis-a-vis the board. Their
training arid credentials improved arid increased. Teacher professional- .

ism also improved markedly So did the social recognition,. income, and
autonomy of teachers Their autonomy was particularly increased
against lay inter ference from both the board and building-level lay inter-
ests But there were some costs. Administrator control of teachers ap-
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peered to have Increased also. Certainly their control.of the:National Ed-
ucation Association and its state affiliates did. Further, the interaction of
teacher and parents Appeared td have become more'selectively middle
Class. Clearly, the auppOrtive relationship between the school and-the
family around their students/children declined. Again, for a long time the
gains seemed to have outweighed the costs.

In small arid rural districts these reforms tied little or slow effect.
The small and Moat districts still displayed the dominance of lay control.
However, that dominance was less rIgorously_used endless acutely felt
because of the close ties of small communities and the homogeneity of
the Cultures, that produced boards, administrators, teachers, students,
and parents. In the large cities, by contrast, the reforms not only de-
creased public and professional interaction at the building level, but were
also a major ideplogical victory for upper-middle-class values. The le-
forms denied the value of cultural pluralismat least as found in the
citiesand 'reflected a belief In the melting pot theory. Indeed, the
schools were aeon as having a major role in the melting pot process to
eliminate the cultural pluralism resulting from immigration especially.
Again, this elitist governmental development with Its attendant single-
class, monocultural values, seems to have worked for a time.with certain
urban groups. But in this way, too, by the denial of cultural plurallsmin
fact, by attempt to eliminate It through educatignthe reformed educa-
tional governance system Aas less repretentetive than it had been.

Two additional and Ilbparently unanticipated consequences fol-
lowed the Immediate results of the reform developments! First; the
United States experienced, at least until recently, a dramatic and contin-
uing shift of populations out of rural and into metropolitan areas. Thls
demographic shift was a. factor in changing the fiscakbase of education
to Increase the state's contributions ancklecrease district inequalities,
often at the expense to some degree, of, what once were the richer dis-
tricts, the urban ones.

The second most consistent outcorrie of the educational govern-
ance system,in the 20th century was the decline In the,pumber of small
school distriCts, especially single school units, In small school districts
the general taxpayer interest and the interest of the micro-lay-public con-
verge and may both be accommodated by ona board. But overall, in-
creasingly larger groups ort citizens were being governed by fewer school
districts. The small board was supposed tO represent the interests of in-
creasingly larger numbers of people. The effeotive political distance from
school building to board became longer-and longer in the process.

Thus, the initial push. that the reforms gave tq Increasing profes-
sional autonomy at the expehse of lay control was carried much further.
The early irAease of administrator dominance over teachers and their
organizations was compounded, especially in the larger urban districts
and in state lobbies. Surely, such a sequential drIftover years Could not
continue endlessly. Some system dlsestablishment and disequilibrium
were bound to take place eventually. The effects of such4developments
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were felt in stress and strains, especially at the micropolitiCal level,
which was virtually cut off from the macropolitical world, lacking govern-
mental mechanisms for articulation and aggregation of microinterests.

TWO PUBLIC INTERESTS
The educational governance system provides representation, mech-

anisms of access, and ideological legitimacy for the eXpressions and in-
fluence of the general Interest of the larger society. It does not do so for
lay interests at the building level. Worse, it ignores those units in its rep-
resentative structures. The structural bias of local board elections. be-.
comes almost comical when, for example, as In Los Angelès in the late
1960's, Chicano parents and interest groups fourftl easier access to state
assembly representatives than to school board members. Urban dwell-
ers have sometimes found it easier to.influence legislation than school
board policy. The political processes of the present local district force lay
groups at the building level to merge or aggregate their demands with
other buildings to produce a common policy, ignoring cultural pluralism
and individual needs tude ts at the same time. The political ideology

Of boards is slowly chan n but it still reflects many of the upper-mIskile-
class, municipal-reform efs that are hostile toward cultural plurelism.
Thus, struclural, proce ,fand ideological factors facilitate the political
efficacy of a social deli and a macropolitics of lay general-interest
groups. The same factors repress the emergence of an effective micro-
politics of lay groups at building levels.

In sum, the educational governance system of this country has
never in this century developed appropriate structure, ideology, or proc-
esses for the effective articulation and aggregation of micro'f, school-
building politicsfor either teachers or client interest groups. The in-
ternal structure of teacher organizations may pay attention to this prob-
lem partly thrbugh Internal representation and grievance systems. The,
lay interests at the building level appear never to have beentedequately
represented by the lay interests at the macropolitical level, except in the
smallest school governments. As teachers appear to gain in the struggle
for power against administrators and board, the client interest best
found in the micropolltics of the building may be even mOre likely to be
lost in the. shuffle of power.

The most significant politicaLoutcomes of the last 20 years of in-
creasing cooffict in education may yet be found in the,micropolitics of laV
interest groups. If the lbng-range effects of the readjustments of pow6r
among teacher organizations, administrators, and boards close the'
boundaries of policy making furtbavegainst that micro-lay-interest, either
of two results can be predicted. The clients; students and parents, will
become more alienated and refuse even more often to support the
schools. Alternately, they will be energized into near-explosive political
action to restructure educational governance, so as to have an impact on
the issues that concern them at the delivery,lend of the structure More
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probable for the next era In the politics of education Is a combination of
both. In any case, although the roots of much of the politics of education
are to be found In micropolitical systems, their effects must be translated
through the-macroeystems to -Influence -the -future--of- educational
governance.

We need to know more about how to link tbe iemographic bases of
a district's political cultures to the g6bcgan.cfi1 schools. We have, in
fact, never had such representation except In the single-school-building
district. To readjust the balance of Influence between teachers and ad-
ministrators alone is not enough. To balance a community elite off
against a professional elite is not adequate. As Bachrach (1967) said:

The crucial Issue of democracy is not the compoeition of the elitefor the man
on the bottom it makes little difference whether the command emanates from an
We of the rich and the wellborn or from an ellte of workers and farmers. In-
stead the Issue la whether democracy can difftlise power sufficiently throughout
society to inculcate among people of all walks of life a justifiable feeling that they
have the power to participate in decisions which affect thimselyes and the com-
mon life of the community, especially the Immediate community in which they
work and spend most of their waking hours and energy (p. 92)

Historically, school politics have played a role in creating an educated
citizenry. There really is only one way to teach responsibility; that is to
give peoede responsibility, let them make decisions, and let them experi-
ence the consequences of their choices. Operating with this belief may
not be the Anlerican dream, but it was the American faith. Without it, the
Americanream will become a pightmare. Given the experiences of
Watergateind Vietnam, how much worse can the mistakes of the com-
mon person be than those of the brightest and best? The start of
America's third Century appears to be a good time to renew that faith
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Government's Responsibility in
Improving Education Outcomes

William L. Smith*
I would like to discuss the past role Of the Office of Education, how

we see the federal role of government in education, what the major prob-
lems are that we are attempting to address, and specific areas relating
directly to what I call the revolutions in American education, which have
implications not only for children, but for all of us adults

USOE MISSIONS

The United States Office of Education (USOE) w s established by
Congress in 1876. Its basic purpose is stated as prom ting the cause of
education throughout the country. This original missi n is still the base
on which the Office of Education functions, even though new responsibil-
ities are called for tbday to meet new demands.

If we were to sum up three basic missions that have been installed
. in USOE since 1876, the first is to provide rational leadership in the
search for more effective education; the second, to continuously assess

- the state of education, and keep the country informed of what it is about,
and what its needs are; and third, to administer legislation enacted by
Congress, and entrusted to USOE. USOE is an instrument of Congress
which provides legislation it is responsible for administering. USOE's
leadership role is a function of its power to persuade and help those at
state and local levelS to effect change and improvement through rules,
regulations, program policy, and technical assistance.

Although federal programs and ways of achlevigo them have
changed, the three basic purposes mentioned abOve are dionsistent with
USOE's, function. The real question then becomes, "If this is our role,
whEtt then is the role of an educator in the Office of Education, or in what
is usually called the federal bureaucracy?" it is a question of asking what
needs to be done, how our responsibility can be effectively and efficiently
carriedbut, and what the time lines are for achieving it.

Principal among issues that cOnfront us today as "feds" are the
continued efforts to define educational commitments, to conceptuaiize
necessary actions to meet these commitments, and finally to implement

*This article appeared in The Journal of Teacher Education, Vo/ 26, No 1. Spring, 1975. pp
35-40.
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them. In many Instances ,l(e failed to alleviate the problems toward
which programs were aimed because we either entered the arena with
limited understanding and capabilities, or failed to design the kind of pro-
gram anci implementation strategies that Congress had asked for.

With this in mind federal officials today are providing developmental
and technical assistance to local projects which are stimulating change
through research, information, dissemination, arid capacity building at
the local level

FINANCING EDUCATION
Economics and the whole question of financing of education will be-

come even more critical in the,years ahead as education becomes tan
even larger component of the public budget A brief look over the last few
years indicates dramatic changes in the role of education. In 1958 when
Sputnik was launched by the Russians, CongreSs passed the National
Defense Education Act (NDEA). This was the first time ihat the citizenry
had required Congress to provide resources to boost educational pro-
gramming. In 1965, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was
passed, and this was the first time that the federal government became
involved financially in a major part of educational programming. The Edu-
cational Amendments of 1972 was the third most significant money bill
designed to involve the federal government in education

Interestingly enough, during 1969 and Iwo, secondary and elemen-
tary schools alone expended about 39.5 billfon dollars. During 1973 and
1974, the same elementary and secondary schools expended some 56
bilhon dollars. During 1976 and 1977, those schools expended 82 billion
dollars. In all of those years, approximately eight percent of pOblic school
revenue was derived from the federal government, 38 percent from state
sources, 42 percent from local sources (mostly from property taxes), and
12 percent from other Sources.

With the property taxes being the most regressive of any major tax,
it becomes clear that improved ways of providing for public school reve-
nue mustbe found. The differences among states regarding the extent to
which they provide resources are astronomical. In Delaware, for ex-
ample, 71 percent of state resources go to education In New York, it is
44 percent, in New Hampshire, 10 percent.

When you look at. total budget in elementary, secondary, and
post-secondary educat in 1972 and 1973, you find a startling revela-
tion. The budget Was appt'oximately 85 billion dollars in 1972 Of that 85
billion, 85 percent was locked into personnel salaries,.benefits and fixed
costs. In 1973, the budget was about 93 billion dollars Of the 93 billion,
again, 85 percent of the resources were locked into personnel and fixed
costs In 1976 and,1977 the total expenditure was 131 billion dollars. This
suggests that you must consider eliminating funds eaten up by
personnel, and do something about the personnel responsible for deliver-
ing educational services to children



The existing division of authority within the education division and
other federal agencies concerned with educational problems, involves
questions of strategy that go beydnd the considerations of overall federal
roles. Consequently the focus of this presentation is on the federal role of
education without major restrictions to specific Office of Education re-
sponsibility. The Education Amendments of 1972,, 1974 and 1976 split
many of the functions that had.belonged in 1865 to the Office of Educa-
tion and to other agencies within'what we now call the Division of Educa-
tion The Assistant Secretary of Education now coordinates the Office of
Education and ihe National Institute of Education (NIE) which is the re-
search arm for nearly all of edOcation. The Assistant Sec mtary has ad-
ministrative responsibility for the Fund for the improvement of Post-
Secondary Education (FIPSE) which encourages innovative programs at
the postsecondary level, arid for the National Center for Education Statis-
tics (NCES).

Of course the Departrilent. of Labor and many other agencies are
also responsible for manpower training and the like.

FTDERAL RESPONSIBILITY IN EDUCATION

Several general criteria are proposed for helping us define when
there is and.is not an aprkbpriate federal responsibility in American edu-
cation All of these criteria are subject to one general constraint In the
absence of special circumstances, the support and conduct of education
is primarily a nonfederal responsibility In elementary and secondary
education, the general provision of educational service is largely a state
and local.responsibility. In postsecondary education, there is a broader
basis for federal involvement and support, but .there too, the basic re-
sbonsibilities are state, local, and private

In American society, we do,not have the kind of centralized ministry
of education system present in most foreign countries. Instead we have a
highly decentralized state, local, and public system, and there seems to ,
be no serious political force in American society which would fundamen-
tally alter that present division of responsibility. Therefore, it wilt continue
to be a decentralized program, the primary responsibility of state and
local 9overnments.

Thus, whenever any proposed federal education initiative or pro-
gram i.s considered, we must first ask what the special and compelling
cirCumstances are which make it a federal rather than state or local or
individual task. With that fundamental consideration tn mind, let me de-
scribe several basic criteria fordetermining federal responsibility.

1 It is necessary to address needs arid probleMs which are national
in scope and consequence. Although the bulk of routine educational
tasks and responsibilities are the provinCe of state, local, and

, private organizations, there are some educational needs and
problems which transcend both the responsibility and/or capacity of
state and local government. These are areas in which the social
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and economic health of the nation or the fundamental rights of
individuals are at stake, or whore the activities and presence of the
federal government Itself generate specific federal responsibility. -'

__SeveraLexamplesillubtrate theaelypes _of specific educational ,

responsibilities. Within the context of. addressing needs and
problems that are national in scope, the existence of .a group bf.
children who do not have equal educational opportunity-hat,
Increasingly been recognized. Local schools have been unable-161:
give adequate education to a significant portion of the pvuiptictrl
The economically poor, the handicapped, tind children from rpn-
English speaking families are prime targets.

Serious society-wide consequences flow from their lack of
adequate educationlower productivity, higher unemployment,
increased welfare burdens, and a general inability of those'
individuals to lead satisfying lives, much less carry out their
responsibilities as citizens.

As a nation, what we have said in'effect is that the greatly
Increased difficulty In educating these children exceeds both the
capacity and resources of local school systems. Because thel:
consequences of tel being inadequately educatedoere both /
serious and national in scope, the federal government should -",
provide various forms of compensatory educational assistance an*
help state and local school systems meet their general educational
responsibilities.

2. Federal inVolvement in compensatorAducation in order to
establish real equality of education at elementary 'and secondary
school levels is paralleled in postsecondary education

3. in addition to the problems of compensatory education at tne
elementary, secondery and postsecondary levels,lhere exists
throughbut society a significant number of functionally illiterate
adults, prey to all problems of dependency, lower productivity, and
the like.

4. Elimination of segregated school systemk appropriately requires
federal Involvement, both in legal enforcement through Title IV and
programmatic assistance through the Emergenc9 School
Assistance Program. $imli, the eradication of sexual, linguistic,
age, and other forms of diso4minetion dernands federal .

intervention. Title IX is a case in point.

5. The need to assure that the critical personnel hortage does not
have crippling effects on the Aation's economy and the functioning
of its basic institutions will occasion federal support of personnel
training in teaching, medicine, foreign affairs, and other areas

6. Increased educational burdens as well as loSs of resources and
revenues restilting from the presence of federatinstallations and
personnel clearly obligates the government to provide appropriate
compensation when thosle federal facilities reduce the num er of
tax dollars going Into a particular jurisdiction.
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in termS of addressing needs and problems which are nationa
scope and consequence, we see that there is a definite federal role as it
relates to thosesix Items cirscussed above

A second-area of federal responsibility is advancing the state of the
art of the quality and relevance 6f ArneriCan education. It would make lit-
tle sense to have all 50 states carrying Out separate and redundant edu-
cational research programs. Thus, to develop new knowledge and more
effective educational wactices is uniquely an appropriate federal role.

SEVEN I MCA! IONAt PROW IMS

The, fir st and probably most important problem we have is the poor,
i e , the persistence of an economically, culturally, educationally disad-
vantaged, low-performing, poverty-bound group. This comprises about
20 percent of our total population, this problern should be our overriding
priority, and one to Which we should devote the hulk of our resources irid
(reative energies.._

The second n'Iajor problem is the question of major cities. We are
beginning to see that the educational dysfunc ttonality in the major cities
may be so severe that if cannot be solved by remedies targeted on spe-
cific groups of students qr on a imple equalization process

The third major eduCational problem is the business of Qducation
work.ind the fafit that Mir young people do not see any relationship

between what they receive in the classroom and the world of work.
The fourth rnajor problem is quality of educational practices. The

rtiajor educational problem we face is in mounting a productive research
arid development program and the development of extensive, useful
research-based knowledgooabout the educational process and the effec-
tiveness of methods and techniques. We 'all know the,need, but the cireat
problem we have faced is how is it or ctIestrated?

the tifth major problem is the growing inability of teachers to iden-
tify children with leai.ning and/or behavioral problems in the regular
classroom; to diagnose the level arid degree of those problems: and to
prescribe teaching and learning activities to meet the needs of these
children Add to- this phenomenon the impact of Public Law 94-142 which
requires the inclusion of handicapped children in the replar education
program Teachers, already frustrated by their inadequacy to cope with
the affective responses Of some children arid youth, find their training ob-
solete to deal with the special educational needs of handicapped chil-
dten assigned to them. This shows the quality bf teacher education.

The siXth major problem is a question of educational management..
We are beginning to recognize that there.is an enormous difficulty on the
part of those who have been educational managers today to meet the
needs of different populations.

Finally, there is the question of re8ource allocation and equWization.
It has to do with the question of the difference both between and among
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states with regard to the number of dollars Spent on children.
Those are basic areas where the federal government has a role.

EIGHT REVOLUTIONS_

1. The Teacher Revolution
1, There are a number of revolutions that have occurred which have
iMplIcations for education. First is the teacher revolution. In 19551 was a
beginnin teacher. I remembei,wiaen the superintendent of schools in-
formed me of what my future looked like. He said, "Smith, yoU may rest
assured that in 36 years, you will reach your maximum." It took 36 years
to make top dollar ps a teacher In 1955 in Cleveland, Ohio.

I am sure There are some who never reached their maximum, even
though they stayed 36 years. Remember those days? From 1964 on, the
teacher revolution began. Teacher power became a way of life. Ironi-
cally, many superintwients of schools and school boards respcosible
for negotiating in tholn early days negotiated away more power than
they had ever dreamed, simply because they didn't unclerstar0.1hat
teather negotiafion was here to stay.

So you must understand that the federal government, regardless of
agency, and state and local governments too, will not negofiate pro-
grams without also negotiating with the teacher organization or union.

The real question becomes one of how we combine for those
teachers the kind of responsibility that transcends the, question of
whether or not they are' getting benefits and salary increases with
whether Or not they are getting better working conditions. How can we
capitalize on this teacher education revolution in such a way that chil-
dren will benefit more than they are now?

2. The Cultural Revolution
The second is probably the most startling revolution. I call it the cul-

tural revolution. I break it into two partsfirst, the minorities and the
poor. The riots and burnings in Watts (1965), betroit (1967), and Wash-
ington (1968) demonstrated the destructive nature of these big cities and
made a tremendous impact upon education. It was one of the things ac-
companying the teacher revolufion which allowed for the negotiating of a
shorter time period to reach a maximuma befter retirement system to
give teachers an opportunity to get out of the system earlier.

I submit the cultural revolution, espedally in the bj..jti s, had the
same devastating effect in that we lost an awful I nted
teachers who could not deal with the question of cul 1-

tural minoritiesasking lo be included where they had be nI9
On the other side of that coin, the cuItUral'vpIutb th

counterculture. I am sure you remember t
Where young people said, "No, we ain't
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used to.- They got into major discussions about the value structure,
about the relevance of what their school was offering.

I am reminded of a document In the Harvard Educational Review
which discussed the state of value constructs today as they move from
traditional to emergent values, specifically about the traditionvl value
system as being a part of the Puritan ethic, that time and work Are Im-
portant The emergent value system was one where one discassed

neither the future nor the past One talked about the present and its
utilitarian value

Our youth countfirculture moved dramatically to show that they
were no longer interested In need gratification that was long term, nor in
the tradition and history of the past They were interested in what we
we doing today

3 The K nowledge Revolut ion

The third revolution is the knowledge revolution.\This is spht into two
parts as well. The first is data acquisition

How does one manage data? How does one sort out and discrimi-
nate in the use of information? We have had to go to computers, systems
analysis and retrieval systems, for we found that the classroom teacher
could no longer stand in front of the class and be the dispenser of all this
information, because it was coming to children faster in some instances
than it was coming to the teacher.

Television and technology are the second half of the knowledge rev-
olution They no longer allowed children to use their imagination as
books and the radio had done. So it became difficult for the claelsroom
teacher to stand in front of children as we historically had done.

Today, there are more people in the classroom. There are parapro-
fessionals, volunteer parents,.and the teacher, and then there are the tel-
evisions that monitor what teachers are doing through microteaching.
Thus we move awayfrom the dispenser of information to the facilitator of
the learning process, simply because the volume of information Is too
great for any one person to be the sole custodian. What we have to move
'toward is the process of acquiring information that meets the needs of
children, regardless of where they are.

Of course, the advent of technology, whether It happened to be tele-
vision, computers, or a series of other things, was part of the basis for the
competency-based teacher education, movement, which began to talk
about something that we had not talked about before: the measurement
of performance, both for teachers and students. It waS something that
we were not accustomed to and a lot of us §eid, "We ain't buying It."

The reason we weren't buying It was simply because It was not the
way we were taught. It had no meaning for us. It did not provide an oppor-
tunity to talk about past and future in a way that makes sense. This Is crit-
ical, because we are a technological age, a postindustrial age, that Is
going to be performance-oriented whether we like it or not.

I I I
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4. Collaboration Revolution
The fourth revolution is what I call the participatory-democracy col-

laboration- revolutionwhich had-grown out of-the-need-for- publicizing
what we were saying we are going to do.

We are going to have to deal with the question of collaboration in a
way that we have not ever dreamed before, because collaboration
means a readjustment of power. So many of us who have power don't
wel to glve it up. There are all kinds of power. When we talk about col-
laairatiotAve now are talking about how we are going to have to share
that power differently.

In the context of the waste of resources, collaboration becomes
most critical. A university Is no longer going to be able to sit back and say
that they have the Ivory tower that will allow theM to sit and contemplate
what is going to happen to children. For in the new power relationship,
the necessary dollars will not necessarily be at that institution, and that
Institution Is going to have to it had not delivered before.

5. The Financial Crisis
The fifth revolution is the financial crisis. In elementary, secondary,

and postsecondary education, there are today Major financial crises.
They have a tremendous effect upon the education of children. If you
look at big cities like Philadelphia and Detroit, you recognize that they are
operating with deficit spending There has to be special legislation pro-
vided to allow them to advance.

There is also a. financial crisis In postsecondary education. One of
the things that this itdministration is moving toward is the reduction of in-
stitutional support and more movement of resources to the individual.
This does not clearly help institutions of higher learning, because the in-
stitutional support is elsewhere. But those financial crises affect the edu-
cation of children,

6. Court Litigation

The sixth revolution _is court litigation. There are at least 15 to 19
states today that have right-to-education litigation. There are another 10
or 12 that have already decia,red, through either state legislature mandat-
ing or state educational agency administration, that children must have
the right to education and that the institution has a Isponsibility for the
teaching and learning prOcess for all children.

The Lau vs. Nichols case in San Francisco clearly has Implications
for bicultural children, because It says that now school systems are re-
sponsible for providing educational opportunity intoth languages. Think
of the impact of the right to education and the Lau-Nichols decision on a
population that already has 85 percent of its budget locked into person-

, nel. We have petsonnel who are not in a position to deal with children
who have handicaps or who are bilingual and bicultuthl
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7, The Legislative Revolution

The seventh revolution is the legislative revolution: State legisla-
tures arwandating,.whether they have a data base or not, for new edu-
cational ortunities.. They .are talking about accountability in ways that
they have not yet defined, except that they see the need for it. The unfor-
tunate thing about competendy-based teacher education is that It talks
about systematic management and responsibility and public disclosure
of objectives. The legislatuee has said that is accountability. Many states
have legislated 50 million dollars for\ competency-based teacher educa2

- lion, and then asked, "What is qr.

8. Role Ambiguity
. The last revolution Is the constant ambiguity of roles. What is it that

the school is responsible for? I found an article by Peter Brooks, who had
spent a year in France on an exchange program. He said:

In France, school is resolutely schoOl. The affeCtive problems Of socialization.
the Ideals of citizenship. the definitiorts of sett in society, do not fall within the
school's purview. No doubt, partly as a consequence, the level of anxiety associ-
ated with the problems of education in America Is infinitely lower In France. Edu-_,
cation In America has come to appear more and more the institutional expression
of national anxiety. The schools stand at a tenslon-laden frontier between the
ideal arid the actual, responsible both for the indoctrination in one and training in

lhe other .

The pervasive democratic demand for a citizenry enlightened and enabled to par-
ticipate In the-affairs of the public,, through an education that both prepares them
for life and raises their sight to life's values has-placed a tremendous burden of
responsibility ori the school, one that has probably grown iritolerable as the gap
between ideal and real has become more apparent. The myth of homogeneous

. values and goals is more and more radically put to question Paradoxically and
dangerously, as the society has become less and less sure of its consensus and
direction, it has asked the schools to do rnpre and more both in mastering reali,ty
and in merely relating it (pp 4-5)

Brooks goes on to point out that educatiq.n has been overburdened
by the weight of aspiration, confronted with the force of. an unmastered
reality, and is close to collapse through anxiety. He, argues, and I woulcl
agree, that we must stop and ask the question, "Should the schools be
the focal point of all that we call social change?"

What does lie within the schOol's power' to perform? How.can it pe'r.-
form? Will it perform? Brooks argues that the beginning of the solution to
the problems of schools4upy, have to start vaith their partial withdrawal
from the social battlefield. Oe is arguing that we no lOnger can expect the
school, as a social institution, to be responsible for filling voids that other
social Institutions have not maintained.

The fact that we have the. luxury of compulsotypttendance for chil-
dren, allowing for a captive audience, shoUld not be the basis for asking
the schools to'do more than they'are able to do, more than teachers are
trained to do, more.than administrators ar4 trained to do. If 'we do not un-
derstand that the question.of alternatives, has to be viewed on a contin-
utim, then we may be already on the road to disa$ter.
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We now find that there are advocates for deschooling, ano advo-
cates who say that the schools cannot change themselves. There are
those who say that given an opportunity, the schools could, in fact,
change If they N.AA3re able to lefine what it is they are trained for arid have
the capacity to do.

We argue that there is a continuum called "continuity to change.
We are going to have to recognize that there are things in the tradition,'
whether transmission of the cultural heritage or simply value constructs
from the adult community, that are foundations for what is occurring.

We talk about the continuity of what is. Yet what we have got to
think about is the fatt that what Chautauqua probably does better than
any other institution is to provide for perennial learning Who is to say
now that young children should end their education when they finish high
school or graduate from college? If perennial learning does not become
the way of our entire society, then we are never going to move to an open
learning system but will keep a closed leaching Sytern
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Part I

Schools, Communities,*nd
Teachers in Action

Part I of this book Is a series of readings about the social environ-
ment of schools, Th Is purpose of this section is to help teachers.and other
students of organizations to: first, explore issues raised in the preceding
section; second, test and apply conctipts introduced In this and the previ-

ous two volumes; and third, further examine the characteristics of and
underlying assumptions about organizations that individuals, and/or
schools encounter daily.

Part II contains a wide array of aCtivities for student and teacher

use. The instructor should select activities in the order that best suits the
instructional purpose and participant levels of awareness. Participants or
instructors may want to modify or add to the list of activities offered.

SUMMAR"( OF ACTIVITIES

1 The Choate County Textbook Controversy: Cultures In Clash. A school
system with its asocial environment is explored in this case study
which is based upon a factual incident .,

2 Conrack. In this film a teacher encounX.rs a community culturally
different from his own -s

3 Alternate Concepts of Power and Leadership. This article encourages
readers to discuss the role of teachers and teacher organizations in
taking responsibility for schools.

.

4 Ethnomethodology. This series of exercises shows techniques for
exposing and examining common assumptions that guide behavior. ,.

Activity 1
The Choate County Textbook ControversY:

Cultures In Clash

A CASE STUDY
The intent of this case study is to present a problem situation in

wbich schools and the community are in conflict. Having studied the
readings in the preceding section of this volume, participants WUJ now ex-
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amine characteristics of schools and communities as organizations to
understand better hOw schools function in the social environment.

This case, selected for discussion purposes, is but one example that
instructors might use. Other prepared cases, or cases written by stu-
denti and Instructors are also rich resources for study. The analysis of
the Choate County case represents one Interpretation of a complex set of
factors and series of events. Participants are encouraged to develop
their own interpretations which are, of course, equally valid

Suggestions for Use of Case

The Choate County textbook controversy is a lengthy and complex
case which leads participants to engage In extensive discussions. The
case should be read thoroughly before participants are brought together
to examine the concepts it highlights. Throughout the discussions, par-.
ticipants should relate the events in the' case to their readings. in Part I
and to materials contained in Volumes I and II of this series In discus-;
ions, participants will exqore these and other concepts

Bureaucracy
Hierarchy
Values/value conflict
Power
Authority
Influence
Professionalism
Particularism
Rights and obligations
Leadership
Status
Standardized procedures
Autonomy
Boundary maintenance
Norms/norm conflict
Roles/role conflict
Conflict resolution

After a thorough reading of the case participants should'

Review the case and identify key characters, groups, and
organizations
Review the list of concepts above, and briefly definethe terms
drawing examples from the case. Other concepts should be
added as they are identified by the participants
Identify and summarize the problem or problems that the case
illustrates List the problems so the group can refer to them
during the discussion.
Analyze the case Attempt to answer questions such as

What events led to the problem?
What alternative action strategies might various groups
have taken? What outcomes might have resulted?
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What are the critical issues that the case
illustrats? What are critical turning
problems are alleviated or Intensifi
How does-theatudy of-orga izati tributelo.an
understanding of the case

Relate the case to the readings. k participants to Identify
major points made by the author4 in Part I and to locate
illustfations of those points In the case.
Conclude the case. Summarize the key concepts which
participants have dIscussediand refer them to the author's
analysis of the case which is'contained in Activity 1. End with a

reaction to the author's analy4Js

THE CHOATE COUNTY TEXTBOOK
CONTROVERSY: CULTURES IN CLASH

Part A: The Setting
The Choate County school system is one of the largest school dis-

tricts in the nation Serving 51,000 students, it encompasses an area of
850 square miles. The district is situated in the heart of Appalachia,
where the population is distinctly white, Anglo-Saxon, and protestant.
Less than one percent of the citizens is nonwhite and only three percent
are first or second generation foreign-born. Nevertheless, the county in-
cludes extremely diverse cultural groups. It is heavily industrialized, with

a majority of workers employed in coal mining and chemical and glass
manufacturing plants, but many workers are drawn from surrounding
small towns and rural areas. Forty percent of the county's population is
rural, nonfarm. (Less than one percent live on farms.) Most of the Choate
County schools are small and scattered throughout remote, rural areas
of the country. The remainder of the population Is eqt)ally divided
betWeen central city and suburban communities.

nty form of school district, and the geographical and cul-

tural diversity hin it, are central to an understanding of the textbook

controversy that : se In Choate County: hoW it developed, what oc-
curred, how it was r solved, and what its implications have been for edu-

cation in the county and for education everywhere.

Part B: Back ound
The are encompas.ses the state's capital and most sophisticated

city as well as many Isolated rural communities known as "hollows The

contrasts between urban aocl rural life are pronounced and pervasive.
Like the rest of the state, some regions of the county are relatively deso-

late and wild, with settlements that were once coal camps located near

the coal mines. Other urban-suburban areas, found along the river val-
ley, are highly industrialized. The commercial and industrial center of the

state dominates this region
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The modern wOrld has intruded into the hollows in recent years but
the traditional values and fundamentalist religions, long dominant there,
flourish with undiminished fervor. The children from the hollows have
been drawn into -anincreagngly urban and liberal school systeM as their
s all schools in outlying areas have been closed down arii then merged

a consolidated system. Consolidation has transformed the school-
se from a cornerstone of the community to an elethent of a large bu-

aucracy dominated by professional expertise and middle-class values.
many cases, schools are miles from home, teachers are anonymous,

and parents do not participate in any of the schools' activities. As in other
parts of the country this loss of parental control and involvement in edu-
cation has lest to, increasing criticism of schools. Parents' views are not
sought anAeldom are considered. The "good" education their children
receive in the urbanized schools seems a far cry from the traditional edu-
cation parents value.

Without a catalyst this uneasy situation might still exist. But in the
spring of 1974 the Choate County school board made a decision about
textbooks which brought the parents out of the hollows in outraged fury
and permanently in10 the decision-making councils of the Choate County
school system. To understart0 what happened, it is necessary to review
some events leading up to thesummer of 1974.

In 1965 eleven commur4ity representatives were appointed to the
school district's cur riculum-councii.,The cbuncil was formed as an advis-
ory group to the board of educatiOn regarding the direction of desired
curriculum changes. All the meM6ers of the council, pro If ssionals and
lay persons, were appointed. The lay people did not repr sent a cross
section of the county population. There were no fundamentaliSt minis-
ters, coal miners or undereducated rural people selected who might re-
flect the values of the Amalachiatl folk culture. On the whole the citizens
seiected were well educated, midqle or upper-middle class and Commu-
nity leaders.

The curricrium council typically dealt with relatively mundane mat-
ters and there was little or no disagreement with professional option or
recommendations. But in the spring of 1973 for the first time lay mem-,
bers of the council were openly opposed to a curriculum program sup-
ported by the school administration. Subsequently, for various reasons,
the committee was reorganized and was to have been replaced by two
new committees, one consisting of professionals and one composed of
lay persons

.

However, teachers and administrators reacted with apathy, and in-
sufficient applications were received to initiate this new system. As a re-
sult, neither committee was.formally organized until the 1975-76 school
year. The 'demise of the original curriculum council, disbanded prior to
the 1973-74 school year, left the county school system (and school
board) without any other organized vehicle for co nity input The Na-
tional Education Associatio inquiry Report st'I
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Not only did the school system NH to Inform or consult vilth parent group* In ad-

vance of the taxtbOok adoption, in early 1974, but it eliminated the one group
the Curriculum Adv Wry Councilthrough which there couid be some degree of
parental involvement. As noted earlier, the superintendent stated that this was
done with tho'intent of-establishing a more iffiktisie mlithOd OteonaUttatibn-with
parents. But whatever the reason, Ow timing was unfortunate since It could
aPPar to a distrustful public that the Council was dissorved as a means of con-
cealing from the community the contemplated textbook adoptions,

It should be noted, however, that state codes require that all ele-
mentary basal textbooks be selected from the state board of education's
multiple textbook list, and that the textbook selection committees, mak-
ing their recommendations to the board of education at the county level,

be composed solefy of professional educators. Lay citizens may not be a
part of the committee that recommends textbooks for adoption by the
county board of education. Indeed, state law provides no mechanism for
citizen participation on this topic.

The county's textbook selection committee 'consisted of five teach-
ers. The board of education decided to adopt their recommendations for
a set of basic and supplementary books to be used in the county's new
federally subsidized English Language Arts program. With the provisions
of federal guidelines, the books were selected to represent the full range
of views and styles found in our,society. Among the authors represented
who were tcrprovoke much of the controversy were Langston ,Hughes,
James Baldwin, e.e. cummings, Dick Gregory, and Eldridge Cleaver.

Five years before the English Language Arts Program was devised,
,Choate County was divided by an Issue which presaged the events of
1974. In April 1969, the board of education adopted a pilot program for
sex education to be introduced into-several of the countY's schools. The
program was killed largely through the efforts of a board member named
Carrie Scott who had been elected on a platform opposing sex education.
In 1974 Carrie Scott turned her efforts to banning books with the same
conviction and organizational skills she had used so successfully five
years earlier. The people who had supported her in her earlier fight, many
of whom were from the rural, conservative communities, had tasted their
first victory over a power structure which had always been remote and
impervious to their views. They were with Ms. Scott in force when she
took on the English Language Arts Program. Fueled by distrust .of urban
society, they now could launch an attack on a target close to home.

Part C: A Chronology of Events

In 1974 a seemingly routine selection of textbooks exploded into an

intense and violent controversy. Ms. Carrie Scott accused the educa-
tional system of promulgating atheism and secular humanism by teach-

ing situational ethics and by eliminating prayer and Bible reading from
the school program. As a fundamentalist and board member, Ms Scott
asserted that infringement of her belief in a literal interpretation of the
Bible as God's infallible word was as much a violation of religious neu-
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trality as prayer insch001. The chronology pf events which follows pro-.
v es some understanding of what happened.

Early 1974 The eurriOulum cOuncll.whlchprovkSed advisory-citigen
involvement in Choate County's textbook Selection
process was dissolved: the groupintendbd to replace it
was never organized.

March 12 TextboOk selection Committee submitted its list of book
recommendations for the English Language Arts
Program. The books were exhibited in the local library
and the offices Of the board of education. Little or no
effort was made to encouragelhe public to.review the
books, and few people did

MEly 16 The textbook selection committee presente its case in
support of the booke to the board of edueall

May 16-June 27 Carrie Scott, a board Member campaigned against the
book selections, attending churCh and community

, meetings, familiarizing the people most likely to oOpose
the books with the sections they were most likely to find
offensive. Circulated with the excerpted mat6rIals were
petitions demanding that use of the books be forbidden
in the schools. The county schbol system wa ed no
counter campaign in support of the books. P blic
opposition to the books was expressed by 2 ministers
of fundamentalist churches. The Executive Board ot the.
City Council of Parents and Teachers condemned thdse
books they had read. Candidates for the state legislature'
and county government offices were lobbied by the anti-
textbook groups.
The State Hunian Relations CommiSsion and the vice-
president of the state NAACP expressed their support
for ,use of the books.

June 27 The,board of education voted 3-2 to purchase all the
recommended materials except eight supplemental texts. .

Petitions containing 12,000 signatures were submitted .

to the board forbidding use in the schools of materials
which "demean, foster skepticism, or foster diSbelief"
in such institutions as_ the family, the supernatural being,
the free enterprise system, p6vate property, the study of
English grammar, and a viSion of America as "one of
the noblest civilizations.that has ekisted."
Ten ministers representing the more formally
established religious denominations in the county
expressed full support for the English Language Arts
Program and the texts chosen to implement it in a

4. petition submitted to the bOard .

Summer 1974 Antagonism to the textbooks widened as excerpted high-,
lights were broadly publicized and local oppositibn
groups formed 1
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Sept. 3

Sept.

Sept

Schools opened but were picketed and boycotted by
citizen groups. The dimensions of the split became clear
for the firlt time. During the (Irst two weeks of school
pickerrappeared at busineas-es, factories, and coal mines.
3,500 coal miners engaged in wildcat strikes in support
of the boycott.
The first citizens group In support of the book selections
was fOrmed, the Choate County Coalition for Quality
Education

Sept. 10 The protesters succeeded in forcing the state capital's
bus system to stop running.

Sept 11 The board of education voted to withdraw the cOntro-
versial books until they had been reviewed by a new 18-
member citizens' textbook review committee chosen by
the board members and the-member elect (elected in
May:due to take office in January) who would serve as
chairrnan. This compromise was accepted initially by the
protesters.

Sept 12-16 Choate County schools were closed and all extra-
curricular activities cancelled as violent protests
spread through the county. Gunfire hit school buses, fire-,-
bombs were thrown at the cars of families trying to keep
their children in the schools, schools were vandalized
and some bombed, threatening phone call§- were
received by parents of children who had been attending
schools. The state police were called in.

Sept 24 Members of the citizens' textbook review comminee
were named..

OC/' 9 Six Members of the citizens' textbook review committee
who opposed the bboks, and an alternate, dropped off to
form a rump review committee which subsequently
issued a report rejecting 184 of the 254 titles they
reviewed.
The president of the.board of education submitted his
resignation two and one-half Months before the end of
his term in the hope of "cooling the controversy" and
was replaced by the member elect+.

Oct. 11 .The superintendent of schools announced that he was
job hunting.

Oct 15 The citizens' textbook review cornmittee recommended
adoption of all the basic texts and supplemental texts
with the provision that no student could be required to
use books offensive to his or her religious beliefs or
those of his or her parents. Some supplemental books
remained to be reviewed.

Oct. 30 The county board of education bul lding was dynamited
and partially destroyed.

NOV. 8 The board of education voted 4-1 to accept most of the
books for use in the sdbools although some were to be
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Nov. 16

Nov. 21

Nov .27

De& 12

made available only through the library and only to those
students whose parents did not object to the contents.
Alternative books were to be provided for the other
students. An-Other motion was addOtod prohibiting
teachers from indoctrinating students with moral values
or religious beliefs contrary to thoee of the students or
their parents. These concessions were viewed as fair
and reasonable by people in favor of the igiish
Language Arts Program. The prote community
continued unabated despite the rornise.
The superintendent of schools and three tioard
memberswere arrested and charged (along with the
fourth probooks member who was out of town) with
"contributing to the delinquency of minors by permitting
un-AmerIcan and un-Christian textbooks."
At the time of their arrests they were meeting with anti-
book protest leaders and a minister who had agreed to
mediate the dispute. They were released on bond aker
a court appearance.
The board of education gave tentative approval to an
extremely restrictive set of new guidelines for the future
selection of textbooks which supporters of the English
Language Arts Program thoyght could cripple the free
learning proCess In the Choate County schools for years
to come, if It were strictly implemented. Futur,e-textbook
selections were to contain no material challenging the
sanctity of the home, the teaching of traditional English
graMmar, loyalty to country or religloui beliefs.
Teachers were forbidden to make inquiries for
discussion purposes,into students' beliefs or behavior.
Teachers were forbidden to teach "seditious" material,
including anything that implied the superiority-of a form
of government other than our own. Textbooks must not
contain any profanity or promote racial hatred.
The board agreed tentatively to accept a new process of
textbook selection which would be dominated by Oarents
(75%) with the power not only to advise but to censor
which books would and would not be used.
Several mayors from towns In the area proposed a plan
for seceeding from the county school districts, which
was unworkable due to an inadequate tax base.
The Choate County coalition for quality education urged
that the board reject the new guidelines and procedures
for textbook selection. These were later declared illegal
by the state superintendent of schools.
The board adopted both the guidelines and the
pro,cedures at a meeting which was marred by physical
assaults on the superintendent, the assistant super-
intendent and two board members. Racial epithets were
shouted.
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Part D: The Aftermath

Relative peace returned to Choate County's education system In the

winter of 1975, but the education system was not, and perhaps never will
be the same. Both sides profess to be dissatisfied with the solutions
reached. Parents who objected to the use of the English Language Arts
Program charge that their children feel they are disapproved of and at 'a
disadvantage because they do riot use the forbidden books and that
books restricted to. the library are actually in use in some classrooms.
Parents vfrio supported the book selections note that not all the.books
pro ed are available to those who want to use them and that restrict-

ing1 use of some to the library has rendered t m valueless. Teachers
and principals have also complained of the c licated problerns of im-

plementing the board's decisions
Interestingly, results from a newspaper poil done by questioning a

random sampling of parents showei::1 that while 70% of the, parents of
elementary school children refused permission to use those books re-
stricted /o the library, 75% of parents at the secondary level granted
permission for use of alt. til books in the English Language Arts Program.

Education in Choate county has been affected in many other less
measurable ways. The atmosphere in which teachers do their job has
been drastically altered by the controversy. As a leader of a local
teachers' grOup put it: "Teachers are afraid to use materials. They will
not serve on textbooks committees. They mistrust the central office staff,
the board of education, and the community. They are afraid for their
safety, their peace of mind, and even for their jobs." And their fears do
not appear to be unfounded. Carrie Scott has vowed, for Instance, that as
long as she remains on the board of education, no member of the text-
book selection committee responsible for the English language arts book

choices will ever serve on another faculty committee in Choate County.
The states legislature, feeling the aftershocks from the explosions in

Choate County has been giving serious consideration to proposals
amending the state sOlool code to require that lay citizen members have

places on state and county textbook selection committees and expand-
ing state control over textbook selections to include both secondary and

elementary levels. - ,

A numiber of private christian schools have been organized and
were enrolling almost two thousand students by the bieginning of the
1975 school year. _

During the evolution of the book fight, national organizations and in-

dividuals served to sustain the controversy by providing funds and legal
assistance for antitextbooks groups as well as by keeping the contro-
versy alive in the national media. Outside extremist groups converged on
Choate County to provide rhetorIcal and organizational support as well as

funding for the antibook campaign. Groups ranging from the John Birch
Society aivd the Ku Klux Klan to the left-wing Socialist internatIontli Work-
ers Party15jected themselves into the conflict In the fall of 1974 , How sig-



A

nifIcant their impact was or how long lasting their Influence in the com-
munity will be, cannot be known, but the distortions, innuendoes, and
untrUths they spread tired up an already dangerously Inflammatory
situation.

in the name of relkring decency to educatlonln Choate County the
1974 proteatS prevented virtually any education at all for the children of
the county_for. the three ripths when less than half of the children were
in school. Besides "sing part of a year's school work, some students
whose parents oppo8et1 the language ar7is textbooks, were placed in a
position of conflict between their parents' values and the values of other
students and teachers. Many of those students who attended school
throughout the-protest often dld so in an atmosphere of fear and tension.
Many schools were divided bi the controversy and students within these
schoolslwere segregated intggroups of who could and who could not use
the controversial texts.

Part E: Subsequent Events

When schools opened in 1976 in Choate County it was in an atmos-
phere offapprehensive quiet. People seemed more concerned about the
quality of education than they had been before the controversy but vIvere
more cautious about expressing opposition to specific policies for fear of
precipitating another explosion. The school^ system has become more
sensitive to the views of parents and generally efforts are being made to
be more accommodating to parents.

In 1975, the social studies program book selections were the first
texts to be reiiewed under the new guidelines. The lay screening com-
mittee, made up largely of parents, rejected a number of texts before
sending an expurgated list to the professional textbook selection commit-
tee. Charging that the parent screening committee was sending "a man-
date, not a choice," the Choate County coalition for quality education
petitioned .to the state supertendent of schools who ruled that the
screening process violated state law. Parent screening groups can make
recommendations, which are not binding, but they may not remove a
book from consideration by the teacher selection comixtittee.

In October, 1976, several events occurred which indicate how
much the Climate has changed in Choate County since the book contro-
versy subsided.

, When a funqatentalist minister convicted in 1974 for con-
spiracy to dynamite the schools was sentenced to prison for
three years after losing his final appeal On October 15, a minister
from a large Episcopal church who had been a leader and
spokesman.fdr the probooks faction argued for leniency in his
behalf saying that the offense had been a special circumstance
which wouldnot happen again.
A rural minister announced that he had found obscene literature
in use in the schools, arousing fears that the textbook contro-,
verty would be renewed. Instead his protest was routed through
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the challenge procedure Instituted by the schools, giving
recourse to people with protests so that matters can be handled
fairly art potentiatly-explosive situations defused.
Carrie Scott, the antlbooks board member who keeps a vigilant
eye on the schools for potential issues, sent a letter to parents
urging that no children be allowed to be seen by school guidance

_counsellors because they espouse "value clarification." There
s been no discernible drop in the nOmber of children seeing
unseliors and the Issue does not appear to have aroused much

inferest in theCommunity, raising the possibility that Ms. Scott
may have discredited herself somewhat with her constituency
or at least may have misjudged its present mood.

A pollster commissioned to find out whether there was too much
residual anger in the school system to risk putting a school
construction bond Issue on the November ballot urged the
school board to go ahead with the,bond issUe. Bond issues have
been generally supported in the past ond pollster's findings did
bot indicate that there would be unusual and substantial
opRosition to a bond issue this year. ..

, People do not talk much in Choate County to\lay about the school
books controversy and when they do talk about it, it is to people they
know well 'Support for the objectives of the book Protesters is expreSsed
by a wide cross-section of the community; opposition to the methods of
protest is just as widespread. People live in fear of another explosion like
the one in 1974 and fi5r many, the less they talk or think about what hap-
pened, the more quickly it will go away.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CHOATE COUNTY
TEXTBOOK. CONTROVE RSY

Ronald C. Corvt\iin
Roy A. Edelfelt

This case deMonstrates the control role that bu'reaucrac les occupy
in modern societies, It also underscores the dilemmas involved in at- r

tempting fo mesh a public service organization and its underlying ethic of
professionalism w(th the principles of democracy.

in view of the violence perpetrated by the protest groups it is per-
h`aos difficult to sympathize with their cause, and we do not condOne all
of their actions by any means, However, it seerns impossible tO fully
comprehend the imPact prOnizations have on the lives of citizens with-
out considering the situation of:thaproteeters.

hey were actors in a largegt ommunity-Wide political Struggle that

was eventually played out within Ihti school system. Such conflicts are
inhereili to moclern organizations, because organizations are part of a
larger society. The events in the case also dempnstrate that piiPlic orga-
nizatione are pporly equiPped to handle unresolve:d political issues.
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ffi ahy social system that. harbors conflicting Interests and vakies
accommodations Must be worked out among opposing groups. In our so-
-66N; those compromises normaHy take piloe within the political system.
But if conflicts are nal worked out at that level theli resolution is left to the
public employees responsible for implementing policy. This cannot be an
effective solution because bureaucracies are organized around the prin-
ciples of efficiency at d uniform treatmen ether than around the demo-
cratic principles of dissent and accomm.s. tion of minority views. T us,
the Choate County school system was for .1 assume weighty poll cal
responsibilities for which it was ill prepared.

Before attempting to assess the meaning and significance of the
conflict, we shall approach the case by considering three linkage points
in the school system where different principles must be accommodated:

1. The schbol board, which must adjust the demands of its constituency
to the requirements of bureaucratic administration;

2. The school system administration, which must balance the need for
standardization with the realities of existing diversity, andblend
professional principles with administrative requfrements:

3. The teachers, who mUstkveigh the desirability of individual attention
(particularism) against the risk of favoritism and treating some stu-
dents unequally or unfairly.

The School Board

The school board, according to state law, is composed of five mem-
bers elected by the voters of the county without, reference to political
party affiliation. No more than two members may be-elected from any
ope otikhe seven maghsterial districts within the county. Election to the
school board is for six/I/ear staggered terms of office. 8tate law makes
no provillf6n for recall of members once they are seated. Elections take
place during the May primacy but successful candidates are not seated
until the following January. Candidates are elected by a. plurality; those
with the most votes are winners even though they may have received no
more than 10 to 20 percent of the total vote. Generally the rural popula-
tion of the county has been under-represented on the school board..In-
deed, the country-wide organization of school systems in the state has
helPed to create urban-rural conflicts. FOr many of the people who live
outside the city limits, there is a sense of powerlessness born.of the erb-
sence of an ade4uate voice to influence the decision-making process.

The school board operated under several constraints *ich should
be kept in mind. First, like other school boards in t/Cia country, it was
politically Insulated, and not part of the larger political system. As a re-
sult, the protesters did not have the option of e ressing their views
thrbugh representatives on the local, state an national legislative
bodiectioTheir opportunity to influence school policy as limited to a re
strictedlccess ,to a few board members, and th board remained
unawaref the seriousness oftitizen complaints
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Second, it seems unlikely that the few members of the school board
cou.W.have adequately reflected the existing range and intensity of opin-

ions In this county. And, since the board's constituenCies diSagreed
among themselves, It did not have a clear public mandate to fdlow a par-
ticular course of action. This left the individual members with a great
deal of discretion to act an the basis of their personal inclinations.

Third, the school board members were clearly'on the side of legal
authority in this clash between legal and traditional forms of authority.
The protestors based their claims on the traditional right of families to
control the way their children are socialized. The board members were
responding to the legal obligation of school districts to provide for this so-
cializtfunction. They were clearly inclineg to take a legalistic end

cos an view rather than-defend the traditional, purely patolial
values of their constituents. If this board istypical oj ftle vast majority of
school boards in the country:its members are more urbane, better edu-
cated, and more mobile than the majority of peoPle in this country. In ad-
dition, board members soThetimes use their positions as steppina stones
to local and state political offices: the position,orients the.m to tffe groups
already in power. Several of these sentiments are reflecte
in several ways: the Language Arts Program conformed.to
lines; the materials reflected a variety of life styles, and the
to solicit the assistance and advice of several slate level org

.
Fourth, the protestors' one advocate on the board ch

in this board
deral guide-

rd chose
izations

chai-

lenge .rather than work the problem through the proceddres of the sys-.
tem. Her power had a dual source: her position on the board combined
with her popular outside base of support. She was able .to challenge the
legitimacy of the textbook selection process by MObilizing herpersonal,
charismatic authority. Most organizations harbor such informal leaders
who reMain dormant but ready to seize opportunities as they arfse in
crises. The rise end fall Of these contending 'leaders "an Important
source of organEationa4 cOnflict and change.

The Administration ,.
. .

The full import of the prvtestor's marginal' rdlationship with the i
board canhOt be fully aPpreciated wipout considering theadministrb-
tiOn's piosition. The schootboard is legally responsible to the COmmunity

but it can be Fo-opted by the school.systena and used to defend the ad-
ministration'4policies: This is beCause bureautracies maintain profound
inequities of,power, a power which is concentrated in the hands of a few
administrators who control ;resources: anci have aGcess to informatiqp,
These individuals are welt in'sulated from fhe publie'And from their subor-:
dinates by the hierarchy, status deférence", sCheduleS and appointment
calendars, secretaries and office doors. Thusc-although in principle the

school board exercises the ultimate authority ovel'school policy: in prac--

.tioe the- responsibility and much of the power is usualiv.dblegared to
school administrators who haVe more time, information and resources,
thus forcing the board 41+041 upon their judgmer,its heayily.
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The administration is charged with the difficult (if not impossible)
task of giving efficient and equitable treatment to all members of the
community. It therefore-relies-on-standardized procedures-Such-as rules,
uniform Materials and customary teaching practices. The case-illus-
trates the use of the traditional managerial approach of prqfessional edu-
cators from the superintendent down. It also demonsttates that it is not
possible to standardize the treatment of such a diverse clientele without
serious problems. No provisions were mti.% for adjusting standards to
accommodate the existing/diversity. There was no option open to those
parents who chose not to conform to the dominant values. It is not even
clear that such could have been providep without compromising
the efficiency and eq itability of the system. The one possibility that 0/as
mentioned, that of including concerned citizens on the Textbook Selec-
tion Committee, Was ruled out. This left the textook selection almost en-
tirely in the hands of the professionals.

The county administration failed to take seriously the objections to
the language arts materials. Professional judgmerit was considered siAll-
cient to coUnter public attacks on the nature of the curriculum. Consloffir-
ing the multicultural, multiethnic-nature of the language arts textbooks
and the philosophy of the Textbook Selection Committee it would have
been wise to gain a broad base of community support prior to the pregen-
teflon of the list for adoptioni The NCA reportconcluded that, "A vital pre-
liminary part of the adoption procedure should have been wide
dissemination of. the true nature and objectives of the proposed materials
in order to Ward 41 in advance the half-truths of extremist attack.!' The
eieótion campaign platform of board member, Oarie Scott, should have
given !tie administrative staff...forewarning of the potential for an emo-
tionaljthense pretest over the multicultural, multiethnic language arts
matitriais in 1974. Th%e aiso should have been aware of .the lingenng re-
sentment felt by cural.citizims over schbol consolidation.

The fundamental reason for .their insensitivity, we believe, was that
they were too weli inviated from the public by bureaucratiC structure
and by their commitment to profeniocal values of the teachers

The Teachers.

. Just as the board backed upthe administration, so the administra-
tion supported the teachers autonomy. The administration was, in fact,
.foroed to share its enormous power vir the teachers, because they had
selieral kinds of leverage:

because of the slippage of,the hierarchy the teachers were in a
positioh to interpret and seiecttvely implement (and resist)
administrative policies, thus forcing administrators to take their
view into account:
Administrators had to rely upon the teachers expe ence and
epartipe: and'
Collectively, teachers could demand some voice in curriculum

vg) decisions
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Clearly, then, there NAPtts a 'convergence of power blOcks within the
school systemthe board, the administration, and the teachers. They
were able to defend the organization's autonomy by mutually reinforcing
each ott-m's position. It is extremely difficult for citizens to penetrate
such a b.l'Isindary system. Consequently, the teachers had a wide discre-
tion.. Their ability to decide which policies to enforce can be.witnessed in
this case. For example, it was noted that the guidelines finally adopted

were not applied uniforely, some children e*perienced disapproval for
e nqt using the textbooks: some restricted books were actually used in the

classrooms, and some promised books were made unavailable
Conceivably, the tebchers could have played a different role and

acted Hs a safety valve( in this situation, if they had initially been more
stors' concerns and tried to take their values

t-te4rhors, Witty all, subscribe to the princi-
duals arid respecting their families opin-

sympathetic with the
mdTe fully into accou
ple of treating students
ions Some teachers in di

*I.".

I contact with students and their parents on
a daily basis, are in a good position to understand the parent views and to
Mediate conflicting-bureaucratic and community pressures

.However, tile teachers were also operating--4<der several con .
straints, including administrative expectations, their ovA subordinate o-

sition in the hierarchy, the federal guidelines, time pressures and reluc-
tance to show favoritism, the clear threat the protestors posed to their
autonorny,..and the opposition of their professional association to these
protest groups.

In addition to these factors, the teachers' ability and inclination to
ac.t on behalf bf the parents was minimized by two dynamics within the
conflict process itself First, the teachers' 'discretion was narrowed as
curriculum decisions became more centralized in response to external

pressures on the system. The protestors focused their activities on the,
s.chool board and on the administration; arid more important perhaps, in
the aftermath, e state department of education arid the state legisla-
ture were playing more active roles Because of the local board's politi-
cal insulation,.it was necessary to achieve political resolution at higher,
levels in the system But it is indeed ironic that the educationel system

now.ceems likely to become eden more standardized, over a larger area
48f the entire state, as a result Of this local attack on standardization.

Second, this external threat to the system tewipOrarily produced a
united front against the community. The crisis forced teachers to choose
between the school system and the parents, arid their loyalties were_
clearly with the former, even though they might have felt freer to oppose
the administration under other circumstances.

This left the protestors with no representation In the school system,

as well aS with little hope that,,the school board would seriously consider
their, views. Their fate hinged On. the professional judgments of the
teachers, and there was little prospect the teacL.Nars would be syrnpa-
thetic. For, like the board members, they had cosiRoPolitan backgrounds
shaped by their educatfenal experience, their rofessibnal values, their
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regional and national assoclatiOns, and theft career mobitItyaspirations.
Nor could the protestors be asured that the teachers wOuld.not'use this
authority to advance their own interests or to enhance their own personal
status, and they had no acceptable way to assess the validity of the
teachers' technical judgments about the effects of the materials. Under-
standably then, the protestors felt compelled to undertake the
surveillance of the school on their own behalf, since they could not rely
on anyone else to represent their views.

The teachers wanted to be sure that the materials reflected .the
range of cultural and ethnic diversity in the U.S. For this purpose they
insisted on retaining final and exclusive authority to make curriculum de- '
cisions. This assumes that the lay citizens were less neutral and less
qualified thah they to make these judgments. But the parents were ques-
tioning the validity of tie objective of teaching cultural diversity, not the
teachers technical qualifications for meeting It Here, then, we can see
how a profession's drive for academic freedom, and the authority and au-
tonomy it represents, can clash with the values of some citizens seeking
to protect their way of life. Teachers and parents were separated by sin-
cere differences of opinion about what would best serve the r1erests of
the students. And what is impbrtant is that they were both tr ng to con-
trol the clef:tiny of others, i.e., the children. When two sides are so reso-
lutely convinced of the righteousness.of their own positions; there Is no
lasting resolution short of a political one. This brings us to a considera-
hon of the underlying meaning of this conflict

-I-he Meaning of the Conflict

In a sense, this was a struggle over words. But it was much more
than that. The textbooks were symbolic of much larger issues of value
and power. It was a contest _to control the young, and ultimately It led to a
clash between two ways of life- local traditional values versus legal, cos-
mopolitan, modern ones. The protestors objected to the profanity and
tiodonism portrayed in some of the books, but more fundamentally they
detested the neutral way in Which their Qr thodox religion was treated and
the fact that alternate life skyles were presented as equally valid. Al-

. though value neutrality lays a foundation for the tolerance needed to hold
a diverse, secular society together, it also can be taken as a means of de-
preciating sacred beliefs Because tlie foundation of their beliefs was at
stake, the conflict rapidly spreadand became pervasive. It was nO leinger
possible to treat the incident as a routine dispute over a particular issue.

Here then, iS'a people defending a traditional but still vibrant way of
life against heavy odds. Though deplorable, the violence must be under-
stood as something more than an exhibition of moral decay. It was a de-
fense of mriounity values that demonstrates the vitality of this way of
life and convictions of its defenders.

Since, as individuals, the protestors weAi o match for the sprawl-
ing organizations they Were dealing _with, they necessarily organized
themselves into groups, and eventually into loose-knit, temporary coali-
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tions. This prboess was facilitated by the relative homogeneity of their
religious backgrounds, occupations and education. It is significant that
the church leadership, a backbone of traditional sodeties, spearheaded
the protest against another organization: a secular bureaucratized so-
cialization agency. This process illustrates how organizations ere used
as weapons in conflict and thus how a society becomes progressively
more differentiated as organizations form in response to conflict.

The protestors were being defensive, but they were not merely
blindly, irrationally lashing out in general frustration against a

loss of-status. Their violence occurred In recognition of Ek basic fact: They
had little hope of realizing their objectives within the professional bu-
reaucracy, which had been unresponsive and seemingly unsympathetic
to their views. As we have said, the school system, after all, was
attempting to apply a highly standardized program to this diverse popula-
tion with little provision for adjustments to large pockets of people to
whom the standards seemed poorly adapted. The parents were expected
to have faith in teachers whose decisions they did not fully understand or
agree with. They were not represented on the original textbook selection
committee, and they learned that they could have no legal authority on
such committees anyway. The school board composition did not reflect
the intensity of their feelings1 their consigierable numbers IrT this com-
munity, or their new:found organizational strength.

With little hope kir exerting influence within the school system'S for-
mal channels, they chOse to go outside, first with petitions, then with the
politics of proteSt, and eventually with violence. And, once the adthority

A system had been repudiated, there were few constraints left. The protest
leaders' authority was only temporary and not well defined nor institu-
tionalized. They did not and probably could not control the membership:
violence ensued.

Thus, we end where we began. We see the cost of depoliticizing ed-
ucation. Political insulation can prctect schools from partisan conflicts,
but then this leaves few effective wtiys to resolve the political IssOes that
do arise, before they erupt Into rancorous conflict. Without formal out-
lets, without institutionalized means to resolve Issues as they arise,
minor Issues are allowed -to accumulate until they erupt Into major out-
breaks:-Given differences of opinion, conflict Is inherent In grganizations,
-but the 'conflict can take different forms: (a) occasional but rancorous
and uncontrolled outbreaks, which repudiate the legitimacy of the sys-
tems; or (b) continuous but routinized disputes within the system. The
form that conflict takes may be the only choice that a multicultural sod-
ety can make.

This case demonstrated, however, that the conflict process con-
tains its own correctives. As a resuli of the conflict, the system has
changed. The teachers have retained their authority, but the system has
become more sensitive to parent groups. As a result of their surveillance,
the protes Ar. s have forced Into exiStence a set of checks and balances
over proferionals, and the protestorsilave moderated their demands..
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A variety of formal and informal conflict resolution mechanisms
have been put into place. Sdme of the passion-has been channeled into
Ovate schOols. The proNitsion.for citizen representation and,rtiView com-
mittees has been institutionalized, and a challenge procectofe has been -
implemented. Thus, it can be clearly seen that organizatiOnal goals and
procedures are not dictated solely, or even primarily, I criteria of ad-
ministrative rationality. They evolve by conflict and comp omise.

In closing, it is well to .remember that democracy is based upon a
fundamental Irony: the majority can maintain its right to rule only if there
is a chance that any dissenting minority, no Matter how extreme its
views, can be heard Today's majority was itself once a minority, and
there must be similar hope for all minorities. This is not to condone vio-
lence, but on the contrary, it is to observe that the school system, with its
underlying ethic of professionalism, can thwart the opportunity of minori-
ties to express their dissent and thus inadvertently contribute to a violent
response. At the same time, with the proper organizational structure,
school systems may be the only hope that minorities can be heard in our
modern society.
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Activity 2
Conrack *

A FRINA

Contack is a feature-length film that can be used to help
participants explore the influence of the social environment on a remote
school in South Carolina. The story is a moving one and participants may
want to view the film, then discuss its impact on them and its literary
merits and limitations before proceeding to an objective analysis. An
objective analysis may include consideration of the following concepts!

Bureaucracy
Hierarchy
Authority
Co-optation
Emulation
Leadership
Roles/role conflict
Norms/norm conflict
Values
Slippage

The instructor may want to consider the following strategies for use
of the film:

Distribute discussion questions that can guide participants as
they view the film. Sometuggestions are:

Who are the key characters in the film? Describe each.
What organizations are being portrayed? What are scithe
characteriF.iics of the organizations?
What orgcl.hizational problems does the film illustrate? What
are factcds that led to the problems? How are the problems
resolvee
How might ConracKS situation have been handled
differently? What might have happened?

View thè filrn.
React to and discuss the impact of the film
Discuss the pfeceding questions and other questions that might
be raised.
CoMpare Conrock and the Choate County Textbook Controversy
.case study. Identify organizational characteristics and behaviors.
that are similar or different.
Relate the case to the readings. Ask participants to identify
major points made by the authors in Part I and to locate
illustrations of those points in the film.

'20th Century Fox, 1973. Martin Pitt. director Jon Voight. Hume Cronyn: Paul Winfield,
Madge Sinclair-- cast 107 mln
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Conclude the film discussion. Summarize the key conclkots
which-wticipante have discussed and refer them to thl author's
analysis of the film which is contained in Activity 2. End with a
reaction to the author's analysis.

The Film in Brief

To a small isolated island off the coast of South Carolina, untouched
by modern technology Or education, comes a white idealistic teacher
with a briefcase full of unorthodox teaching Methods for his black, grade
school students. Realizing traditional education methods will fail, he initi-
ates the unusual. All of this, however, doesn't sit too well with the crusty
old superintendent who knows Just how to deal with teachers who revolt
against the established system and "traditional method."

The teacher is Pat Conroy, a youthful, cockey Southern Male who
has only recently rid himself of an ugly racial prejudice that permeates
the community and region. His pupils are silent and obedient, but they
cannot count, and they seem to have had few of the experiences that
most children take for granted. When the kids cannot pronounce fils name
correctly, he accepts Left pronunciation: 'Conrack' is close enough."

He is introduced to his classtby the principal, a black, middle-aged
woman who "knows colored people." She reminds the "colored babies"
that they are slow and lazy. Her advice to Conroy: "Treat them tough"
because, "they must be taught to please the man." .

But, Conroy has his own ideas, and he doesn't "hold with machine
education." To shake their docility, he uses banter, horseplay, movies,
records, field trips, and campfire chats. He makes false statements to
test their alertness and gullibility. To stem a rash of drownings, he
teaches the kids to siivim. He tutors a man who has never been off the
island:end he suppOrts a child who is ridiculed by his peers. The univer-
sal themes of music and literature become a source ()this lessons.

Bulthe superintendent, used tg order and obedience, is suspicious.
He has received complaints from "someone" in the community. There IS
a showdown when Conroy is denied permission to take the kids to a small
city on the nearby mainland to celebrate Halloween. He takes them any-
way, and consequently is fired for insubordination. The parents support
him, but they, have no power in the white-contrplied school-district, and
the court upholds the superintendent's decision. The movie closes wi,th
the kids at dockside playing Beethoven's' Fifth Symphony on r portable
phonograph', as they watch Conroy's boat leave the dock.

For its dramatic qualities this movie must be classified as one of the
most moving and.convincing stories ever filmed about public education.
It is realistically composed and tells a powerful, poignant story. The char-
acters are convincingly portrayed in three-dimensional human qualities
which make it clear that they act as they do, not because they are good'I'
or evil people, but because they are part of a crUshing social structure.
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The New York Post said: "A very touching story, the more so be-
cause quite clearly, it's true.-

Nora Sayre of the New York Times wrote: "The picture revives the
.hopes and frustrations of the nineteen-sixties, including the idea that de-
prived peOple may be nourished by education--a notion that many prefer
to neglect today. .. . .

Jon Voight's performance has .a conviction that
suggests that the theme of the movie matters a great deal to him. And he
deserved special credit for acting with the 21 children selected from a
local school----who could snatch a scene from any seasoned actors.'

Director Martin Hitt
Cast Jon Vo101. Flume Cf onyll. Paul Winfield Madge Sind*
Studio: 20th Century ox, 1973

V Price: $2.00 PG
107 min: (C) CS-r AYC A 2
Films. Inc

C9NRACK--- A FILM ANALYSIS

Roy A. Edelfelt
Ronald C. Corwin

ii

With Stark realism this film depicts how the. traditions and structure
of a community can impinge on a school and ultimately shape the class-
room The hierarchy itself reflects the values of the region. Although the
principal is black;she has been co-opted. She is an educated black who
remaips a .figurehead, one who has adopted the attitudes of the white
power structure..She is loyal to the system, and even emulates the super-'
intendent's authoritarian, paternalistic style of leadership. Judging from
the fate of Conroy, it is easy to speculate about how this individthal C,Vas
favored by the promotion system;

However, the principal is alsor person, and must contend with .
other roles. She is portrayed as a hurrian being with sincere feelings for
the children in this cbmtnutlity. Her public behavior, in front of the chil-
dren, contrasts with her ir1formal conve(sation with Conroy, where she
confides that she believes she is Simply being realistic about the
chances of these children. She wants "h'er babies" to survive the
"snakepW-' that will be their wo0 by learning to conform. But the viewer
detects.that, even though she knows. Conroy will fail, she secretly ad-
mires hiS optimism and determination as she encourages him to taktii his
case to the courts.

The authoritarian.superintendent was also obviously hand picked
for this community. He can be personable and friendly, but his job.is to
see that teachers obey the system. We do not see the community, lead-
ers to whom he is responsible, but they are surely there. His position of
authority in the school system means more than being at the.top of the
hierarchy: He is expected .to represent particular citizens in the commu-
nity and thus-is subordinati) to their will. His job may be easier because \
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he personally Mit:If:scribes to the leaders' values, but whether he agrees or
._not,he_must_proted_their..interests_to_preserve_his_own_position._When
Conroy challenges community norms and the superintendent's authority,
the superintendent has little choice except to Intercede.

The film takes place In the 1960's, an era of upheaval, disillusion-
ment and rapid social ,change, which in the South wet spearheaded by
the black-power movement. The film-portrays the interdependence of
paternalislic, traditional authority and bureaucratic, legal autAority.
When tradition is challenged by events the strategic weapons of bu-.
reaucracy are brought into play. The curt'iculum and the rules of the sys-
tem traditiOnally kept this particular school in line with the larger system,
but when these mechanisms broke down, the principial and then the
superintendent directly intervenedfirSt with close supervision, and ulti-
mately by employing the full sanclions 'of administration to hire, fire and
promote, to maintain a loyal and subservient staff.

But, even in this tightly run school system, remember that CenroY
was able to do manysiLthe things thaffi wanted to do. He had a great
deal of latitude as long as his actions were confined to the school and not
clearly visible to the white power structure of the larger community. This
slippage was permitted in part by the fact that this school was isolated
from the rest of the distticti but it was also tolerated until Conroy's ac-
tions became so blatantly visible-that the superintendent was forced to
take official action. The film demonstrates, then, how structural loose-
ness can be shaped by community norms and public knowledge.

One could say that in the division of labor the superintepdent was
concerned with the political dimensions of education, while C'onroy was
concerned with the social purpose of education and pedagogy. But that
would ta.gross oversimplification. It is true that Conroy seemed to have
a better grasp of the academic goals than either the principal or the su-
perintendent, but in showing the childrfth that the system can'be chal-

, lenged, Conroy was also taking a political position. There are political di-
mensions to any pedagogical-method. And, in expdting the children to
viewpoints th_al,Rere at odds with those of the community, Conroy was
exposing ,t4'ifm to political considerations -and hence to some risk. He
was helping them to prepare, to liVo a life elsewhere, but for those who
were to remain, What Conroy tried td teach them might have made their
lives moredifficult, as the principal recognizes. It is not just a question of
who, will benefit-froTh this- partidu6ar organization, the community or the-
children, but what course of action will benefit whorrf. Thus, the film
touches a universal dilemma in leaching: Whethe.r (or how) to .prepare
children for a saife and routine life, or to encourage them tto accept risk:
to prepare thafttor the-here and now, br for an Iknown future.

And the ques.tion is: who shall decide? That question is answered in
the film. It is dide0 not by the parents who constitute the majority' of
constituents fb this particular schooLbut by a small but dominant group
of white leaders in inOther community of the district. The film provides
portraits of a feW blaCk Verspa rents who are respected by their
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peers. They exercise some leadership, and they make a feeble attempt to
support Conroy, but everyone knows that this black majority will be help-
less before the while power structure of the school district.

ln the final analysils the filrn demonstrates the folly of an individual
attempting to rebetagainst entrenched bureaucracy. Were there alterna-
tives to rebellion? C,ould Conroy have achieved his objectives without be-
ing fired? Should he have moved more slowly? What altwnatives and
strategies could he have used? A smell nucleus of parent support did de-
velop, but he did not seem aNe to capitalize on it. Were there other tac-
tics he could have taken? Conroy is a lone teacher. Shourd he have built a
_constituency before .challengircg the system? There was no teacher
organization evident in the film that he could call upon. Were there other
soutces of power at his disposal? Or were there options to rebelling?
Could he have used other innovative ways to achieve his goals? The film
raises these questions. It does not answer them Rut the film can serve
as stimulus for discuscion along these lines.
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Activjty 3
Alternate Contepts of- Power and Leadership

AN ILLUSTRATION FOR DISCUSSION
,

"Alternate Concepts of Power and Leadership" is a brief reading
which is intended to stimulate participant discussion about the concept
of-a thority by first referring to a descriptiOn of authority amonij the Foxt.

lndak1s. After reading the description participants may want to discuss.
A definition ot authority;

"ti,

Authority as it was exercised among the Fox;
Authority as it is exercised in America's public schqols: and

1

The author'z message to teachers' organizations

ALTERNATE CONCEPTS OF
POWER 'AND LEADERSHIP

Frankie Beth Nelson

"What is authority?" is an audacious question tO raise because of
the scope of the question and the risk of deterioration into abstractions
that do not represent living people. Some of the concrete reality to which
the concept refers has been captured in Walter Miller's comparison of
the concept of authority in ri,;(6 contrasting societieS. He juxtaposed the
Fox Indians around the time of first European contactS (1650 and after)
with United States society in the 1950's as a European-derived, western

lture (Miller, 1955).
The Fox was one of eight Central Algonkian tribes that lived in the

Great Lakes region. In the mid-17th century they practiced an animistic
religion that especiMly confrasts with western religions in the matter of
the relationship betweeh humans and gods, which the Fox referred to as
manitu.* The Fox did not place their gods up in the sky higher than and
superior to humans, as westerners. do. Rather, these gods were to be
found in the four corners of ?the universe on the same plane as people.
One of their imOortant gods, Wisakeya, was addressed as "my
nephew"a basically egalitariai1 kin tEirm instead of the more ponder-
ous "our father". No Fox deities.were considered objects of "hallowed
respect, adoration or worshipful deference" according icr Miller (281).
Each male Fox would have courted his own god at adolescence while on
a vision quest. He did this while fasting alone in the forest for four days

*According to Miller, manitu was ". . a kind of generalized essence of stipernatural power
everywhere and available to everyone," although no one trad it forever. When one suc-
ceeded at something, one was considered to have had manitu pbwer, just as failure.was in-

/ terpreted mean that one hed lost it. Although any person or thing became a rhanitd.while
behaving powerfully, the manitu power was held conditionally and temporarily (279).
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and nights, until a manitu appeared and revealed how the boy could con-
trol the power of the manitu, detailing the obligations to be fulfilled by the
boy in this redprocal relationship. The gOd was accepted if.the yoUth be-
lieved that the power would work well for him. or this discusslOn of au-
thority, the most interesting symbol of the fox was their notion that the
afterlife was a place "where the sun goes down . . . over yonder" where
good people did "whatever they please," whereas the wicked when they
died had to obey a manitu. Miller believes that they equated hell with be-
ing told what to do (282)-. We only have mythic evidence for their super-
natural belief about taking orders, but the horrified Europeans who first
observed them left little qpubt that taking orders was most objectionkle
to the Fox. Millerorepqrts that they were considered "insubordinate,"
"disobedient," and "undisciplined" (271-272) .

Nor was hecoism a parrot their culturefellow human beings were
not accorded sOecial, mystic, hallowed qualities qf supreme power, su-
pernatural grzice, and ultimate Infallibility" (282). A chief in a Fox village
Inherited his role, but the office did not involve any "directive authority'.
(253). Direction of other people did figure more in the role of war-leader
than was the case with the village chief. The post, of war-leader was-laeld
during single warring excursions of only a few days: duration, with never
more than 15 men choosing to join the war-leader,.and leaving whenever
he displeased them (285) Before a war-leader could re-enter his village,
he had to participate in a ritual that revoked his.authority, thus cleansing
himself of the 'dangers to others of his power Rather than admiring
powerful beings, god or human, the Fox feared them.

The egalitarian nature of Fox society was also apparent in the man-
ner in which theyf reared their children. They 'socialized the children too
thoroughly to need authoritarian control Their goal.was for the children

'to constrain ahd cohtrol themselves, ol71,eying the rules through the inner
conviction Of conscience rather than from outer Coercion. Sons re-
spected their fathers relative to age as did junior to senior kin, but did not
obey them. Those same e.rly European observers were arnazed that Fox
fathers did not punish theit childre9 for §uch offenses as stealing and
lying, but instead ...reasoned" and "taught" the negative consequences
such as "loss of luck and reputation," or occasionally made, them fast
"the closest thing to corporal punishment that proPerly occurs," (Tax,
1955) Miller offers an intriguing explanation of the father-son equality. He
believes that the "internalized symbol of moral authority (superego) does
not exist in Fox," Superego in DA Fox personality is quite different.from
'our own dynamics of conseiencç formation. The Fox resoh:te the Oedipal
conflict through.the symbolis of the visioh qurAt where'there Is ritual
enactment of a definitive se rance of dependency. Symbolically, the
adolescent dies and, 'when born again, is protected by the powerful
manitu that he has found.Torhimself. Instead of the internaHzation of the
father, as in western myth and .Freudian theory, the manitu guardian per-
forms the conscience functions of tile personality (287),
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r aised,coosciousness of hfe,'
. . only a mRtter of chance formulated to make up my fate

Although four days arid four nights of fasting might render the mandu
more profound, the statements are as full of individualism as they are
lacking in rival )ontent. The Oreat western religions oncie provided the
moral power of our society, F reudian theorists such-as Donald McIntosh
(19210) believe that through religion, individuals externalize their prera-
tional thoughts about omnipotent parents by projecting those feelings
onto l god or gods. He says:that a god is a metaphor fot a "basic self-
acceptance.- (9M) Whether mooil power be sacred or. secular, our
sixth-, sixteenth-, and seventeenth-century forefathers built ut an author-
ity prOress of domination and coercion the moral f ight to dominate and
coerce others, in which teachers 'believe they are clothe,k, is not
apparent to everyone everywhere. Instead, we are found as naked in_our
-bossiness- as when thq early Europvn explorers ordered the Fox,
when we teach foreigners, or even children. whose disr urttiYe shouts
contradict the invible cloak of the right to coerce which is not apparent
lust because one party is called "teacher" and the other "pupil."

When Pandora's box of cultural pluralism was let loose, we became
a nation with an authority crisis because the legitimating rationale of per-

.. manew dominance of an "inferior" by/a "suPerior was shown to he the
C.04?f clve domination that is so qalliiq to, the imputed "interior.- As
teachers, probably through their collective pOwer in Organizations, move
out of their wmpliant establAment-oriented, norm-sik)porting stance
of a generation ago, I hope that they will strike a courageous attitude
T he dual principles of authority are the opposite poles of power arid truth
Wherever leaching and teachers have influenced culture., they have
demonsjrated the moral power of truth over theTt'power of force and coer-
'mon, whether -legitimate- or not

RFilkFNICES

MR:Inlosh Donald Weber and f loud on the riatuie and ;otircf; of authority American
Sociologicar Review October 1910. 3 5. 901-911
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Activity 4
Ethnornethodology-

In the three volumes of this series vve,have attempted not only to
demonstrate that (I iS impor tact for each of us to become bet)er informed
ateut how organizations function, but also to acquaint the reader with a
variety of. perspectives and approaches that can be us.ed Jor this put
ik)se. f3ectuse life in complex organizations is multifaceted, there are no
simple expanations. Each of us needs.to learn to use the rich variety of
concepts, methods Of analyses, and modes of Warning that are availat1le

'We havi. seen that films, case studies vignettes, essays and other
means can all assist.

Nre
this in mind, wp ttiffl now to a little known but provocative

method that any interested student can profitably use to expose, the (of-
ten obscure) assumptions underlying this organizational society. The

method is called "ethnometh(xiology Don't be intimidated b.y the
tongue-twisting term . It refers te something al) car) comprehend: how
people make -sense out of their eVeryday worlds It is an absorbing, ar-
resting approach which cans yield surprising insights into routine evOntS

that most people ta,(0 tor granted
This Nethod and some of its imphcations are discussed in tp_o fol-

lowintg paper by Laurel Walum. The author 'also provides examples of
techniques that can be employed with the riothod, which are supple-
mented with..A3 tew additional suggestions from Donald R. Cruickshank
Walumls discussiOn includes,-.Wthoughtful analysis of how various tech-
niques relate-IQ cultural dift(-4nce6 and can be used to unmask some PI
our (oken rather insidiyus) ethnocentric beliefs

We encourage the reader to try this approach, and perhaps invent
still other harmless exercises that illuminate features of organizations

For th(1 studeat who is.,interested in exploring this approach further,
Walt mu hi suggested some asiditional readings

A SHO134 NOT t ON f THNOMETHODOI OGY
1,

aurel Ridlardson \A/alum ,,,

EthnoMethodology has its theoretiCal roots in the phenomenologi-
cal tradition the; under standing of social realit from the point of view of

m./(the eaning it 'horirror the actor. Ethnorneth( lology assumes that the
- understanding of social life cannot be accorTINished by the imposition of
natural science asimptions apd methodologies because humans are
not just objects to be observed. Rather, it assumes humans are active in
the crealion of their cultural worlds, therefore, `understanding of social
life must take into account the meaning a social act has for the actor.



The term "ethnornethodology," cbined by Harold Garfinkel, simply
means the "methods"means, techniques, procedures, etc.by
which people, "ethnos", go about constructing soCial realitymaking
sgnsein their everyday lives. Thus, the ethnOmethodologist Is con-
cerned with discovering what thosefnethods are as well as the nature of
the realities that are Oonstructe)d. For example, if an ethnomethodologist
were studying how a jury knows it has made a correct decision, he or she
would focus on how the jurors approach a verdict, how they dedde what
is relevant to the verdict, how they determine criteria to use, what.those
criteria are,. and therefore, how they know they have reached a correct
verdict. ThAt is, the probiem is understan9jrig how persons make sense
out of their worlds

Although the Amerin society is cIturally Pluralistic, most organi-
zation, witpin it are based On the cultural asSumptions of white middle-
Class America, and most persons who control these organizations share
those.assumptions by virtue of childhood or adult socialization into white'
middle class. However, because of our cultural diversity, persons who
work at various levels Within thesefor,panizations bring different assump-
tions about the rneaning8 of the.behA,iors that they observe and exhibit
within the organization. Onq consequence is that members may inadver-
tently violate the organizational norms, arid the violation may result in
negative sanctioning that 'extends well beyond the mirticular norm
violationfor example', a generalized lowered evaluation of the mem-
bers contributions to the organization. A second consequence it thait
mern6ers from different cultural .backgrounds may feei uncomlortable
andlor rewarded because they are unfamiliar with the rules of the organi-
zation anctthe reward structure.

Bgause the number of cultures within.our society is great, rather
than focus on only one or two of them, participants are asked to draw on
their own understandings based on their own regional, ethnic, class, and
sex backgrounds The Major areas_of cultural diversity to explore didac-
tically are space, time, and language...

Because much of what persohs Use in creating Cultural sense de-
pends on what they take for granted ("routine grounds of everyday beha-
vior") and do not recognize as operating rules, one of the major tasks of
the ethnomethodologist has been to develop. demonstration techniques
or procedures by which this everydey, taken-for-granted cultural world
can be made visible. The techniques/procedures that follow are
grounded in this ethnomethodological perspective and are intended to
make visible to the participants some "taken-for-granteds" about social
organizations. Only by understanding these primary "taken-for-
grahteds" can the participants move to an understanding .of organiza-.
tions at the rnacrolevel .

The techniques/procedures are organized arokikd the teachittg/
learning of certain concepts in the area of social orgdrization. For each
concept, suggested procedures and expected learnings are provided.
The material is ndt intended to be used exactly as written: rather, it is a

/go 3
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pedagogical guide. Where detailed questions or descriptions are given,

the porpose Is to Increase the Instructor's fund ofresources rather than

to prescribe-Eityle-of pre-sentation

SUGGESTED EXERCISE

Exercise 1. Learning about Superordinate-
Subordinate Relationships Within Social Contexts

Superordinate Role

PROCEDURE' It is assumed that the setting is a classroom, meeting
room, or the like. The instructor comes to the front and engages in
common-sense instructor-type behavior; for exarnpre, he or she intro-
duces him- or herself, greets the barticipanis, ot picks up the chalk. The
instructor then interrupts him- or herself and queries the members, "How
do yov know I belong up here? How do you know I am whcr I say I am?
How do you know I am the instructor/teaeher? How do you kriow I am
leading this set of learnings?" Query and probe: Seek 'common-sense un-

derstandings of what the role is and how it is recognized. Use
imaginative reconstruction: "What if I had refused to come .up here? Or
what if once up here, I refund to talk?" Probe for normative understand-

..ings, such as the leader stands -in front, asks questions, addresses the
pacticipants, andtegic)s,and terminates interaction; the leader acts au-
thoritatively. He or she has the right to choose which questions to ask,

whi subject matter to discuss, how it will be pursued, etc.; Ad he, or
she ha the_obligation to do the above. That is, the right and obligation to

lead are com nicated through activity that is recognizable.

LEARNING. are able to recognize authority figures (superordinates)

because t behaYe in ways that convince us they are who they'claim to
be: the fact in terms of a set of rights and obligations that we take for
grante as belonging to superordinates. They are seen as haying the le-
gitimate ght to process interaction and the obligation to do stz.,_

Subordinate Role
Not

pROCEDURE. Query and probe "Kow do I know that you're the audi-
ence? How do I know that'you are who you claim to be? How.do you your-
selyes know? What do yOu do to convince yourselves and me that you

are learners-sutordinates?- Continue questioning' and probing to.elicit
as much common-sense material as possible concerning the taken-for-
granteds surrounding the subordinate rolebehavior such as sitting,
waiting, answering questions, and expecting to be asked questions as'
well as "nonbehavior," not throwing chalk, not swinging on doors, etc.
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LEARNING. We are able to recognize The subordinate role because sub-
ordinates act in ways that Convince us that they are who they claim to be,
they act 4o terms of a set of rights and obligations that we take for
granted as belonging to subordinates. We share knowledge of these
rights and obligations as common cultural carriers of standard America

OPTIONAL EXTENDING PROCEDURE. The instructor may wish to pur-
sue these cues to superordinate and subordinate roles within different
subcultures. That is, how, do subcultures and ethnic groups differ in their
understandings of behavior that signals a super- or subordinate role'?

Superordinate-Suhordinate Role Reciprocity

/PROCEDURE. Query and probe: "Can I perform my role as leader with-
out you? Can you perform your roles without me? What if I weren't here?
What if -no one were here?" Probe for imaginative reconstruction.of what
would happen if authority were not present (for example, the class would
leave) and what would haprfir if subordinates were not there (for
example, the professor would leav.e). That is, "Would I know who I was
would I still be who I claimed to t)e 0 others did not acknowledge through
their taken-for-granteds that I was who I claimed to be?" Can suborCi-
nates claim to be who they are without the authority figure? Review
earlier discussion. Behavior, cuec, norms, and expectations for sub-
ordinates are the reciprocals of those for the superordinate

LEARNING. The roles of superordinate and subordiriate'are reciprocal.
Performance of one requires performance of the other. The rights of the
superordinate carry obligations for the subordinate: the obligations of the
superordinate carry rights for the subordinate

OPTIONAL EXTENDING PROCEDURE. The inStructor may wish to ex-
plore this role reciprocity in terms of other role networks, for example,
foreman-worker, team leaqer-member, or father-child The basic role-
reciprocity relationships beNveen superordinates and subordinates may
be generalized across different organizational settings

fuperordivate-Suhordinate Relation4lip
Within a Social Context

PROCEDURE. Query and probe: "What is our- present 'social context'?
What 4 this event we are living/creating? How do we know we are in a
staff-training (teacher-training) event?" Probe for common-sense under-
standingscues from the environment ,(spatial, visual, tactile for ex-
ample, persOns sitting in chairs): the existence of administrative person-
nel: the pieces of paper that told everyone the context, the mood. etc

I Or`./ 0)
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PrObe and ask for earlier experiences on which this "creatlye interpreta-:'
tion" is based, that is, sitting in these sessions before, having experience
with the teachers before, etc. Probe -for the kind of superordinate;
subordinate relationship existing in the room that Signals that this is a so-

cial context for "learning."
/

LEARNING. Superordinate-subordinate relationships take-place in social
contexts that are recognizable tO the participants Social organization is

contextually based

PROCEDURE Norm violation: The instructor violates a particular norm
known to govern superordinate-subordinate relationships 'in this context.
For example, he or she throws chalk on the floor, leaves the room:turns
his or her back on the class, begins discussing poetry with one particular

...student, goes to the rer of the room and talks to the wall, or does a jig.
(The horm chosen for .violation should be one comfortable for the instruc-
tor, appropriate for the particular class, and observable by all class mem-
bers 4 Query and probe: "What happened? What did I do?" Probe for
explanations that rationahze a seemingly inappropriate activity within
this setting; for eXample, "You're trying to teach us something:" "You
did it to get our attention better," or "You're riot crazy---you had a re

son." That is, person will not know what happened until they have irrter..

preted it; and those interpretations will be within the context of the set-
ting 'Because this context is a "learning/educational" one, they will look
for peckigogical explanations and interpretations of the behavior. Quory
and probe. "What it I were outside and did what I just did (for example,
broke a piece of chalk and threw it down or talked to the wind)? How
would you interpret that?" Probe the relevance of. the setting. Suggest
other settings arid ask how the behavior might be interpreted.

LEARNING! We do riot only take for grared the rights and obligations of
role performers in a social context, but we interpret their behaviors to be
meaningful within that context. In some contexts, the superordinate may
violate the normsact ouyde the ruleswith impunity; and such be-
havior is interpreted (rationalized) in the context of the situation

Exercise 2 Learning about Rule-Based Behavior

Normative Undertandings about Rules Taken for Granted

PROCEDURE. Norm viblation (modification of a demonstration used by
Harold Garfinkel) The instructor draws a grid of two horizontal parallel
lines arid two vertical parallel lines (a tit-tac-toê grid). Without Ntating the
purpose of the grid, the instructor picks up the chalk and asks, "Who
wants to play'?" (Do not use the words tic-tac-toe.) The instructor places
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'an "X" in a box, the volunteer an "0," and so on until it appears that the
volunteer might win. At that point, the:instructor eresesone of the volurz-
leer's "O's" and inierts an "X" (and several others if necessary),draws
the diagonal line to signify "I win," and waits. Most 'likely, the volunteer
will shrug and say, "Okay, you win;" alternatively,: the volunteer may
erase ttie instructor's moves or start a different grid and win, etc. Query
and probe ''What happened?" Probable responses are that the instruc-
tor cheated, didn't follow the rules, etc. Probe: "Why do you ,say I

cheated? What makes you think I was playing tic-tac-toe? I thought I was
playing toevtac-tic How did you know I was playing tic-tac-toe?" Prbde
the symbol of the grid and with it the set of assumed rules that govern the
play. ,Probe the assumption that everyone understood and was following
the same set of rules

LEARNING We share a set of expectations regarding rules governing
not rust games, but our social interaction. We,assume ori the basis of
symbols and cues that the rules are shared among the members

OPTIONAtEXTENDED LEARNINGS The instructor -may wish to discuss
subculture variations or situations in which different sets of rules,are as-
sumed b4i1ferent groups'

- OPTIONAL EXTENDING PROCEDURE. The instructor may wish to lirik
this tic-tac-toe game directly back to the superordinate-suborOinateiole
relationship, eilher as a substitute for the procedure suggested there pr
as a follow-up recohfirming experience (reconfirmation of the role of the
superordinete within a social context). Query and probe. "Why did I do
that? What were my reascas? Why was i able to? What if I had done that/
at a party? //
Exercise 3. Normative Understandings About Rules of
Common Sense, Logic and Rationality

PROCEDURE (Modification of 'a didactic tool suggestea by Harvey
Sachs.) The group is told tqat it Is going to play "Twenty Oirestions." One
member is asked to vblunteer to be the questioner. When thevolunteer Is
out of the room, the group is instructed that (a) it will have nothing in mind
for the volunteer to guess, (b) it will be programmed. to answ'er questions
in the sequence "yes-yes-no" (or "yes-no"), and (c) it should pay special,
attention to how the volunteer tries to make sense out of nothing. The vol-
unteeN returns and, as the game progresses, is asked to explain out loud
why he or she is asking particular questions. (The instructor may have to
intervene and encourage a fuller explanation.) (In all my experiences with
'this technique the vblunteer has never failed to construct a logical-
rational sequence out of what appear to be contradictory respbnses and
to-finally get a "yes" to a specific, "It is X.")

A
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DIsCussion sh9uld follow on The klndspf. methods the volunteer
used----the rules-he or she was taking forigr etd, for example, that there

/ was an object, that the answers were hoposripat logical deductions
and narrowInggie universe would su eeki in in the answer

LEARNING. We assume that e world is meaningful and 'use thatas-
sumption tp make sense o9t/o1 it when none may exist. We assume that
ruleg are fiAllowed by othirs around us We assume that logical, rational
thought will provide/correct information We act 'in terms of rule-
governed behaviorithin social contexts.

ercisQ4 Learning about Status Cues acroSs Organizations

PyRPOSE. In this series of suggested procedures, the intention is to sen-
,.sitize persons to the taken-for-granted cultural cues carried as standard
Anlerican baggage within organizations and interpersonally to maintain a

status hierarchy, a communication network, and specialization.

PROCEDURES. The staff-may choosjto illustrate the coltural cites (to
be discussed below) through norrnAiolations, discus4ion, or imaginative
recOnstruction (the "What-if?" question). (In my own experience, at least

some violation of norms is necessary in order for the learning to take
place I would suggest choosing some and simply. me.ntigning the others.)

lnstructçr should explain the purpose of the learningt,segment:.

to illustrate 4nd u derstandhow.va.traland ivinverbiatl behavior conveYs

cues to others e ncerning .one's, status. ibis area .of so'ciolinguiStics
newly baihgexpl red. 'and therefore; following are coly some of Ole cues-

that are used d interpreted in standard Arnerican:organizatfons. The
staff may wish to explore other .status cues as well .asIdiscuss status

cues that operate fri subcultures. Particular attention rnaV.be paid to how
these subcultural status cues might .prove threaterung-to the status of

persons in an organizational hierarchy that depends' on standard Amer:
ican cues for maintaining distance and boundaries.

PROXEMICS. Proxernics is the use of space to convey meaning. Some
examples todiscuss (or to violate) are:

1. Tlie higher a person's status in an organization or social setting,
fEe greater the space alloted. For example, an'ihsiTtictor has the
whole front of the room and a large desk; ,students sit row by row,
equidistant from each other. Principals have private offices; teach-.
ers have private desk's and closets; students (in high school) share
desks and only have private lockers. In universities, the president,
provost, deans, chairpersons, full professors, associate professors:
assistaKi5Nessors, and teaching assistants areprovided with
differing amounts of space in a descending order

1 Q
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Persons of higher status can I the space of thoSe of lower
status, but.not vice yersa. For a te, men are accorded greater
personal spaie than women. When smking distance is measured
between malFand male, male and female, and female and
female, it-fs evident that Jess distance is provided for the feinale
(that is,' her personal iipal con be invaded).
There are cultufally understobd "correCt'illstances betwien
persons. In standard America the distance for conversatr is two
to four feet. tf onie person violates the norms of 'correct speaking
distance by standind too closer the othef's sense of Dropriety is'
enraged: or If one person stand's too Jar away, the other .

perceives a lack of intereit, '

The higher-status persOn may initiate physical contact with the
lower-status person, but not vice versa, "Tiouch" is really.the final
invasion of personal space. Females. are touched more frequently
i'n_more places by males than vice versa. Priests touch

-.supplrcants, doctors touch patients, coaches touch football
players, teachers touch students, etc.

%a.

Cf-1f3ONE 10S. Chronemics refers to the use of time to convey
meaning. ideas'to pursue with the interns are the following: fT
1 Standar. American organizations assume that time is me ful:

a scheduled event is to take place at the scheduled tim. What
does it iMply to be late for an appOintment? Not to show Up? To
arrive a day early? To arrive several hours early? What are
subcultural variations/presumptions about time? What.is meant by
"black man's time"?

2. Time (dr timing) fs also,crucial to processing interaction and
conveying 'one's. status. Normative les govern *
pauses/spaces/understandings related to When someone has
relinquished the floor-and when he or she has not. What happen§.
if you violate these norms? What happens if yOu allow long
silences (you do not respond)? What happens when you interrupt
someone who has not stopped speaking? What happens when you
continue talking while someone else is talking?

3. In general, the higher the status, the great(); the right to timing.
The higher-status person interrupts more frequently (men interrupt
women more than women interrupt men), can choose the
chronemic device for the interaction (urn. . urn, . urn. . or nonstop
lecture), can keep the lower-status person waiting (in doctor's
offices, in welfare agencies, at teacher's desks, etc.), can change
the time of the meeting, can control the arnount of tirne to be spent on
the issue, etc.
In hierarchical organizations, a "correct" ordering of interaction'
requires communication through "the proper chain of command."
What happens if you go to the top first rather than up the chain?
What happens if you go to the top first if you are not a member of
an organization in contrast to if you are? Can you tell who has
what position. in an organization by whom they talk to and in what
order the communications flow?
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5. How does the order In which Iniormation ffows (who finds.out
what, when) providaclues to a person's position In an Informal
Status hierarchy?

6. What meaning Is donveyed by chartging the Speed of speech? For
example, what consequences for Information-seeking does talking
fast have? Talking too slowly?

KINESICS. Kinesics refers to the conveying of meaning through body
movement:posture, eye contact, etc. It Is probably the most studied of
the nonverbal communication patterns. Some suggested cues to

explore are:
1 WWI body moVements irldicate equality among organization

members? Examples: hand shaking, equalized touching, and
mirror-Image body postures.

2. Whet body movements inalcate Inequality among organization
members (that is, differential placement along the hierarchy)? How
is deference presented through body language? How is authority
presented? Examples: Deference is preented through"curtsey,
dropped eyes, cocked'head, smile, and arms held in toward the
bOdygestures that make one's "volume" smaller; authority is
presented through stance, hands in pockets (a dominance gesture
for males), and hands moving in large kinespheres (increased
"volume")..

3. What body movements indicate that a person's status Is being
threatened? Examples: moving in to protect territory and swinging
one's leg. It might be worth-while to go through some of the
standard American metaphors that involve body imagary"My
back Is breaking," "I'd give my right arm to . . .," "I'm hitting my
head ageinst'a brick wall," "You're pulling my leg"and sensitize
the participants to the actual body movements that are
nonverbally cOmmunicating those sentiments.

4. Facial cues are generally assumed to give better information
abOut a person than body cues. However, because most persons
In standard American organizations have learned to control facial
expressions, It might be worth focusing on the disjunctions
between facial cues and body cues'. For example, a stare with the
head facing forward indicates dominance; but a stare with a
cocked head (tilted to the side) indicates submissivenths; that is,
the tilted head undercufs the usual meaning of the stare.

PARALINGOSTICS. Paralinguistics refers to the secondary aspects of

speech (that is, not tt4e content or the words), for example, pitch, tone,
volume, accent, phrasing, and style. What happens to the processing of
information (or the process of communicatibn) whenioaralinguistiCele-
ments are varied? For example, what happens when volume is raised?
What happens when it is lowered? What happens when speech is atonal
(monotone)? What effects does an accent have on the listyner? Will a
person with a standard English accent receive different information than
one with a subcultural accent? What assumptions are made about per-
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sons whdse.style of.speech is "cutesy" or "kiny" or "aggressive"?
How do these assumptions affect the kind of quality of inforrnation re-
ceived? How do th63P affect entry.into organizations andpiacement.within
them?

ETIQUETTE Although etiquette is not usually considered an elerrient of
nonverbal communtcation; for the purposes of this.training ft. may be
placed here because following the 'rules of "polite society" convey to
recipient as well as sender that "I am such-art-such kind of person!'

1 . The staff may want to ceccnsider discussing some "cornmon
courtesies" that in 4act are behavioral demonstrations of status
differentials, opening doors for those of lower status, picking up the
restaurant-lab for lower-status perons, or hailing cabs.

The staff may want.to consider discussing some "cOmmqn-
courtesies" that .in fadt are behavioral demonstrations of status
equality, hand shaking or certain kinds of greetings and leavings (I
suspect tht thTe are very few of these )

E xercise 5. Cultural Diversity
Regarding the Meaning of Space

PROCEDURE. Participants are asked to draw what they would consider a
Ipnrfect office (or classroom or byilding)

DISCUSSION. There -is considerable cultural variation related to ttie
meaning of space Some known examples from proxemics studies may
help. participants understand how their assumptions of privacy-
intrusion/distance-conspiracy a?e related to their own culture's assump-
tions regarding space. For example, German cultures tendlo prefer solid
doors and furniture, fixed seating and walls. Middle-class AmeriCari cul-
ture assumes that Opors are closed only when privacy is desired. Offide,
space for middle-clasS Americans stops at the walls; for German and
Japanese cultures it extends into the space, surrounding the office.
Middle-class Americans tend to see therrfselves as having a right to their
own ''space" or roor3 or desk, and that space is private and inviolate. Pn-
vate space is not taken fbr granted among British-Americans, Japanese,
East Indians, and most lower-class ethnic and racial cultures In America.
When n1'lddle-a3ss Americans want to think or be alone, they provide
themselves with architectural barriers, whereas other,groups can erect
ego barriers that signal to others in the samespace, .4on't disturb." The
middte-class American perceives such "silent treatments" as rude. In
middle-class American organizations, one's position in the hierarchy is
determined by the size of the office as well as the number of architec-
tural barriers between the office arid the rest of the organization. For
example, to see a highLranking executive, you may have to pass through
a reception area, a secretarial staff area, and a private secretary's office
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' before entering the space designated as the executive's. Persons with
French cultural background, on the other hand, assume that theberson
In 'the middle-of -the space has the -Ngheastatus.and the important_paths

are those that emanate outward from the center in starlike fashlort
Japanese culture also assumes that the central position Is the im-

portant one, but assumes that it can be approached from any direction;

that Is, the Intetsectlon of 'points is importlint, not the ;butes to these
points. Because many routes are possible, architectural features of
rooms are seen as artificially fixed, and symbolically limiting the activi-

ties of the organization and the flow of interpersonal relationships ,Arab
cultures accept close physical prdximity with people,.but consider archi-
tecturally obstructed SpaCes (and no views) to be egs) invasions

Query: What is assumed from your cultural backgrounds about the

meaning of space? What do arrangements of 'persons, objects, and walls

mean to you? What assumptions do you make abOut closed doors?What
assumptions do you make about persons of the opPosite sex being to-
gether behind closed dOors? How do those assumptions limit your per-
spective.about the role of wornen in-organizations? What assumptions do

you make atkut the amount of space which you are entitled to? How is
your morale enhanced or deflated by th space accorded.'yo AWhat $3s-
sumptions do you make about persons ho '"invade" your spaceor
those whom you perceive as remaining "distant'?

LEARNING. Spatial arrangements are culturally learned. W carry our
culture's assumptions about the meaning of the use of space I to organi-

zations. We define ourselves, others, and the organization I terms of

spatial messages

Uxercise 6. Cultural Diversity
Regarding the Meaning of Time

Standard American organizations assume that time is Irn rtant,

and they tend to scheduie events tightly. Swiss, German, Japane e, and
black-American cultures tend to allow more time between appoin ments
and to assume interpersonal relationsps are an important coimpo ent.

Query; What does your culture say about scheduling? is it w sting

time to "chat"? Are the-atesks more important than the persons\ with

whom the tasks are to be shared? Is it "rude" to jut get down to ipusi-.

ness? Is it "unprofessional" (or uncommitted to the organization) to

leave promptly at 5:00 p.m.?What consequences do. your .cuitural beliefs

and practices have on the organization? What effects do the organiza-
tiOn's preferences for §chedules have on its evaluation of your contribu-

tion and.commitment?
Standard white middle-class prganizations assume that time is to be

treated monochrornatically, that Is, one thing is to be scheduled after

enothpr in some kind of orderly sequence. Such monochromatic
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assumptions the usually- also,associated with compartmentalization of
activities andiow Interpersonal involvement. Persons from southePn Eu-
ropean cultural backgrounds, on the other hand, tend to treat time poly-
chromatically, that is, they keep many actMties goirIg simultaneously
and maintain high levels of interpersonal inyolvement.,(Architecturally
such assumptions are reflected in the strIng-out Main Streets of America
in contrast to-the plazaS arid piazzas of southern Europe.

Query: What does your culture assiirnr4 about how to "use time"?
Does it seem as though "nothing is getting done" when many tasks are
going on simulta eously? Do you assume that persons with low status
(for example w en) are polychromatic? How can organizations take
account of the differences? Are there ways to use spacq to synchro-
nize time? Fot xample, what happens when a symbol of low inferper-
sonal involvement is exchanged for a symbol of hiqti interpersonal in-
volvement suCh as sitting on a couch'toPave a discussion?

LEARNING IAe is culturally defined arid carries different.meanings for
persons of different cultures

Exercise 7. Cultural Diversity Regarding the Meaning of Talk

Talk fulfills different functions for different cultures and different
assurnptjons are made about the importance of talk, depending ontwho is
tWking tO whom. Within most organizations, there is an assumption that
the relevance of the talk is directly proportional to the organizational
status of the communicants. For example, it is assumed that male
executives interacting by the pure-water machine are engaged in "shop
Thlk" whereas female secretaries are engaged in "girl talk."

Within the black culture, talk is used for many purposes, and effec-
tive speech is important. Blackrales achieve status within the commu-
nity. through their ability to use language creatively and competitively.
Consequently, black males tend to talk frequently, lyrically, and actively,
and tend to expect feedback that urges the continuance of the talking
"performance." That is, talking is an art and a skill---not just a bit of ex-
pressive oil for an instrumental task. Black females, on,the other hand,
are expected to earn their respectability through their own "talk" and
their ability to handle the "talk" of those around them. The use of "talk"
for black males and.black females is different: but both share a cultural
understanding regarding. its artfulness and relevance.

Query. How does your culture use "talk"? Do you use talk
differently with members of the same sex than with mernbers of the
opposite sex? What does your culture say about persons who use talk dif-
ferently than you do? If you are black, how have you come to interpret the
white middle class use of talk? To what extent does maintaining your cul-
-%re's definition of the use of language create problems for the organiza-
tion? For the members?
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OPTIONAL EXTENDED PROCEDURE. The instructor might ask par-
ticipants to role play a sp4ech situation within an-organization, request-
in() foie players to (a) use talk as It Is used in fheir culture, and (b) use talk
as they assume It should be used in a 411,1e mkkile-class organization

WARNING. There is cultural diversity regarding the meaning of "talk."

Exercise 8. Learning about ReSistance to Change as a

(Partial) Function Of AcceptAce of the Normative,Order

PROCEDURE. Review the previous exercises and learninds. The way

persons act in their daily lives reconfirms their positions in thei4 organiza-

tions By acting like a'person-Who has a certain position (through verbal

and nonverbal cues), you confirm to yourself and others that that is your
pqaition Social organifations have hierarchies, and these hierarchies
aTe. reinforced '(concretized) through the taken7for-granted' acts of

\ persons within them. ThereforAi one of the major reasons for nonchange
in organizations is the behavioill apteptance of what is.

ASSIGNMENT.. Ask participants to violate a norm in some setting 'other

than their present class Setting..The norm that they choose to violate
shoUld not be questionable ethically, Morally,, or legally nor reflect poorly
on theM or the project. Some examples aretating peas with a knife', play-

ing "dumb" (like noj knbwing the meaning of a common word like gaso-
line), paying for food purchases with pennies, requesting a nickers.worth

of gas, a female.entering a barber shop, wearing clothes inside-out,
saying "Yes, thank you" in.response to all questions, ad answering the
phone as though you made the call. Thew-are literally thousands9f such
everyday rules of behavior that we follow. Participants should seflect one

to violate (perhaps one Diet they have tiever felt was a "good" normj:
caution them not to hurt themselves, 'others, or the project. Because
there are so many everyday rules, there is no reason for them to get
elaborate or ethically questionable. It is imporant 'that they do the
assignment now (within this context) and not report on some norm that
they inadvertently.(or purposefullci) violated in the ptist. Alternatively, the
instructor may wish to propose the same norm vioiation for the entire
class, for example, .cutting into a link paying with pennies, not opening
doors for females (if a male) or opening dborsfor males (if a female),' or
talking to a stranger in an elevator

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT. Participants should write up their norm-viola-
tion experience in a brief form (three paragraphs or so). In the report they
should include (a) what norm was violated (the setting and context), (b)
how others responded, and (c) how they subjectively felt about. it. (The
last is important to include: Some will report feeling free, some will-report



feeling awful, arid some may not have been able to violate a horre on pur-
pose-at all

DISCUSSION. Time should be allotted for sharing experiences arid dis-
cussing why the norm violation was easy or hard, why people noticed or
not, etc Par ticular.emPhasis stpuld bp placed on how the norms are
carried in Our heads, but are not Flecessaritly relevant to others. Emphasis
should also be placed on the idea that participants acted as indMduals.
Query: Would it have,been easier to have.been part of a group? (This dis-
cussion should lead into the following exercise on strategies for change

Exerc (se 9. teaming about Strategies for E. Hect ing Change

PURPOSE The purpose of this extended exercise is to provide partici-
-I. pants with some alternative strategies and tactics for learning about

social change The approach suggested is experimental: based on their
'earnings, the participants will explore the consequences on different
strategies tind tactics for achieving a goal they set for themselves. The
exercise doeg not assume tt?at ail strategies and tactics have been nta-
logued arid evaluated Rather, it is hoped that through this framework of
experimental approach, the participants can develop new strategies arid
tactics and the ability to evaluate them:

PROCEDURES Participants should be in task groups of five to .ten
pefsork 1h6ir task is to choose something within their cur rent envi non.
ment that they want changed, for example, smoking in the classrooms,
racist or sexist practices,-lack of garbage cans, or breakfast menus.

[If some exercises in communications are wanted here, participanN
could focus on the processes by which their group comes to a consen-
sus. (It is suggested that they keep "field notes" of their own . task
groups ) Attention sbould be paid to such questions as the division of
labor within the grpup, informal leadership, informal information
exchange, coahtion formation. instrumental and expressive role ëpeciab-
zons,.etc

Once a Noblem has been selected, the task groups should consider'
the iolloiWing kinds of qUestions about strategies and.tactics to get done
what theywanl accomplished. Theysmight chooSe to try differing tactics
to learn experimentally what etfect these tactics have on the outcome

1 In Adej to'effect change by working through the system, you-need
to knowwho is in a position to effect that change. That is, you need
to know Ao within the bOreaucracY has the legitimate authority
to make decisions in the area in question. How do you go about
finding out whom you should communicate with? Possible tactics
and strategies: the phone book, informal asking, looking for the
"formal" authority or an "information"-leader. PartiCiPants might
want to experiment with different chains of informatign gathering-4'
for example, asking the campus information operator and following
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the probable flow of calislrom there; using the caMpus director,
choosing several likely sources, and following the flow; or going to
an ombudsperson, asking Informally who is knowledgeable about ,
"X" area, and seeking information 'from those persons: Participrs
ma4 warit to keep records of their objective activities, their
subjective responses (anger; l'age, frustration:etc.), and how the
subjective responses are handle4within the group (for example, do

persons specializing ift."feeling-cathar.sis" develop?).

2. Having located the person or office with responsibility for' the area
in question, how do you best get access to that person or off ige?
a. What effects do indiyiduals as individuals have versus groups?

Participants may want tgconslaer experimentally (or in terms of
"What if?") the following Olds of question: What are the
probabilities of getting somdthing to happen if we send our
members one by One unlinked to each other, as indiv,idual
complainants or suppliants, as compered to sending one or two
of them (or more) as rejDresentatives of a group formed with an
interest in this problem? What are the probabilities of getting
something done if we send individuals one by one, followed by
a presentation by a formal group concerned with this problem
(or vice versa)?

b. Whet effects do different kinds of groups have on getting chapge?
., Participants may want to consider experimentally (or in terms of

"What if?") the following kinds of questions: If a.group
presentation is used, what should be the nature of that group?
Should we present ourselves as persons who are interested in

as students or as fatuity interested in "X" (using our status),
as a formal organization of persons formed to alter "X," etc.?
if the last, wilat effects will the name of our organization have? .

Will we \evant.to Include an ethnic or minority interest in the
probipm, Will we want to be viewed as having a local base or a -

national base (real orpotential)? Will we want to be viewed as an
autonomous organization or as a subtask-force of a national
(or regional) organization? Will we want to be viewed as a

hilanthropt, educatiqnal, political, or religious body? Wi ilwe
ant to be seen as againstsomething or for sornOthing? tl)w

will these de6ision's affect our likelihood of access and effecting
change?

`

3, Having made decisions concerning Nividual-group strategies, how
do you decide what form of communication will be effective?
a What effects do different forms of communicatiop have on

effecting change? The participants may want to experiment with
(or imagine with the "What if9",tquestion) how contact should
be rr6de, For example, what areThe cOnsequences of using the,
telephone to register a complaint or make a request as compared
to a faCe-to-face interview, es compared to a formal letter (with or
without a formal letterhead)? Wtiat effects_do face-to-face
interviews have when they arailot followed up as compared to
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follow-up with confirming letters, phone cells, telegrams, etc.?
How does the ordering of the forms of communication affect the
outcome (persistence-resistanCe7persistence)? Participantsmay
also want to look at how they divide the ldbor among themaelves
and how (and if) task specialists develop.

b Who should make the contact? What effect does one person^.
representing_a group have in contrast to two, four, twenty, etc.,
in a face-to:race interaction? That is, ikUice-to-face interaction
is chosen, what is the optimal numberlof group representatives?

c How should tte personsin fackto-face interaCtion present
themselves in terms of status cues? What kind of presentation of
self is likely to effect the change?Will standard American
presentations of high statQs or low status work? Will presentations
of other lifestyles (subcultures) be more effective? Participtints
may want to experiment with all having the same request (a
request that can onlYbe granted tO an indiVidual as an individual,
such as library privileges) to diScover what kinds of persons (in
terms of status cues) are more Hkeiy to be granted the request

d How should particrpants preseathemseives in terms of other
nonverbal dimensions? How Gan they use kinesics, proxemics,
chronemics, and ptiralinguispcs to achieve their ends? They may
wish to experiment with differen4actics along these lines, for
example, standing around an offiee waiting rather than making
an appointhent, or signalling friendliness and ctiurtesy Versus
signalling anger and belligerence.

4 Having located the person or office responsible for the area in
question, whet route to that access should be followed? (This
overlaps with #2 and #3: that is, the decisions are interlinked.)
a. What route to access achieves'what resUlts? What happens if

.you go directly to the top as compared to up the chain of
command? What happens if you:go above the person or the office
in question (bypassing that office entirely)? Will you be sent back
down, or Will ti-Aperson above do your work for you? What .

happens if you use other relevant persons Within the system, for
examOle, if you go through the ombudsperson or the affirmative-
action officer or the campus police? That is,'what happens if you
use the units already existing within the organization to
enforce prdcedures or to handle complaints? What happens if
you go to the press? What happens-4 you employ an informal
network, using the influend13 of persons who are within the
organization, but outside the area of complaint?

5 Assuming you have a problem you want changed, do you want to go
it alone, as a group, or to increase your power base by drawiffil on
other individuals and/or groups outside your task group?
a If you choose the latter, what effectswIll that have on your

group? Will'new specialists (like external public-relations persons)
develop? Will the solidarity of the group increase or decrease?
Will the group'have problems assimilating new members,



coordinating with other groups, etc.? Will the rewards (the
probability of achieving your ends) outweigh the costs (time,
energy,-coordination problems.eto.)? Will the groUp.k ep its eye
on thergoal or become immersed in the contract funot ?

b If you choose to increase your power base, how will you locate
other grpups or individuals? Petitions? The press? Placards?
Bulletin!? Letters to the editor? Vat appeals will work? Direct
interaction with existing.groupltn campus (like the women's
caucts, the blackcaucus, etc.)?

c What effects will affitation with other groups have on getting
the change effected That is, will yoUbe judged by y. r

"associations"? Will other organizations attempt to c. set you?.

'd Will you want to really increase your numbers or simply ...vide
the illusion of large numbers? How would you go about that? Do
the items under b above function in that way?

tactics and strategies might be employed that completely
mVent the existing system? That is, can.you achieve your goals

more quickly and readily by going outside the system than by
working within it?,(It is presumed that partiaipants will not use any
methods that are illegal, unethical, Of immoral.) What persons,
organizations, institutions., 'Outside the system will have what kinds of
effect? Will a call to a senator do it? Will a call to a cleric do it? Will a
public demonstration Or picketing be effective'? Will a -march"
work'? Will an article in the town paper work'?

_Exercise 1K Learning About
Strategies for Change in Qrganizations

PURPOSE The purpose of this exercise is to provide an alternative to the
preceding senion in terms of the organizational .setting That is, thee
same general purpose previously dicussed'(to learn about strategies
arid tactics for change through experimentation and discovery)"is upper-

most: Out in this cage, participants will be asked to leave the instructional
setting and focus on an organiiation other than an edocational oriel

PROCEDURES. The procedures (in tetms of the questions, strategies,
and tactics) are the same as in the preceding section. .How6er, pariici-
pants'should decide on a problem relevant to an organtiation outside the
learning community. Some examples are the following.

1 The tasi.< group desires to have credit cards Nt the major department
store in town

2 The task-group is conc.eMed with the rights of welfare recipients and
wants to gain information from the welfare agency (or agencies)
about welfare rights
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3. The tisk group is Interested In htolping a particular welfare recipient
) who feels he or shl Is getting the runaround,
A. The task group wants to receive food stamps for a few weel<s.
5 The task group wants to get a group Ilbritry card which oan be used

altjibraries in toWn.
6 The task group (as a 'group) wants tO get a bank loan o cover some

short-term expenses.
a

7. The task groUp wants to find out about the "quality of`life" in the
town (infant mortality rates, crime rates, pollution, water purity, .

home ownership, etc.).
8. The task group wants to find a placement for a multlhandlcapped

child (what services are available and how taget them).
9 The task group wants to intorporate'as a tax-exempt nonprofit -

organization.
10 The task group wants to change the confusing highway markers on

the freeway

The task selected by the group may be as simple as finding out who
is in charge of a certain area and managing to.get access to that person
(for example, talking to a bank president, store president, or Chamber of
Commerce director), or it may be a more complicated civil task (like find-
ing out informalion about the city other than What the Chamber of Com-
merce says, or altering some cityilevel procedure)

Exercise 11. Ethnomethodological I nterventiOns in
Restaurant's (by Donald Cruickshank)

1 Order something that is not on this, menu and insist that it be served
to you because you have a special dietary problem.

2 Ask for a larger or smaller) portion of food when it is served. Use
retorts such as "This isn't enough to satisfy me" (or "This is too
much and I don't want to waste food"). Don't eat unieps there is a
favorable response.

3 Ask that a table be moved to a more attractive place (for exampie,
/ near a window) so that you Can enjoy your meal more.
4 Ask that one side dish be stibstitutdd for anFther (for example, a

vegetable).
5 Ask to see the kitchen to determine if it is clean before you eet there.

Ask for evidence that the restaurant is lisensed by the Board of
Health.

6 Changefour mind after you are served, but before you begin to eat.
Ask for something your companion ordered because "it looks'
better.".

7 Ask to be sered by another waltress who Is at a different station
Decline to moveask that the waitress move.

8. Ask for a salad dressing that is not available. Suggest that it would
be simple enough to'get some from the nearby grocery.
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8. Try to pay half of your bill with cash or a check and Put the rest on
your credit card. ,

1.0. Ask for a chalr_that fits your size more comtortablyeither larger
or smaller. .
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Postscript .

A famous sociologist, Max Weber, once pondered the beginnings of
what has come to be kncilAin as "The Organizational Revolution' and ,
became concerned that the western world is becoming too rational\ He
fhared that much of the magic and the mysteryrthat throughout history
lEts enriched life witha sense of enchantnient would ditappitar.

Perhaps Weber was correct about the loss of enchantment, but we
still. find plenty, of ihystery in life, and orgamizations seem to be
responsitile for much of it. 'Despite the emergence of a so-called
"Science Of Organizational Behavior" during the past generation or so,
there is still much to be learneil about organizations. However, some
progress has aiso beer*made as, indeed, .we hope this.serieS Of volumes
.has demonstrated.

Perhaps it would be instructive to pause at this point tO revieW sorne
Of the contributions that have been made to date. For reasons to be
explained later, we suggest that there is probably no better place to start
than.with the popular literature that has been published on this subject in
recent decaddis.

, Some obscure person with no first name, referred to as Murphy, is
,sala to have formulated the first law oriorganizations. "Murphy's Law" is:

If anythinig can go wrong it wig.

In fact, MurPhy seems to have formulated a law for every occasion.
Among them ate these:

Nothing is ever as simple as it first seems.
Everything you decide to do costs more than first estimated.
Evefy activity takes more time than you have.
Whatever you set out to do, something else must be doi
If you improve or tinker with something long enough,
eventually it will break,
By making something absolutely clear, somebody will be
confused.
You can fool some of the people all .of the time and ail of the
people some of ,the timeand that is sufficient.

These principles have provided a solid foundation upon which
many other scholars have been able to build. Consider these
provocative disclosures:

Weller's, Law: "Nothing is impossible for the man who doesn't
4110 have to,do it himself." (1)

tic
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Chisholm's Second Law of Human Interaction:.."Any time
things appear to be going better,,you have overlooked

,

Shanahan's or "The length.of a meeting rises with the
sqUare of the number of peopFe present." (3)

. Finagle's Law: "Once a Job is fouled up, anything done to
improve it makes it worse." (4)
Rudln's Lavv.!AU ecrisis that forces a choice to be made among
alternative coatee-of action, most people will choose the worst
one possible." (5)
Crane's Law: "There is no such thing as a freetunch." (6)

Notwithstanding these iMpressive contributions, ,there has been
some disagreement about the relative importance of Munitiy. At least
some scholars assign.greater stature"to a writer who does have a first
name, C. Northcote ParkinSon. It is of course he who formulated the Well-

known law that fib modestly dubbed, "Parkinson's Layv," to wit:

. ,Work expands to fill the time available. (Parkinson's Law, Hough-,
ton and Mifflin, 1960.)

From this simple Proposition he derived several Corollaries, including
these gems:

Expenditure rises tO meet inbome (Parkinson's second law).
Time spent on any item of an (meeting) agenda will be in inverse
proportion to the sum of.moneyinv9ived.
There is an inverse relationship bstween the opulence of the
office decor of a firm and its solvency.

in addition to these shattering. principles, Parkinson dibcovered the
fortitiae for (a) determining the number of committee members neces-
sary to make the working of a committee manifestly impossible, and (b)
pinpointing the exact location of the most important.people at a cocktail
party, based on the leftward and centrifugal flow of-numan movement.

Another breakthrough was made recently by Lawrence J. Peter. Ac-
cording to his "Peter Principle:"

. In a hierarchy, every employee tends to rlse to his/her level of
incompetence.

That is, once a person has become competent in a particular job, he/she
Is .promoted to a new job for which that person has no demonstrated
competence. Unfortunately we cannot think of examples.

TO these fundamental laws we would modestly add our own.

There is always opposition to everything.

Paralleling these theoretical developments, and partly stimulated by
them, there is a body of more applied work intended to help individuals
cope with their own organizations, such as Tovinpand's popular, Up The
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Organization. Stephen Potter's One Upsrnanship (Holt, 1952) is another
example. This obscure classic advises people on how to manage every
conceivable social situation they might encounter, from how.to impress
people when entering an art gallery (ploys ifrid gambits connected with
the art of being, or seeming to be, a visitor to an art exhibition) to basic
clubmanship arid doctorship (advice based on the natural one-downness
of the patient). Potter e at his best when advising college students that
the under-graduate-man must give one of tWo impre4ons, either that he
does nothing but work, or .that he does no work To impress student
watchers, Potter advises striding into the reading room with hat on, going
directly to the shelves of a subject one is not necessarily studying, taking
Out a book as if one knew where to look for it, running down a reference,
and walking cut again "quietly but plonkingly.

The field-r7rThierarchiology reached a new plateau with the 1977
publication of Harold Morowitz's, Ego ches (Ox Bow Press). The author,
a biologist, has for the first time discovered and catalogued many of the
human species that inhabit various niches within organizations The
theor is based on these obviously valid postulates

The pnrnary functions of any organization are performed by peo-
ple in the lower echelons;
The higher one climbs in the hierarchy, the more time one must
spend justifying,what one is doing:
The higher one.looks in a hierarchy, the more likely one is to find
incompetent people doing unrTcessary work totally unrelated to
the primary purpose of the organization (This postulate
represents a convergence with the "Peter Principle.-1

With this disarmingly simple theory, the author has' already discov-
ered several species OnlY a few can be mentioned here

Ihe Octopus niche this small office holds thespecialist surrounded
by technical books and desk calculators, who fends off predators by
,1;pewing out large quantities of murky ink in the form of memos,
printouts, reports, copies, charts, graphs, arid the like

2 The Howler Monkey niche: inhabited by packs cof people who guard
their territorial domains with busy work arid verbal attacks on
interlopers (complaints and gossip)

3 The Beaver niche occupied by insecure individuals who are so
anxious to please the boss that they overwhelm everyone with work;
they find so many options and produce so many informative memos
that things get dammed up for everybody else.

4 [fir Puffel Fish niche-here the self-important person who is too small
for the-job, creatively guards his ego with ritualstic displays of
clothing and uniforms, name dropping, and especially by remaining
always inaccessible

5 The Giraffe niche: a tall andnarrow place for the envi&le person with
his head in the clouds who is able to remain serenely aloof from
everything that happens about him.



6. The Sand Crab niche: for the career person who defends his posityn
by giving the apt:of:trance of being constantly busy at his job while
forever moving sideways.

Perhaps the reader is wondering why we have chosen to dwell upon
these popular works when there Is voluminous literature of serious schol-
arship on organizations that deserves mention. Our choice has been de-
I iberate..FOr the popular literature is a formal expression of what can be
termed street knowledge," the informal theories of organization that
each of us has fashioned from our .own experiences with organizations.
Thvery popularity of these works demdnstrates beyond doubt that each
of us needs and uses organizational theories. We could not get along
without them. And moreover, we believe that theory derived from such
straaliknowledge should be seriously considered, by social scientists.

- The fact is that experience-based theory is often so convincing that
by comparison it is tempting to depreciate so-called "scientific" theory.
Many persoft are probably inclined to agree with C. Northcote Parkinson
(p. vii) when he states that:

Heayen forbid that students should cease to read books on the science of public
or business administrationprovided only that these works are classified as fic-
tion. Placed between the novels of Rider Haggard and H G. Wells, intermingled
with volumes about ape men and space ships, these textbooks could harm no
one

And, it is easy to be skeptical about social science. For example,
consider the so-called "Law of Propinquity," namely that.marriages tend
to occur among people who reside near one another; or conversely, peo-
ple in this country who have not met seldom marry. Such propositions
hardly seem more adVanced than conventional wisdom, in fact, hasn't
everyone always known that 'birds of a feather flock together''?

However, there is also a problem with conventional wisdom. It tells
us something else: ''opposites attract." if birds of a feather flock to-

* gether, then how can opposites attract? When the question is posed in
this way, one can begin to see the role of social science in relation to
conventional wisdom. In addition to discoveringilvw principles, and this
too often fails to occur, social science can help identify and unravel the
conditions when propositions in the store of conventional wisdom apply

and when they do not.
One has oniy to consider the movie (and the book) Up the Down

Staircase, a portrait of New York City teachers that was discussed in Vol-

ume II of this series. It exemplifies many popular pvorks characterizing
teachers as docile, compliant employees dominatbd by administrators
and overWhelmed by the bureaucracy. And yet, it must be remembered
that the play-it-safe teachers that Bel Kaufman describes, during the
1960's were involved in some of the,most rancorous teacher strikes in

the history of American educalion. It is not meaningful to ask whether
these teachers are "really" as compliant as Kaufman portrays them or
as rebelfious as they are painted in the news media. The question is,
under what corpitions have variouS groups of teachers in New York City

A
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and elsewhere acted aggressively:and when have they been more docile,
and why? This is one place social science can make a contribution.

The authors of the literature we have cited are of course writing
largely with tongue-In-cheek. But,-they &re also sounding warnings about
a serious issue: the capacity of organizations to overwhelm individuals
and thus eventually overpower arid distort their social purposes. Is it true
that members of organizafions eventually lose sight of organizational
purposes and is it true that they are rewarded for adapting to organiza-
tions as they presently exist? Can well-meaning individuals be molded

4 trItO creatures of organizations? And if it is possible, is it inevitable?
Large organizations are essential for industrialized society, and in-

deed Ion modern democracy_ However, their powers can seriously impair
the ability of employees of,service organizations to serve their publics. A
challenge, then, is to find Ways to curb the power f organizations with,al
out destroying their advantages We believe that reflecting upon orga-
nizations, people can learn how to resist some of the worst features of or-
ganizations and how to unleash the positive potential that, is inherent in

,
modern organizations

In short, social scientists can, anct often must start with the same
street knowiedge that most citizens use everyday. It is then their job to
test and refine this knowledge in order to make it more useful. Social sci-
ence and conventional wisdom feed upon one another, hence, social sci-
entists, practitioners and other laymen must collaborate to build a valid
and useful body of organizational theory.

It is on this premise that we have launched this series of volumes.
We hope that the series will prompt you, ow readers, to go well beyond
this brief introduction to the study of organizations. And we hope that
you----whether practitioners or -social scientists-----will try, as we have
tried, to cross the boundary of social science and practice with collabo-
rators whose colleagueship might prove as valuable arid intellectually
stimulating as ours has been

FOOTNOTES

' A H Weller, movie editor of The New York limbs, in a privately circulated memorandum
Quoted by Rovert M Porter, Professor of Education, State University. Oneonta. N Y in

the Saturday Review, Feb. 1, 1964 Chisholm unidentified
' Eileen Shanahan, economics reporter for lhe New York Times
4 Quoted by Brooks Atkinson in The New York Times, Feb. 1. 191 Finagle unidentified.

S. A. Rodin of Atlanta in a letter to the New Republic. 1961
I Burton Crane. The Sophisticated Investor (Simon and Schuster. 1959)
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Ap.pendix
lnstiuctional Mode, Goals, and Objectives*

INSWCTIONAL MODE
The instructional mode used during the Corps Member Training In-

stitute was important in ensuring the effectiveness of'the materials and
the favorable responses of participants. Suggestions fo2he mode and
tone-of insttuction follow:

1. Instruction should occur in small groups. Ideally participants
should be organized In basic discussion groups of about 10
members with one instructor for each group. Diversity of
background among group members with one instructor is highly
desirable. Instructors should be flexible and vary the programto
meet the demands of an 'evolving instructional process.

2. Instruction should give attention to the needs and interests of
participants. The backgrounds and levels of sophistication of
particilpants should be assessed prior to, or at the first meeting, so
that planning and grouping is responsive to the diversity and

.... needs of participants.
3. Instructional expectations should be made public. Participants -

..should receive statements of training goals and objectives, how
those goals and objectives will be achieved, and indicators of how
the participants will be evaluated.

4. Instruction should provide for intensive involvement of
participants. §pecial effort should be made to select case siudies,
papers, vigneftes,readings, abstracts, and jilms that.are
particularlyliaed to participants who are preservice or inservice
teachers. SmNfr group discussion should be planned to give every
participant an active part in establishing a rationale, making
choices and decisions, and testing principles and theories inherent
in different kinds of organizations.

5. Instruction should capitalize on the temporary society created by
the group itself. Characteristics of the group, as illustrated in its
governance and its social and work problems, may be used for
analysis and diagnosis, providing a real situation with which
individuals and groups can deal,

6. Instruction should deal with process problems and skills as part of
instruction. How and why people behave in certain ways in an

*Reprinted from Volume I of this series by Corwin and Ede /felt, Perspectives on Organiza-
tions: Viewpoints tor Teachers (Washington, D.C.: American" Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, 1976), pp. 8-10.
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organization is part of learning about organizations. As
appropriate, participants should use illustrations of their own
behavior to analyze why particular progress or achievement by a
group has or has not be?n made.

7 Instruction should engage participants directly with problems of
analysis, diagnosis, and choice. In part, this point reiterates
numbers 4 anii 5. In addition, participants should have Instructors
and speakers Interpret and discuss field experiences, role-playing
situations, and other experiences. In all of these activities, the
purpose is to deal directly and persOhally with how effectlyely one
can work through a problem in a logfcal, rational way.

8 Instruction should provide A variety of activities. Engaging the
interest Of people in studying organizations is not easy. A variety
of activities enriches the training session; fot example, case
studies, film and vignette analysis, field-based study of various
otganizations, independent study, feedings, and films which are
appropriate for use in groups of various sizes.

9 Instruction should include close guidance, monitoring, and
evaluation bf Rarticipants. The instructor-particIpant ratio should
allow some one-to-one contact, providing opportunities to discuts
how the-goals of the program fit those of the individual and to
negotiate modifications when possible. Such modifications, of
course, become a matter of record and provide some data for
program evaluation. The instructor's responsibility for evaluation is
continuous and should be done cooperatively with participants

1 0 Instruction should respect the status of all participants. Although
all participants (and instructors as well) are learners, each
participant presumably has a different status based on his or her
competence, experience, and power position. This is especially
true if a group contains both preservice and inservice teachers:
Each person's place in the hierarchy should be recognized and
respected.

We recognize that these 10 points are appropriate to study in any
field and all too often are unattainable for one or more reasons. Yet, a
large part of the success of the Corps Member Training institute was at-
tributtible to a continuous effort to follow these principles. Each person
ugthg ,this material for instructional purposes will need to decide how

40 best to present the concepts based on ever-changing tradeoffs among
instructors' skills, learners' needs, and administrative support systems.

GOALS AND 011JECTIVES
The materials contained in Parts 1 and 11 pf this book work tbgether,

enabling participants to achieve certain goals and objectives. The goals
and objectives are shared with participants so that everyone is aware of
the pumoses for studying organizations.



The overall goal of Perspectives on Organizations is to:
Develop an awareness of the characteristics and functions of
organizations, and of howprganizations and individuals
inpuence each.other

The program designed to help participants reach,this goal Includes
instruction to:

Enable participants to identify problems that result from or are
aggravated by some characteristiOs of organizations.
Provide participants Mtn kills, enabling them to analyze
organizations and organizational problems.
Build participant Intejeat in continuing Independent study of
organizations in the future.

When they have completed the program, participants . should be
able to demonstrate (through analysis and discussion of organizations)
that they have:

An understanding of wtv it is imp9rtant to study organizations.
A knowledge of some of the cOmplexities resulting from member-
ship in organizations.
the ability to define organliations, social systems, bureaucracy,
organization theory.
An awareness of approaches used to study organliiitions.
An awareness of some key features of organizations.
An understanding of hoW the various functions of organizations
are coordinated.
An awareness of models that are useful for analyzing
organizations.
The ability to classify organizations according to typology. _

An Understanding of how the social environment might affect the
organization.
A knowledge of strategies for coping in organizations.

,These, and perhaps other objectives that participants will identify
for themselves, should be achieved as a study proceeds. Participants
and instructors will frequently want to refer back to these objectives to
assess progress. The materials and activities designed to help achieve
the objectives are contained in each book In this series
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